Ford taurus owner manual

Quick Links. Instrument Cluster. Warning and control lights. Entertainment Systems. CD
changer. Climate Controls. Manual heating and air conditioning. Automatic temperature control.
Rear window defroster. Turn signal control. Bulb replacement. Driver Controls. Steering wheel
adjustment. Power windows. Speed control. Message center. Locks and Security. Anti-theft
system. Owners Guide postfmt. USA fus. Page 3 Ford Motor Company. Ford may change the
contents without notice and without incurring obligation. Page 4: Introduction The more you
know and understand about your vehicle, the greater the safety and pleasure you will derive
from driving it. In this guide, answers to such questions are contained in comments highlighted
by the warning triangle symbol. These comments should be read and observed. To access this
information, special equipment must be directly connected to the recording modules. Ford
Motor Company and Ford of Canada do not access event data recorder information without
obtaining consent, Page 7 Introduction Special instructions For your added safety, your vehicle
is fitted with sophisticated electronic controls. Failure to follow the specific warnings and
instructions could result in personal injury. Front seat mounted rear-facing child or infant seats
should NEVER be placed in front of an active passenger air bag. Page 8: Vehicle Symbol
Glossary Introduction These are some of the symbols you may see on your vehicle. Many lights
will illuminate when you start your vehicle to make sure the bulb works. Page 12 Instrument
Cluster Engine oil pressure: Illuminates when the oil pressure falls below the normal range,
refer to Engine oil in the Maintenance and Specifications chapter. Traction Control active if
equipped : Flashes when the Traction Control is active. If the light remains on a malfunction has
been detected; Engine coolant temperature gauge: Indicates engine coolant temperature. If it
enters the red section, the engine is overheating. Stop the vehicle as soon as safely possible,
switch off the engine and let the engine cool. Page 14 Instrument Cluster Tachometer: Indicates
the engine speed in revolutions per minute. Driving with your tachometer pointer continuously
at the top of the scale may damage the engine. Fuel gauge: Indicates approximately how much
fuel is left in the fuel tank when the ignition is in the ON position. Tape: Insert the cassette with
the opening to the right. If a tape is already inserted into the system, press TAPE to begin tape
play. Page 16 Entertainment Systems 5. Page 17 Entertainment Systems Tune: Works in radio
mode or CD mode. Cassette door: Insert a cassette into the cassette door. Clock: To set the
hour, press and hold the H control. When the desired hour appears, release the control. To set
the minute, press and hold the M control. When the desired minute appears, release the control.
Page 19 Entertainment Systems 6. Scan: Press to hear a brief sampling of all listenable radio
stations or CD tracks. Press again to stop. CD: Press to play a CD. Page Cd Changer
Entertainment Systems CD changer if equipped Your CD changer is either located in the trunk
or the center console. Slide the door to access the CD changer magazine. Page 21
Entertainment Systems 5. Line up the CD with the groove of the disc holder. Ensure that the
label on the CD faces downwards. Press the disc holder until it locks securely into the
magazine. Ensure that the disc holder is evenly inserted and at the same level as the magazine
A. Page 22 12 cm audio compact discs only. Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable
and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players.
Irregular shaped CDs, CDs with a scratch protection film attached, and CDs with homemade
paper adhesive labels should not be inserted into the CD player. Temperature selection:
Controls the temperature of the airflow in the vehicle. Passenger airbag indicator light: Refer to
Front passenger sensing system in the Seating and Safety Restraints chapter. OFF: Outside air
is shut out and the climate control system is turned off. Use with the recirculated air to improve
cooling performance and efficiency. AUTO: Press to engage full automatic operation, and select
the desired temperature using the temperature control. The filter is located just in front of the
windshield under the cowl grille on the passenger side of the vehicle. For more information, or
to replace the filter, see your authorized Ford dealer. Turns on the parking lamps, instrument
panel lamps, license plate lamps and tail lamps. Turns the headlamps on. Autolamp control if
equipped The autolamp system provides light sensitive automatic on-off control of the exterior
lights normally controlled by the headlamp control. Page 30 Lights High beams Push the lever
toward the instrument panel to activate. Pull the lever towards you to deactivate. Flash to pass
Pull toward you slightly to activate and release to deactivate. Measure the height of the
headlamp bulb center from the ground and mark an 8 foot 2. Page Turn Signal Control Lights To
see a clearer light pattern for adjusting, you may want to block the light from one headlamp
while adjusting the other. Locate the vertical adjuster on each headlamp. Using a 4 mm wrench,
turn the adjuster either clockwise to adjust down or counterclockwise to adjust up. Page Bulb
Replacement Lights the lamp will remain on for 25 seconds after the door is shut. If any other
door has been opened from the inside, the lamp will shut off immediately after the door is
closed. To turn on the dome lamp manually, move the panel dimmer control to the full upright
position, past detent. Page 35 Lights Replacing headlamp bulbs To remove the headlamp bulb:

1. Make sure headlamp switch is in OFF position and open the hood. Remove the bolt 1 from the
headlamp housing. At the back of the headlamp, pry up and remove the two retainer pins to
release the headlamp assembly from the vehicle and pull headlamp forward. Page 36 Lights 5.
Disconnect the electrical connector from the bulb by pulling rearward. Remove the bulb
retaining ring by rotating it counterclockwise. Remove the old bulb from the lamp assembly by
pulling it straight out of the lamp assembly. Page 37 Lights 2. Install the bulb retaining ring over
the plastic base and lock the ring by rotating clockwise until it snaps into place. Connect the
electrical connector to the bulb. Install the protective dust shield and lock the shield by rotating
it clockwise until it locks into position. Page 38 Lights 5. Carefully pull bulb straight out of the
socket and push in the new bulb. Install the bulb socket into the lamp assembly by rotating it
clockwise. Carefully position the headlamp assembly onto the vehicle. Hold the headlamp
assembly snugly against the vehicle and install the retainer pins straight down to lock the lamp
into place. Remove the two outboard grommets from the inside of the decklid. On the inside of
the decklid, remove the three nuts that hold the spoiler on and remove the spoiler. On the
underside of the spoiler, remove the two decorative screw covers on the LED module. Follow
the same steps to replace either bulb. Make sure headlamp switch is in OFF position and open
trunk and remove two plastic mushroom nuts, five push pins and the plastic cover Do not insert
any other object in the power outlet as this will damage the outlet and blow the fuse. Hard
objects can injure you in a collision. Press completely down on AUTO and release quickly.
Window lock The window lock feature allows only the driver to operate the power windows.
Select L to adjust the left mirror or R to adjust the right mirror. Move the control in the direction
you wish to tilt the mirror. Return to the center position to disable the adjust function. Page 46
Driver Controls 3. Take your foot off the accelerator pedal. Note: When you turn off the speed
control or the ignition, your speed control set speed memory is erased. This feature will learn
the radio frequency codes of most transmitters to operate garage doors, entry gate operators,
security systems, entry door locks, and home or office lighting. Page 50 Driver Controls 1.
Press and hold the two outside buttons releasing only when the indicator light begins to flash
after 20 seconds. Do not repeat Step 1 to program additional hand-held transmitters to the
remaining two HomeLink buttons. This will erase previously programmed hand-held transmitter
signals into HomeLink. Return to the vehicle and firmly press, hold for two seconds and release
the HomeLink button. Activation will now occur for the trained product garage door, gate
operator, security system, entry door lock, or home or office lighting etc. You may select
display features on the message center for a display of status preceded by a brief indicator
chime. DTE is calculated using a running average fuel economy, which is based on your recent
driving history of miles km. To operate the Trip Elapsed Drive Time perform the following: 1.
Page 56 Driver Controls Most geographic areas zones have a magnetic north compass point
that varies slightly from the northerly direction on maps. This variation is four degrees between
adjacent zones and will become noticeable as the vehicle crosses multiple zones. A correct
zone setting will eliminate this error. Page 57 Driver Controls 6. Press the SET control
repeatedly until the correct zone setting for your geographic location is displayed on the
message center. Page 58 Driver Controls 2. Page 59 Driver Controls 9. In the event of a multiple
warning situation, the message center will cycle the display to show all warnings by displaying
each one for several seconds. Displayed when the passenger side door is not completely
closed. Displayed when the fuel filler cap is not properly installed. Check the fuel filler cap for
proper installation. Refer to Fuel filler cap in the Maintenance and Specifications chapter.
Displayed when the electrical system is not maintaining proper voltage. Make sure that the mat
does not interfere with the operation of the accelerator or the brake pedal. In case of loss,
replacement keys are available from your dealer. You should always carry a second key with
you in a safe place in case you require it in an emergency. Refer to the SecuriLock passive
anti-theft system section in this chapter for more information. Page 64 Locks and Security 1.
Turn the ignition to the 4 ON position. Page 65 Locks and Security Adults are advised to
familiarize themselves with the operation and location of the release handle. Operation is
subject to the following two conditions: 1 This device may not cause harmful interference, and 2
This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause
undesired operation. The battery saver feature will turn off the interior lamps 10 minutes after
the ignition is turned to the 3 OFF position. Page 68 Locks and Security To replace the battery:
1. Twist a thin coin between the two halves of the remote entry transmitter near the key ring.
Page 69 Locks and Security To reprogram the remote entry transmitters: 1. Ensure the vehicle
is electronically unlocked. Put the key in the ignition. The battery saver will shut off the interior
lamps 10 minutes after the ignition has been turned to the 3 OFF position. Page 71 Locks and
Security Note: The puddle lamps if equipped cannot be deactivated; performing this procedure
will only deactivate the head, park and tail lamps. Page 72 Locks and Security 2. All personal

codes are now erased and only the factory set 5â€”digit code will work. Use of these systems
may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of security protection. Note: Large metallic
objects, electronic devices that are used to purchase gasoline or similar items, or a second
coded key on the same key chain may cause vehicle starting issues. Page 76 Locks and
Security Arming the system When armed, this system will respond if unauthorized entry is
attempted. The system is ready to arm whenever key is removed from the ignition. Do not pile
cargo higher than the seatbacks to reduce the risk of injury in a collision or sudden stop. Using
the manual lumbar support if equipped The lumbar control is located on the front of the seat
cushion. Turn to adjust lumbar support. Page 79 Seating and Safety Restraints Pull lever up to
adjust seatback. Before returning the seatback to its original position, make sure that cargo or
any objects are not trapped behind the seatback. After returning the seatback to its original
position, pull on the seatback to ensure that it has fully latched. When raising the seatback s ,
make sure you hear the seat latch into place. Make sure that the safety belt for the rear center
passenger is properly routed over the rear seatback. Page 82 Seating and Safety Restraints
allows your Personal Safety System to distinguish between different levels of crash severity
and modify the deployment strategy of the dual-stage airbags and safety belt pretensioners.
Page 83 Seating and Safety Restraints will light and stay lit to remind you that the front
passenger frontal airbag is off. See Front passenger sensing system in the airbags section of
this chapter. Front safety belt usage sensors The front safety belt usage sensors detect whether
or not the driver and front outboard passenger safety belts are fastened. The tone pattern will
repeat periodically until the problem and warning light are repaired. If any of these things
happen, even intermittently, have the Personal Safety System serviced at your dealership or by
a qualified technician immediately. Page 85 Seating and Safety Restraints Always transport
children 12 years old and under in the back seat and always properly use appropriate child
restraints. Combination lap and shoulder belts 1. Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle
the buckle closest to the direction the tongue is coming from until you hear a snap and feel it
latch. Page 86 Seating and Safety Restraints Vehicle sensitive mode This is the normal retractor
mode, which allows free shoulder belt length adjustment to your movements and locking in
response to vehicle movement. Page 87 Seating and Safety Restraints How to disengage the
automatic locking mode Ford Motor Company recommends that all safety belt assemblies and
attaching hardware should be inspected by a qualified technician after any collision. Safety belt
assemblies not in use during a collision should also be inspected and replaced if either damage
or improper operation is noted. Page 88 Seating and Safety Restraints activated, the safety belt
pretensioner for that seating position will be activated if the seat belt is properly buckled. The
driver and front outboard passenger safety belt system including retractors, buckles and height
adjusters must be replaced if the vehicle is involved in a collision that results in the activation
of the safety belt pretensioners. Page 89 Seating and Safety Restraints Position the safety belt
height adjusters so that the belt rests across the middle of your shoulder. Failure to adjust the
safety belt properly could reduce the effectiveness of the seat belt and increase the risk of
injury in a collision. Lap belts Adjusting the center front lap belt The center front lap belt does
not adjust automatically. Page 91 Seating and Safety Restraints If Page 92 Seating and Safety
Restraints Reasons given BeltMinder reminds us to take a few seconds to buckle up. Page 94 if
equipped , shoulder belt guide on seatback if equipped , child safety seat LATCH and tether
anchors, and attaching hardware, should be inspected after a collision. Ford Motor Company
recommends that all safety belt assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a collision be
replaced. Page 96 Seating and Safety Restraints Important supplemental restraint system
precautions Airbags DO NOT inflate slowly or gently and the risk of injury from a deploying
airbag is greatest close to the trim covering the airbag module. All occupants of the vehicle,
including the driver, should always properly wear their safety belts, even when an air bag
supplemental restraint system SRS is provided. Page 97 Seating and Safety Restraints Do not
attempt to service, repair, or modify the airbag supplemental restraint system SRS or its fuses.
See your Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer. The front passenger airbag is not designed to offer
protection to an occupant in the center front seating position. Page 98 Seating and Safety
Restraints How do the airbag supplemental restraints work? The airbags inflate and deflate
rapidly upon activation. After airbag deployment, it is normal to notice a smoke-like, powdery
residue or smell the burnt propellant. This may consist of cornstarch, talcum powder to
lubricate the bag or sodium compounds e. When the passenger sensing system has allowed the
airbag to be enabled, the indicator will be unlit and stay unlit to remind you that the airbag is
enabled may inflate. Page If it is necessary to modify an advanced front airbag system to
accommodate a person with disabilities, contact the Ford Customer Relationship Center at the
phone number shown in the Customer Assistance section of this Owners Guide. Page Do not
attempt to service, repair, or modify the airbag SRS, its fuses or the seat cover on a seat

containing an airbag. All occupants of the vehicle should always wear their safety belts even
when an airbag SRS is provided. Page Seating and Safety Restraints How does the side airbag
system work? Page Child Restraints Seating and Safety Restraints If the side airbag has
deployed, the airbag will not function again. The side airbag system including the seat must be
inspected and serviced by a qualified technician in accordance with the vehicle service manual.
If the airbag is not replaced, the unrepaired area will increase the risk of injury in a collision.
Page To improve the fit of both the lap and shoulder belt on children who have outgrown child
safety seats, Ford Motor Company recommends use of a belt-positioning booster. Booster
seats position a child so that safety belts fit better. They lift the child up so that the lap belt
rests low across the hips and the knees bend comfortably. Page Seating and Safety Restraints
The shoulder belt should cross the chest, resting snugly on the center of the shoulder. The lap
belt should rest low and snug across the hips, never up high across the stomach. If the booster
seat slides on the vehicle seat, placing a rubberized mesh sold as shelf or carpet liner under the
booster seat may improve this condition. Page 80 pounds 36 kg using an upper torso harness
and a belt-positioning booster. Ford Motor Company recommends the use of a child safety seat
having a top tether strap. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Installing child safety seats with
combination lap and shoulder belts Airbags can kill or injure a child in a child seat. NEVER
place a rear-facing child seat in front of an active airbag. If you must use a forward-facing child
seat in the front seat, move the seat all the way back. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 3. Be
sure the belt webbing is not twisted. Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle the buckle
closest to the direction the tongue is coming from for that seating position until Page Seating
and Safety Restraints 7. Pull the lap belt portion across the child seat toward the buckle and pull
up on the shoulder belt while pushing down with your knee on the child seat. Allow the safety
belt to retract to remove any slack in the belt. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 6. Before
placing the child into the child seat, forcibly tilt the child seat from side to side and in forward
direction to make sure that the seat is securely held in place. To check this, grab the seat at the
belt path and attempt to move it side to side and forward and back. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints 4. Open the tether anchor cover. Clip the tether strap to the anchor as shown. If the
tether strap is clipped incorrectly, the child safety seat may not be retained properly in the event
of a collision. Page Seating and Safety Restraints lifting the front of the child seat. Keeping the
child seat just touching the vehicle seat gives the best protection in a severe crash. Each time
you use the safety seat, check that the seat is properly attached to the lower anchors and tether
anchor. Department of Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of Transportation
requires Ford Motor Company to give you the following information about tire grades exactly as
the government has written it. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading The traction grade assigned to
this tire is based on straight-ahead braking traction tests, and does not include acceleration,
cornering, hydroplaning or peak traction characteristics. Page Tire Inflation including spare, if
equipped. Inflate all tires to the inflation pressure recommended by Ford Motor Company.
Inspecting your tires Periodically inspect the tire treads for uneven or excessive wear and Page
Always inflate your tires to the Ford recommended inflation pressure even if it is less than the
maximum inflation pressure information found on the tire. The cold inflation pressure should
never be set lower than the recommended pressure on the Safety Compliance Certification
Label. When weather temperature changes occur, tire inflation pressures also change. Page
Only use replacement tires and wheels that are the same size and type such as P-metric versus
LT-metric or all-season versus all-terrain as those originally provided by Ford. Use of any tire or
wheel not recommended by Ford can affect the safety and performance of your vehicle, which
could result in an increased risk of loss of vehicle control, vehicle rollover, personal injury and
death. The definitions of these items are listed below. Note that the tire size, load index and
speed rating for your vehicle may be different from this example. Page Tires, Wheels and
Loading Note: You may not find this information on all tires because it is not required by federal
law. Maximum Load: Indicates the maximum load in kilograms and pounds that can be carried
by the tire. Note: The temporary tire size for your vehicle may be different from this example.
Page Tires, Wheels and Loading the road in adverse wet, snowy, etc. Visually check your tires
for uneven wear, looking for high and low areas or unusually smooth areas. Also check for
signs of tire damage. Have a qualified technician at a Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer check the
wheel alignment periodically. Page Sometimes irregular tire wear can be corrected by rotating
the tires. Note: If your tires show uneven wear ask a qualified technician at a Ford or Lincoln
Mercury dealership to check for and correct any wheel misalignment, tire imbalance or
mechanical problem involved before tire rotation. The tires on your vehicle have all weather
treads to provide traction in rain and snow. However, in some climates, you may need to use
snow tires and chains. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading Payload â€” is the combined weight of
cargo and passengers that the vehicle is carrying. When towing, trailer tongue load or king pin

weight is also part of cargo weight. Consult your dealership or the RV and Trailer Towing Guide
provided by your dealership for more detailed information. Page Trailer Towing Your vehicle is
classified as a light duty towing vehicle. Your vehicle does not come from the factory fully
equipped to tow. Do not tow a trailer until your vehicle has been driven at least km miles. Your
vehicle may not have enough braking power and your chances of having a collision greatly
increase. LOCK, locks the automatic transmission gearshift lever and allows key removal. OFF,
shuts off the engine without locking the steering wheel. Page Driving Do not park, idle, or drive
your vehicle in dry grass or other dry ground cover. The emission system heats up the engine
compartment and exhaust system, which can start a fire. Do not start your vehicle in a closed
garage or in other enclosed areas. Engine block heaters are available as an option and can be
obtained from your Ford dealer. Consult the engine block heater section for proper use of the
engine block heater. Page Brakes Driving 2. When the engine starts, release the key, then
gradually release the accelerator pedal as the engine speeds up. If the engine still fails to start,
repeat Step 1. Guarding against exhaust fumes Carbon monoxide is present in exhaust fumes.
Take precautions to avoid its dangerous effects. If the vehicle has continuous vibration or
shudder in the steering wheel while braking, the vehicle should be inspected by a qualified
service technician. If the light does not illuminate during start up, remains on or flashes, the
ABS may be disabled and may need to be serviced. Even when the ABS is disabled, normal
braking is still effective. The chime will shut off when the parking brake is disengaged. Page
Transmission Operation Driving If a system fault is detected, the traction control active light will
illuminate, the Traction Control button will not turn the system on or off and your vehicle should
be serviced. STEERING To prevent damage to the power steering system, never hold the
steering wheel at its furthest turning points until it stops for more than a few seconds when the
engine is running. Page Driving If you cannot move the gearshift lever out of P Park with
ignition in the ON position and the brake pedal depressed: 1. Apply the parking brake, turn
ignition key to LOCK, then remove the key. Insert the key and turn it to OFF. Apply the brake
pedal and shift to N Neutral. Page Driving Driving with an automatic overdrive transaxle Your
automatic overdrive transaxle provides fully automatic operation in either Overdrive or D Drive.
Driving with the gearshift lever Overdrive gives the best fuel economy for normal driving
conditions. For manual control, start in 1 First and then shift manually. Page Driving
Understanding the gearshift positions of the 4â€”speed automatic transaxle This vehicle is
equipped with an adaptive Transmission Shift Strategy. Adaptive Shift Strategy offers the
optimal transmission operation and shift quality. Turn the ignition to the LOCK position and
remove the key whenever you leave your vehicle. R Reverse With the gearshift lever in R
Reverse , the vehicle will move backward. Page Driving If your vehicle gets stuck in mud or
snow If your vehicle gets stuck in mud or snow, it may be rocked out by shifting between
forward and reverse gears, stopping between shifts in a steady pattern. Press lightly on the
accelerator in each gear. If necessary, try turning the Traction Control system off. Page
Roadside Emergencies 50, miles 80, km on Lincoln vehicles. Page Hazard Flasher Switch
1â€”â€”â€”; Lincoln vehicle customers call 1â€”â€”â€” Canadian customers who require
roadside assistance, call 1â€”â€”â€” If you need to arrange roadside assistance for yourself,
Ford Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable amount. To obtain reimbursement
information, U. Ford or Mercury vehicles customers call ; Page Fuses And Relays Roadside
Emergencies The fuel pump shut-off switch is located on the right side of the trunk behind the
trunk liner. Use the following procedure to reset the fuel pump shut-off switch. Turn the ignition
to the OFF position. Check the fuel system for leaks. Page Roadside Emergencies The fuses are
coded as follows. Page Roadside Emergencies The high-current fuses are coded as follows.
Page Roadside Emergencies If you use the temporary spare tire continuously or do not follow
these precautions, the tire could fail, causing you to lose control of the vehicle, possibly
injuring yourself or others. Page Roadside Emergencies the road tires and wheels that were
originally provided by Ford. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel is damaged, it should be
replaced rather than repaired. Page Roadside Emergencies To help prevent the vehicle from
moving when you change a tire, be sure the parking brake is set, then block in both directions
the wheel that is diagonally opposite other side and end of the vehicle to the tire being changed.
If the vehicle slips off the jack, you or someone else could be seriously injured. Page Roadside
Emergencies 5. Loosen each wheel lug nut one-half turn counterclockwise but do not remove
them until the wheel is raised off the ground. Put the jack in the jack notch next to the door of
the tire you are changing. Page Lug Nut Torque M12 x 1. Use only Ford recommended
replacement fasteners. When a wheel is installed, always remove any corrosion, dirt or foreign
materials present on the mounting surfaces of the wheel or the surface of the front disc brake
hub and rotor that contacts the wheel. An explosion could result in injury or vehicle damage.
Batteries contain sulfuric acid which can burn skin, eyes and clothing, if contacted. Do not

attempt to push-start your vehicle. Page Roadside Emergencies Connecting the jumper cables
1. Note: In the illustrations, lightning bolts are used to designate the assisting boosting battery.
Page Roadside Emergencies 3. Connect the negative - cable to the negative - terminal of the
assisting battery. Make the final connection of the negative - cable. Page Roadside Emergencies
Jump starting 1. Start the engine of the booster vehicle and run the engine at moderately
increased speed. Start the engine of the disabled vehicle. Once the disabled vehicle has been
started, run both engines for an additional three minutes before disconnecting the jumper
cables. After the disabled vehicle has been started and the jumper cables removed, allow it to
idle for several minutes so the engine computer can relearn its idle conditions. Page Wrecker
Towing It is recommended that your vehicle be towed with a wheel lift or flatbed equipment. Do
not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure. If
your vehicle is to be towed from the rear using wheel lift equipment, it is recommended that the
front wheels drive wheels be placed on a dolly to prevent damage to the transaxle. Away from
home If you own a Ford or Mercury vehicle and are away from home when your vehicle needs
service, or if you need more help than the dealership could provide, after following the steps
described above, contact the Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized
dealership to help you. Page If you own a Lincoln vehicle and are away from home when your
vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the dealership could provide, after
following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an
authorized dealership to help you. Page Customer Assistance In some states in the U. Ford is
also allowed a final repair attempt in some states. In the United States, a warranty dispute must
be submitted to the The Dispute Settlement Board may not be available in all states. The
decisions of the Board are binding on Ford and, in some cases, on the dealer but not on
consumers who are free to pursue other remedies available to them under state or federal law. If
you did not take advantage of the Ford Extended Service Plan at the time of purchasing your
vehicle, you may still be eligible. Since this Taurus tau Page Customer Assistance information
is subject to change, please ask your dealer for complete details about Ford Extended Service
Plan coverage options, or visit the Ford ESP website at Page Reporting Safety Defects U. These
products are available from your dealer. These quality products have been specifically
engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they are custom designed to complement the style
and appearance of your vehicle. If your vehicle requires professional service, your dealership
can provide the necessary parts and service. Inside the vehicle, pull the hood release handle
located under the bottom of the instrument panel. Go to the front of the vehicle and release the
auxiliary latch located in the center between the hood and the grille. Automatic transmission
fluid dipstick 2. Brake fluid reservoir 3. Air filter assembly 4. Battery 5. Engine oil filler cap 6.
Engine oil dipstick 7. Power steering fluid reservoir 8. Page In very cold weather, do not fill the
reservoir completely. Refer to Lubricant specifications in this chapter. State or local regulations
on volatile organic compounds may restrict the use of methanol, a common windshield washer
antifreeze additive. Pull the wiper arm away from the vehicle. Turn the blade at an angle from the
wiper arm. Push the lock pin manually to release the blade and pull the wiper blade down
toward the windshield to remove it from the arm. Wipe the indicator clean. Insert the indicator
fully, then remove it again. Page Battery Change your engine oil and filter according to the
appropriate schedule listed in scheduled maintenance information. Ford production and
aftermarket Motorcraft oil filters are designed for added engine protection and long life. If a
replacement oil filter is used that does not meet Ford material and design specifications,
start-up engine noises or knock may be experienced. Page Maintenance and Specifications If
you see any corrosion on the battery or terminals, remove the cables from the terminals and
clean with a wire brush. You can neutralize the acid with a solution of baking soda and water.
Batteries normally produce explosive gases which can cause personal injury. Page Engine
Coolant Maintenance and Specifications 7. Drive the vehicle to complete the relearning process.
When the engine is cold, check the level of the engine coolant in the reservoir. Page Recycled
engine coolant Ford Motor Company does NOT recommend the use of recycled engine coolant
in vehicles originally equipped with Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant since a
Ford-approved recycling process is not yet available. Page Maintenance and Specifications
Used engine coolant should be disposed of in an appropriate manner. The pressure in an
overfilled tank may cause leakage and lead to fuel spray and fire. The fuel system may be under
pressure. If the fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you hear a hissing sound, wait until it stops
before completely removing the fuel filler cap. If fuel is splashed in the eyes, remove contact
lenses if worn , flush with water for 15 minutes and seek medical attention. Failure to seek
proper medical attention could lead to permanent injury. Page Maintenance and Specifications
Flexible fuel components and standard unleaded gasoline fuel components are not
interchangeable. If your vehicle is not serviced in accordance with flexible fuel vehicles

procedures, damage may occur and your warranty may be invalidated. When refueling always
shut the engine off and never allow sparks or open flames near the filler neck. Page The
customer warranty may be void for any damage to the fuel tank or fuel system if the correct
genuine Ford or Motorcraft fuel filler cap is not used. Page Maintenance and Specifications
contains more metallic additives than regular fuel. We recommend using regular grade fuel. In
Canada, many fuels contain metallic additives, but fuels free of such additives may be available;
check with your local fuel dealer. Do not use fuel containing methanol. It can damage critical
fuel system components. Page 10 to 30 seconds. If the problems persist below this temperature,
see your dealer or a qualified service technician. Running out of fuel Avoid running out of fuel
because this situation may have an adverse affect on powertrain components. Refer to
scheduled maintenance information for the appropriate intervals for changing the fuel filter.
Replace the fuel filter with an authorized Motorcraft part. The customer warranty may be void for
any damage to the fuel system if an authorized Motorcraft fuel filter is not used. Page If other
than Ford, Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts are used for maintenance replacements or for
service of components affecting emission control, such non-Ford parts should be equivalent to
genuine Ford Motor Company parts in performance and durability. Page Maintenance and
Specifications Do not park, idle, or drive your vehicle in dry grass or other dry ground cover.
Illumination of the indicator, charging system warning light or the temperature warning light,
fluid leaks, strange odors, smoke or loss of engine power, could indicate that the emission
control system is not working properly. No additional vehicle service is required. Page
Maintenance and Specifications 3. Turn the engine off. Check the fluid level on the dipstick. Do
not add fluid if the level is within this range. Page Maintenance and Specifications 1. Drive the
vehicle 20 miles 30 km or until it reaches normal operating temperature. Park the vehicle on a
level surface and engage the parking brake. With the parking brake engaged and your foot on
the brake pedal, start the engine and move the gearshift lever through all of the gear ranges.
Page Part Numbers Refer to the scheduled maintenance information for the appropriate
intervals for changing the PCV valve. Replace the PCV valve with one that meets Ford material
and design specifications for your vehicle, such as a Motorcraft or equivalent replacement part.
The customer warranty may be void for any damage to the emissions system if such a PCV
valve is not used. Page Refill Capacities Refer to scheduled maintenance information for the
appropriate intervals for changing the spark plugs. Replace the spark plugs with ones that meet
Ford material and design specifications for your vehicle, such as Motorcraft or equivalent
replacement parts. The customer warranty may be void for any damage to the engine if such
spark plugs are not used. Transmission fluid requirements are indicated on the dipstick or on
the dipstick handle. Page Maintenance and Specifications Engine 3. Please note that in the
graphic XXXX is representative of your vehicle identification number. The following table tells
you which transmission or transaxle each code represents. Ford Motor Company will repair or
Page Index Index acid, treating emergencies.. Page Index specifications Page Index Keys
Motorcraft parts.. Page Index Safety belts see Safety Steering wheel tilting Print page 1 Print
document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Page 5 Table of Contents Seats Sitting in the
correct position Page 9 No part of this publication may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a
retrieval system or translated into any language in any form by any means without our written
permission. Errors and omissions excepted. We recommend that you take some time to get to
know your vehicle by reading this manual. The more that you know about it, the greater the
safety and pleasure you will get from driving it. Page 13 In order to properly diagnose and
service your vehicle, Ford Motor Company, Ford of Canada, and service and repair facilities
may If you do not want Ford or its vendors to receive this information, do not activate the
service. Page 15 See If you have financed or leased your vehicle through Ford Credit, thank you
for your business. Page 16 Genuine Ford and Motorcraft replacement parts are the only
replacement parts that benefit from a Ford Warranty. Damage caused to your vehicle as a result
of the failure of non-Ford parts may not be covered by the Ford Warranty. For additional
information, see the terms and conditions of the Ford Warranty. Mobile communications can
enhance personal safety and security when appropriately used, particularly in emergency
situations. Page 19 Child Safety Recommendations for Safety Restraints for Children Child size,
height, weight, or Recommended restraint type Infants Children weighing 40 lb 18 kg Use a child
safety seat or less generally age four or sometimes called an toddlers younger. Never place a
rear-facing child seat in front of an active airbag. If you must use a forward-facing child seat in
the front seat, move the vehicle seat upon which the child seat is installed all the way back.
Page 24 Child Safety Children and booster seats vary in size and shape. Choose a booster that
keeps the lap belt low and snug across the hips, never up across the stomach, and lets you
adjust the shoulder belt to cross the chest and rest snugly near the center of the shoulder. Page

27 Child Safety 3. Be sure the belt webbing is not twisted. Insert the belt tongue into the proper
buckle the buckle closest to the direction the tongue is coming from for that seating position
until Page 28 There should be no more than 1 inch 2. In a crash, one anchor may not be strong
enough to hold two child safety seat attachments and may break, causing serious injury or
death. Follow the instructions on attaching child safety seats with tether straps. Page 31 Child
Safety Using Tether Straps Many forward-facing child safety seats include a tether strap which
extends from the back of the child safety seat and hooks to an anchoring point called the top
tether anchor. Tether straps are available as an accessory for many older safety seats. Contact
the manufacturer of your child seat for information about ordering a tether strap, or to obtain a
longer tether strap if the tether strap on your safety seat does not reach the appropriate top
tether Page 32 5. If your child restraint system is equipped with a tether strap, and the child
restraint manufacturer recommends its use, Ford also recommends its use. When these locks
are set, the rear doors cannot be opened from the inside. The passenger cannot protect the
child from injury in a crash, which may result in serious injury or death. Failure to follow this
could seriously increase the risk of injury or death. Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle
the buckle closest to the direction the tongue is coming from until you hear a snap and feel it
latch. Page 37 Safety Belts Pregnant women should always wear their safety belts. The lap belt
portion of a combination lap and shoulder belt should be positioned low across the hips below
the belly and worn as tight as comfort will allow. The shoulder belt should be positioned to
cross the middle of the shoulder and the center of the chest. The belt will still retract to remove
any slack in the shoulder belt. The automatic locking mode is not available on the driver safety
belt. When to Use the Automatic Locking Mode This mode should be used any time a child
safety seat, except a booster, is installed in passenger front or rear seating positions. Failure to
adjust the safety belt properly could reduce the effectiveness of the safety belt and increase the
risk of injury in a crash. Adjust the height of the shoulder belt so the belt rests across the
middle of your shoulder. The system uses information from the front passenger sensing system
to determine if a front seat passenger is present and therefore potentially in need of a warning.
We recommend you leave the Belt-Minder system activated for yourself and others who may
use your vehicle. However, if the crash was minor and an authorized dealer finds that the belts
do not show damage and continue to operate properly, they do not need to be replaced. The
system is able to analyze different occupant conditions and crash severity before activating the
appropriate safety devices to help better protect a range of occupants in a variety of frontal
crash situations. WARNING: All occupants of your vehicle, including the driver, should always
properly wear their safety belts, even when an airbag supplemental restraint system is provided.
Page 45 Supplementary Restraints System The airbags are a supplemental restraint system and
are designed to work with the safety belts to help protect the driver and right front passenger
from certain upper body injuries. Airbags do not inflate slowly; there is a risk of injury from a
deploying airbag. Note: You will hear a loud bang and see a cloud of harmless powdery residue
if an airbag deploys. Placing your arm over a deploying airbag can result in serious arm
fractures or other injuries. Objects placed on or over the airbag inflation area may cause those
objects to be propelled by the airbag into your face and torso causing serious injury. WARNING:
Sitting improperly out of position or with the seat back reclined too far can take off weight from
the seat cushion and affect the decision of the front passenger sensing system, resulting in
serious injury or death in a crash. Page 49 Supplementary Restraints System The front
passenger sensing system uses a passenger airbag status indicator which will illuminate
indicating that the front passenger frontal airbag is either ON enabled or OFF disabled. The
indicator lamp is located in the center stack of the instrument panel. Page 54 Supplementary
Restraints System WARNING: All occupants of your vehicle including the driver should always
wear their safety belts even when an airbag supplemental restraint system and curtain airbag is
provided. Failure to properly wear your safety belt could seriously increase the risk of injury or
death. The Safety Canopy will not interfere with children restrained using a properly installed
child or booster seat because it is designed to inflate downward from the headliner above the
doors along the side window opening. Page Airbag Disposal Supplementary Restraints System
If any of these things happen, even intermittently, have the supplemental restraint system
serviced at an authorized dealer immediately. Unless serviced, the system may not function
properly in the event of a crash. The safety belt pretensioners and the airbag supplemental
restraint system are designed to activate when the vehicle sustains frontal or sideways
deceleration sufficient to cause the restraints control module to deploy a safety device or when
a certain likelihood of a rollover event is Operation is subject to the following two conditions: 1
This device may not cause harmful interference, and 2 This device must accept any interference
received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. The transmitter portion
functions as the remote control. Keep the tag in a safe place for future reference. Replacing the

Battery Note: Refer to local regulations when disposing of transmitter batteries. Note: Do not
wipe off any grease on the battery terminals or on the back surface of the circuit board. Remove
the backup key from the transmitter. Twist a thin coin under the tab hidden behind the backup
key head to remove the battery cover. Do not use the backup key to remove the cover or you
could damage the intelligent access key. Type 1 B. Type 2 1. Turn the ignition on. Move the
memory features to the desired positions using the associated controls, located on the side
seat panels. Press the button again or switch the ignition on to deactivate. Note: The panic
alarm will only operate when the ignition is off. Your vehicle will not remote start and the horn
will not sound if you do not follow this sequence. The label on your transmitter details the
starting procedure. If the duration is set to last 10 minutes, the duration will extend by another
10 minutes beginning after what is left of the first activation time. All but one of the keys
programmed to the vehicle can be activated with these restricted modes. Any keys that have not
been programmed are referred to as administrator keys or admin keys. Once you select a
speed, it will be shown in the display, followed by an audible tone when the preselected vehicle
speed is exceeded. Page Clearing MyKey 3. Use the arrow buttons to get to a configurable
feature. Note: You can clear or change your MyKey settings at any time during the same key
cycle as you created the MyKey. Once you have switched the engine off, however, you will need
an admin key to change or clear your MyKey settings. If you choose to install a remote start
system, please see your Ford authorized dealer for a Ford-approved remote start system. Power
Door Locks The power door lock control is located on the driver and front passenger door
panels. Page 70 Locks Locking the Doors Press the button to lock all the doors. The turn
signals will illuminate. Press the button again within three seconds to confirm that all the doors
are closed. The doors will lock again, the horn will sound and the turn signals will illuminate if
all the doors and the luggage compartment are closed. Page 71 Locks At the Trunk Press the
exterior trunk release button hidden near the license plate. Smart Unlocks for Integrated
Keyhead Transmitter This feature helps to prevent you from locking yourself out of your vehicle
if your key is still in the ignition. When you open one of the front doors and lock your vehicle
with the power door lock control, all the doors will lock then unlock if your key is still in the
ignition. To display the factory-set code in the information display: 1. Place the first
programmed key into the ignition and switch on the ignition. Unsupervised children could lock
themselves in the trunk and risk injury. Children should be taught not to play in vehicles. Use of
these systems may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of security protection. Note:
Metallic objects, electronic devices or a second coded key on the same key chain may cause
vehicle starting issues if they are too close to the key when starting your vehicle. Only four of
these eight can be integrated keyhead transmitters. You can program your own integrated
keyhead transmitters or standard SecuriLock coded keys to your vehicle. You must take your
vehicle and all access keys to your authorized dealer to be erased and reprogrammed if you
would like to replace a previously programmed access key with a new access key, or if you
already have four access keys programmed to your vehicle. Note: Make sure that you are sitting
in the correct position. See Sitting in the Correct Position in the Seats chapter. Unlock the
steering column. Refer to Sitting in the Correct Position in the Seats chapter. Use the control on
the side of the steering column to adjust the position. Be sure that there is nothing blocking the
motion of the steering column or wheel. Press and hold the steering column control until the
steering column stops moving. See MyFord system in the Audio Systems chapter. MyFord
Touch: Use this control to adjust the right side of the cluster display. The control is located on
the left side of the steering column. Press and hold the appropriate control to move the pedals.
Note: Make sure you switch off the windshield wipers before entering a car wash. Note: Clean
the windshield and wiper blades if they begin to leave streaks or smears. This may scratch the
glass, damage the wiper blades or cause the wiper motor to burn out. Always use the
windshield washer before wiping a dry windshield. Note: Do not operate the washer when the
washer reservoir is empty. Off B. Parking lamps, instrument panel lamps, license plate lamps
and tail lamps C. Also, the autolamps switch position may not activate the headlamps in all low
visibility conditions, such as daytime fog. This will turn on the interior courtesy lights. The
Daytime Running Lamp DRL system does not activate the tail lamps and generally may not
provide adequate lighting during these conditions. Failure to activate your headlamps under
these conditions may result in a collision. Page 94 Lighting A camera sensor is centrally
mounted behind the windshield of the vehicle, and monitors the conditions to decide when to
switch the high beams off and on. Page Direction Indicators Lighting Manually overriding the
system When the automatic control has activated high beams, pushing or pulling the stalk will
provide a temporary override to low beam. To permanently deactivate the system use the
information display menu or turn the lighting control switch from autolamps to headlamps.
Press the outer edge of the clear lens to turn on the lamps. They may seriously injure

themselves. WARNING: When closing the power windows, you should verify they are free of
obstructions and make sure that children and pets are not in the proximity of the window
openings. Left mirror B. Adjustment control C. Right mirror To adjust your mirrors: 1. Press the
button to select the mirror you want to adjust. An indicator light on the button will illuminate.
Blind spot mirrors have an integrated convex mirror built into the upper outboard corner of the
exterior mirrors. They are designed to assist you by increasing visibility along the side of your
vehicle. Note: Do not clean the housing or glass of any mirror with harsh abrasives, fuel or
other petroleum or ammonia based cleaning products. You can adjust the interior mirror to your
preference. Some mirrors also have a second pivot point. The control is located in the center
console access bin. Press the control to move the sunshade up or down. Note: Do not try to
manually move the sunshade. They may seriously hurt themselves. Tachometer B. Information
display. See Information displays for more information. Speedometer D. Switch the ignition on.
The fuel gauge will indicate approximately how much fuel is left in the fuel tank. The arrow
adjacent to the fuel pump symbol indicates on which side of your vehicle the fuel filler door is
located. Left information display. Speedometer C. Right information display. Turns off when the
speed control system is turned off. A significant decrease in braking performance may occur. It
will take you longer to stop the vehicle. Have the vehicle checked by your authorized dealer as
soon as possible. Driving extended distances with the parking brake engaged can cause brake
failure and the risk of personal injury. Page Instrument Cluster High beams Illuminates when the
high-beam headlamps are on. Low fuel RTT Illuminates when the fuel level in the fuel tank is at
or near empty. Low tire pressure warning Illuminates when your tire pressure is low. If the light
remains on at start up or while driving, the tire pressure should be checked. If the light remains
on, have the system serviced immediately. Turn signal Illuminates when the left or right turn
signal or the hazard warning flasher is turned on. We strongly recommend that you use extreme
caution when using any device that may take your focus off the road. Your primary
responsibility is the safe operation of your vehicle. Note: this will also display in other menus.
Total Odometer located in lower line of display. Certain messages may be abbreviated or
shortened depending upon which cluster type you have. Press the OK button to acknowledge
and remove some messages from the information display. In order to prevent the perimeter
alarm system from triggering, the ignition must be turned to start or on before the 12 second
chime expires. See your authorized dealer for service. Driver can typically clean the sensor to
resolve. Blindspot System Fault Displayed when a fault with the blind spot information system
has occurred. The system will be disabled. Contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible.
Collision Warning Not Displayed when the collision warning system Available Sensor radar is
blocked because of poor radar The system has malfunctioned. Contact your Malfunction
Service authorized dealer as soon as possible. See your authorized dealer. Power Steering
Assist The power steering system has disabled power Fault steering assist due to a system
error. After the objects are moved away from Objects Near the seat, if the warning stays on or
continues Passenger Seat to come on contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible. Fan
speed control: Controls the volume of air circulated in your vehicle. Adjust to select the desired
fan speed. Defrost: Press the button to distribute air to the windshield vents and de-mister. Air
distribution to instrument panel and footwell vents turn off. Temperature control: Controls the
temperature of the airflow in your vehicle. Adjust to select the desired temperature. Recirculated
air flows through the instrument panel vents, air conditioning automatically turns on, and the
fan automatically adjusts to the highest speed. Page Climate Control desired temperature. You
can also use the AUTO button to turn off dual zone operation by pressing and holding the
button for more than two seconds. Air distribution control: Press these buttons to turn airflow
from the windshield, instrument panel, or footwell vents on or off. The system can distribute air
through any combination of these vents. Page Climate Control F. Recirculated air: Press the
button to switch between outside air and recirculated air. Page Climate Control A. MyTemp:
Allows you to quickly adjust to a frequently used setting with a single touch. Touch and hold
MyTemp to save the current temperature. To access the setting again, touch the MyTemp
indicator again. Note: To reduce humidity build-up inside your vehicle, do not drive with the
system switched off or with recirculated air always switched on. Adjust the temperature control
Adjust the temperature control to the highest setting. Adjust the temperature control Adjust the
temperature control to the midway point of the cold to the desired setting. Press the button to
clear the rear window of thin ice and fog. Press the button again within 10 minutes to switch it
off. It switches off automatically after 10 minutes, or when you switch the ignition off. The
climate control system works to achieve comfort according to your previous settings. Note: You
cannot adjust the system during remote start operation. Turn the ignition on to return the
system to its previous settings. Always sit upright against your seat back, with your feet on the
floor. Make sure that your driving position is comfortable and that you can maintain full control

of your vehicle. Page Seats Rear seat center head restraint The head restraints consist of: A. An
energy absorbing head restraint. Two steel stems. Guide sleeve adjust and release button.
Guide sleeve unlock and remove button. Page Seats Moving the seats backward and forward
WARNING: Before returning the seatback to its original position, make sure that cargo or any
objects are not trapped behind the seatback. After returning the seatback to its original
position, pull on the seatback to ensure that it has fully latched. An unlatched seat may become
dangerous in the event of a sudden stop or crash. WARNING: Before returning the seatback to
its original position, make sure that cargo or any objects are not trapped behind the seatback.
Note: On vehicles with memory seats, to prevent damage to the seat, the power seats are
designed to set a stopping position just short of the end of the seat track. Note: The engine
must be running or the vehicle must be in accessory mode to activate the seats. Note: Allow a
few seconds for any selection to activate. The seatback and cushion massage cannot function
at the same time. Page Heated Seats Seats Recalling a memory position with the remote control
The memory positions are also recalled when you press unlock on your remote control if the
transmitter is programmed to a memory position or, when you enter a valid personal entry code
that is programmed to a memory position. Page Heated And Ventilated Seats Seats The heated
seats will only function when the ignition is in the on position. Page Seats To operate the heated
seats: Press the heated seat symbol to cycle through the various heat settings and off. Warmer
settings are indicated by more indicator lights. If the engine falls below RPM while the heated
seats are on, the feature will turn itself off. Page Seats To remove an air filter: 1. Turn the vehicle
off. Push up on the outside rigid edge of the filter and rotate counterclockwise once the tabs are
released, then remove the filter. To install a filter: 1. First, position the filter in its housing
making sure that the far forward end is all the way up in the housing. Page Seats The rear seat
heat controls are located on the rear of the center console. The heated seats only operate when
the ignition is on. Do not program the system with the vehicle in the garage. With your vehicle
parked outside of the garage and your key in the ignition, turn the key so that the ignition is in
the on position. Hold your hand-held, garage door transmitter 1â€”3 inches 2â€”8 centimeters
away from the HomeLink button you want to program. Return to your car. Press and hold the
function button you want to program for two seconds, then release. Repeat this step.
Depending on your brand of garage door opener, you may need to repeat this sequence a third
time. To do this: A. Red LED B. Green LED 1. Press and hold one of the buttons on the
hand-held transmitter for 10 seconds. To program HomeLink to the garage door opener motor:
1. Improper use of the lighter can cause damage not covered by your warranty, and can result in
fire or serious injury. Note: If used when the engine is not running, the battery will discharge.
Available console features include: A. Press near the rear edge of the door to open it. Off: The
ignition is off. Note: When you switch the ignition off and leave your vehicle, do not leave your
key in the ignition. This could cause your vehicle battery to lose charge. Page Starting and
Stopping the Engine Fast Restart Vehicles with Keyless Start The fast restart feature allows you
to restart the engine within 20 seconds of switching it off, even if a valid key is not present.
Within 20 seconds of switching the engine off, press the brake pedal and press the button. Do
not drive your vehicle if you smell exhaust fumes. Carbon monoxide is present in exhaust
fumes. Take precautions to avoid its dangerous effects. This could cause an electric shock or
fire. The pressure in an overfilled tank may cause leakage and lead to fuel spray and fire. If you
hear a hissing sound near the fuel filler inlet, do not refuel until the sound stops. Fuel, such as
gasoline, is highly toxic and if swallowed can cause death or permanent injury. Page Running
Out Of Fuel Fuel and Refueling Use of any fuel other than recommended fuel can cause
powertrain damage, impair the emission control system or cause loss of vehicle performance.
Any damage to a vehicle that is caused by use of fuel not recommended will not be covered
under warranty. This could damage the fuel system and its seal, and may cause fuel to run onto
the ground instead of filling the tank, which could result in serious personal injury. If you hear a
hissing sound near the fuel filler door, do not refuel until the sound stops. Otherwise, fuel may
spray out, which could cause serious personal injury. Page Fuel and Refueling 4. After you are
done pumping fuel, slowly remove the fuel filler nozzleâ€”allow about five to ten seconds after
pumping fuel before removing the fuel filler nozzle. This allows residual fuel to drain back into
the fuel tank and not spill onto the vehicle. Indicated capacity is the difference in the amount of
fuel in a full tank and a tank when the fuel gauge indicates empty. Empty reserve is the amount
of fuel in the tank after the fuel gauge indicates empty. Page Information are essential to the life
and performance of your vehicle and to its emissions system. Page Fuel and Refueling sells,
leases, trades vehicles, or supervises a fleet of vehicles are not permitted to intentionally
remove an emission control device or prevent it from working. Failure to pass this inspection
could prevent you from getting a vehicle registration. If the service engine soon indicator is on
or the bulb does not work, the vehicle may need to be serviced. Turn the ignition to the off

position and remove the key whenever you leave your vehicle. Your vehicle has been designed
to improve fuel economy by reducing fuel usage while coasting or decelerating. This will
increase engine RPM during engine braking. Upshift to the recommended shift speeds
according to the following chart: Upshifts when accelerating recommended for best fuel
economy Shift from See your authorized dealer as soon as possible. Note: See your authorized
dealer as soon as possible if this procedure is used. Page Transmission Automatic
Transmission Adaptive Learning This feature is designed to increase durability and provide
consistent shift feel over the life of the vehicle. A new vehicle or transmission may have firm
shifts, soft shifts or both. This operation is considered normal and will not affect function or
durability of the transmission. This increases traction, enabling you to drive over terrain and
road conditions that a conventional two-wheel drive vehicles cannot. The AWD system is active
all the time and requires no input from the operator. Page All-Wheel Drive If Equipped
automatically and enter front-wheel drive only mode to protect driveline components. This
condition may be indicated by an AWD Off message in the information display. If there is an
AWD Off message in the information display from using the spare tire, this indicator should turn
off after reinstalling the repaired or replaced normal road tire and cycling the ignition off and on.
Turn the ignition to the lock position and remove the key whenever you leave your vehicle.
WARNING: If the parking brake is fully released, but the brake warning lamp remains
illuminated, the brakes may not be working properly. Avoid reducing the tire pressures but shift
to a lower gear and drive steadily through the terrain. Apply the accelerator slowly and avoid
excessive wheel slip. Page Ford Motor Company joins the U. Page All-Wheel Drive If Equipped
Descend a hill in the same gear you would use to climb up the hill to avoid excessive brake
application and brake overheating. Do not descend in neutral; instead, disengage overdrive or
manually shift to a lower gear. When descending a steep hill, avoid sudden hard braking as you
could lose control. Page Any modifications to a vehicle that raise the center of gravity can make
it more likely the vehicle will rollover as a result of a loss of control. Ford Motor Company
recommends that caution be used with any vehicle equipped with a high load or device such as
ladder or luggage racks. If a metal-to-metal, continuous grinding or continuous squeal sound is
present, the brake linings may be worn out. Have them inspected by an authorized dealer. If
your vehicle has continuous vibration or shudder in the steering wheel while braking, have your
vehicle inspected by an authorized dealer. This lamp momentarily illuminates when you turn the
ignition on. If the light does not illuminate during start-up, remains on or flashes, the anti-lock
brake system may be disabled. If your vehicle begins to slide, the system applies the brakes to
individual wheels and, when needed, reduces engine power at the same time. If the wheels spin
when accelerating on slippery or loose surfaces, the system reduces engine power in order to
increase traction. Page Stability Control The AdvanceTrac system helps you keep control of
your vehicle when on a slippery surface. The electronic stability control portion of the system
helps avoid skids and lateral slides and the traction control system helps avoid drive wheel spin
and loss of traction. See the Traction Control chapter for details on traction control system
operation. The electronic stability control portion of the system is disabled when the
transmission is in reverse R or, on SHO models, if you press the ESC OFF switch and hold it for
more than five seconds when the brakes are applied and the vehicle is at a stop. Sensing is only
an aid for some generally large and fixed objects when moving in reverse on a flat surface at
parking speeds. Traffic control systems, inclement weather, air brakes, and external motors and
fans may also affect the function of the sensing system; Page Parking Aids If a fault is present
in the system, a warning message appears in the information display and does not allow the
driver to switch the faulted system on. The driver is responsible for avoiding hazards and
maintaining a safe distance and speed, even when the system is in use. Use the turn signal to
indicate which side of the vehicle you want the system to search on. Page Parking Aids When
you think your vehicle has enough space in front and behind it, or you hear a solid tone from
the parking aid accompanied by a touchscreen display message and a chime , bring your
vehicle to a complete stop. When automatic steering is finished, the touch screen displays a
message indicating that the active park assist process is done. WARNING: Objects that are
close to either corner of the bumper or under the bumper, might not be seen on the screen due
to the limited coverage of the camera system. The system uses fixed guidelines which show the
actual path the vehicle is moving in while reversing in a straight line. Page Parking Aids
Guidelines and the Centerline Note: Fixed guidelines and active guidelines if equipped are only
available when the transmission is in R Reverse. Active guidelines if equipped B. Centerline C.
Fixed guideline: Green zone D. Fixed guideline: Yellow zone E. The enhanced park aids allows
the driver to view the area that is being detected by the reverse sensing system. This could
result in loss of vehicle control, serious injury or death. When you release the accelerator pedal,
you will return to the speed that you previously set. Release the control when you reach the

desired speed. Note: It is your responsibility to stay alert, drive safely and be in control of your
vehicle at all times. The system adjusts your speed to maintain a proper distance between you
and the vehicle in front of you in the same lane. Page Cruise Control 4. Take your foot off the
accelerator pedal. A lead vehicle graphic will illuminate if there is a vehicle detected in front of
you. Note: When adaptive cruise control is active, the speedometer may vary slightly from the
set speed displayed in the information display. Page Cruise Control If the system predicts that
its maximum braking level will not be sufficient, an audible warning will sound while the system
continues to brake. This is accompanied by a heads-up display; a red warning bar illuminating
on the windshield. You should take immediate action. To help you pass a vehicle in front of you,
the adaptive control system may provide a small temporary acceleration when you switch on
your left turn signal. Page Cruise Control You can override the set speed and gap distance by
pressing the accelerator pedal. When you are overriding the system, the green indicator light
illuminates and the follow vehicle does not show in the information display. The system will
resume operation when you release the accelerator pedal. Page Cruise Control example driving
in mountainous areas. Press and release OFF or turn off the ignition. Page Cruise Control
Adaptive Cruise Control Not Available Several conditions exist which can cause the system to
deactivate or prevent the system from activating when requested. Page Cruise Control Cause
Action The surface of the radar in the Clean the grille surface in front of grille is dirty or
obstructed in the radar or remove the object some way. The surface of the radar in the Wait a
short time. It is not intended to replace your attention and judgment. You are still responsible to
drive with due care and attention. Page Driving Aids System Display When active the system
will run automatically in the background and only issue a warning if required. You can view the
status at any time using the information display. Refer to the Information Displays chapter. The
alertness level is shown by six steps in a colored bar. The current assessment of your alertness
is within a typical range. The driver is still responsible to drive with due care and attention. Page
Driving Aids Mode: This setting allows you to enable one of the system features. Alert only â€”
Provides a steering wheel vibration when the system detects an unintended lane departure. Aid
only â€” Provides an assistance steering torque input toward the lane center when the system
detects an unintended lane departure. Page Driving Aids System Display When you switch the
system on, an overhead graphic of a vehicle with lane markings will be displayed in the left
instrument cluster display. If the aid mode is selected after you switch the system on, arrows
will be displayed with the lane markings. Page Driving Aids Troubleshooting Why is the feature
not available line markings are gray when I can see the lane markings on the road? Vehicle
speed is outside the operational range of the feature Sun is shining directly into the camera lens
Quick intentional lane change Staying too close to the lane marking Driving at high speeds in
curves Note: The alert indicator dims when nighttime darkness is detected. CTA also sounds an
audible alarm and a message appears in the information display indicating a vehicle is coming
from the right or left. Page Driving Aids Reasons for messages being displayed The radar
surface is Clean the fascia area in front of the radar or dirty or obstructed remove the
obstruction. The radar surface is Drive normally in traffic for a few minutes to not dirty or
obstructed allow the radar to detect passing vehicles so it can clear the blocked state. When
problems that may cause the left or right indicator not to illuminate, only the information display
message faults appear. Page Driving Aids This system is designed to alert the driver of certain
collision risks. A radar detects if your vehicle is rapidly approaching another vehicle traveling in
the same direction as yours. If it is, a red warning light illuminates and an audible warning
chime sounds. Page Driving Aids Blocked Sensors If a message regarding a blocked sensor
appears in the information display, the radar signals from the sensor have been obstructed. The
sensors are located behind a fascia cover near the driver side of the lower grille. When the
sensors are obstructed, a vehicle ahead cannot be detected and the collision warning system
does not function. The brake pedal must be pressed just like any typical braking situation. Due
to the nature of radar technology, there may be certain instances where vehicles do not provide
a collision warning. When an electronic error is detected, a message will be displayed in the
information display. If this happens, stop the vehicle in a safe place, and turn off the engine. The
cargo net secures lightweight objects in the cargo area. Attach the net to the anchors provided.
Do not put more than 50 pounds 22 kilograms in the net. Page Load Carrying Payload â€” is the
combined weight of cargo and passengers that the vehicle is carrying. When towing, trailer
tongue load weight is also part of cargo weight. These numbers are shown on the Safety
Compliance Certification Label. Steps for determining the correct load limit: 1. No, you do not
have enough cargo capacity to carry that much weight. WARNING: Towing trailers beyond the
maximum recommended gross trailer weight exceeds the limit of your vehicle and could result
in engine damage, transmission damage, structural damage, loss of vehicle control, vehicle
rollover and personal injury. Note: Make sure to take into consideration trailer frontal area. Do

not exceed 12 feet 1. Page Towing Hitches Do not use a hitch that either clamps onto the
bumper or attaches to the axle. Safety Chains Note: Never attach safety chains to the bumper.
Always connect the safety chains to the hook retainers of your vehicle hitch. Page Wrecker
Towing We recommend the use of a wheel lift and dollies or flatbed equipment to tow your
vehicle. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing
procedure. Vehicle damage may occur if towed incorrectly, or by any other means. Page
Recreational Towing Towing Front-wheel drive vehicles must have the front wheels placed on a
tow dolly when towing your vehicle from the rear using wheel lift equipment. This prevents
damage to the transmission. Towing an all-wheel drive vehicle requires that all wheels be off the
ground, such as using a wheel lift and dollies or flatbed equipment. Page Towing Vehicles
Equipped with a 3. See the Climate Control chapter. Follow these guidelines if you have a need
for recreational towing, such as towing your vehicle behind a motorhome or truck. During this
time, your vehicle may exhibit some unique driving characteristics. Avoid driving too fast
during the first miles kilometers. Vary your speed frequently and change up through the gears
early. Only use floor mats that leave the pedal area unobstructed. Only use floor mats that are
firmly secured to retention posts so that they cannot slip out of position and interfere with the
pedals or impair safe operation of your vehicle in other ways. Objects that are loose can
become trapped under the pedals causing a loss of vehicle control. WARNING: Failure to
properly follow floor mat installation or attachment instructions can potentially cause
interference with pedal operation causing a loss of vehicle control. This program is separate
from the New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Page U. Ford vehicle customers who require Roadside
Assistance, call If you need to arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company
will reimburse a reasonable amount for towing to the nearest dealership within 35 miles To
obtain reimbursement information, U. Ford Motor Company recommends that the fuel system
be inspected by an authorized dealer after any collision. In the event of a moderate to severe
collision, this vehicle includes a fuel pump shutoff feature that stops the flow of fuel to the
engine. Page Jump-Starting The Vehicle Roadside Emergencies Note: When you try to restart
your vehicle after a fuel shutoff, the vehicle makes sure that various systems are safe to restart.
Once your vehicle determines that the systems are safe, then the vehicle will allow you to
restart. Note: In the event that your vehicle does not restart after your third attempt, contact an
authorized dealer. A spark may cause an explosion of the gases that surround the battery. Note:
Do not attach the negative - cable to fuel lines, engine rocker covers, the intake manifold or
electrical components as grounding points. Page Roadside Emergencies Jump Starting 1. Start
the engine of the booster vehicle and run the engine at a moderately increased speed. Start the
engine of the disabled vehicle. Once the disabled vehicle has been started, run both engines for
an additional three minutes before disconnecting the jumper cables. Page Customer Assistance
A reasonable time must be allowed to perform a repair after taking your vehicle to the
authorized dealer. Repairs will be made using Ford or Motorcraft parts, or remanufactured or
other parts that are authorized by Ford. Ford is also allowed a final repair attempt in some
states. In those cases, where you continue to feel that the efforts by Ford of Canada and the
authorized dealer to resolve a factory-related vehicle service concern have been unsatisfactory,
Ford of Canada participates in an impartial third party mediation or arbitration program
administered by the Canadian Motor Vehicle Arbitration Plan CAMVAP. If you are in another
foreign country, contact the nearest authorized dealer. Page Reporting Safety Defects U. Using
a fuse with a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and could start a fire. If
electrical components in your vehicle are not working, a fuse may have blown. Page Fuses The
power distribution box is located in the engine compartment. If the battery has been
disconnected and reconnected, see Changing the Vehicle Battery in the Maintenance chapter.
Page Fuses Passenger Compartment Fuse Panel The fuse panel is located under the instrument
panel to the left of the steering wheel. You may need to remove a trim panel to access it. The
fuses are coded as follows. Fuse or relay Fuse amp Protected components number Page Fuses
Fuse or relay Fuse amp Protected components number rating Front park lamps Not used spare
Smart window motors, Master window and mirror switch, Rear window power sunshade
module, Lock switch illumination Not used spare Reverse park aid module, Automatic high
beam and lane departure module, Rear heated seat module, Blind spot monitor module, Rear
video camera There is a large network of Ford authorized dealers who are there to help you with
their professional servicing expertise. We believe that their specially trained technicians are
best qualified to service your vehicle properly and expertly. Inside the vehicle, pull the hood
release handle located under the bottom of the instrument panel near the steering column. Go
to the front of the vehicle and release the auxiliary latch that is located under the front center of
the hood. Engine coolant reservoir B. Windshield washer fluid reservoir C. Brake fluid reservoir
D. Battery E. Power distribution box F. Air filter assembly G. Automatic transmission fluid

dipstick H. Engine oil dipstick I. Brake fluid reservoir C. Battery D. Power distribution box E. Air
filter assembly F. Automatic transmission fluid dipstick out of view G. Engine oil dipstick H.
Engine oil filler cap I. Page Maintenance Engine shield Some vehicles may be equipped with an
aero-shield under the engine. This shield needs to be removed for service, including oil and
filter changes. It is secured with four quick release fasteners. Engine oil filler cap G. MIN B. MAX
3. Remove the filler cap. Add engine oil that meets Ford specifications. See Capacities and
Specifications for more information. Wipe off any spilled oil. Replace the filler cap. Turn it until
you feel a strong resistance. Steam and scalding liquids released from a hot cooling system can
burn you badly. Also, you can be burned if you spill coolant on hot engine parts. Page
Maintenance Engine fluid temperature management EcoBoost engine only WARNING: To
reduce the risk of collision and injury, be prepared that the vehicle speed may reduce and the
vehicle may not be able to accelerate with full power until the fluid temperatures reduce. If the
coolant level is normal, you may restart your engine and continue on. If the coolant is low, add
coolant, restart the engine and take your vehicle to an authorized dealer. Page Maintenance
When Fail-Safe Mode is Activated You have limited engine power when in the fail-safe mode, so
drive the vehicle with caution. The vehicle will not be able to maintain high-speed operation and
the engine will run rough. Remember that the engine is capable of completely shutting down
automatically to prevent engine damage, therefore: 1. If required, fluid should be added by an
authorized dealer. The automatic transmission does not have a transmission fluid dipstick.
Refer to your scheduled maintenance information for scheduled intervals for fluid checks and
changes. Page Maintenance 2. Park the vehicle on a level surface and engage the parking brake.
With the parking brake engaged and your foot on the brake pedal, start the engine and move the
gearshift lever through all of the gear ranges. Page Maintenance 3. Remove the bolt cover if
equipped. Remove two bolts that attach the air filter assembly to the front of the vehicle 2.
Loosen the clamp holding the air filter assembly to the rubber hose 1. Remove the harness
retaining clip by pulling up 3. Do not disconnect the sensor 4. Page Maintenance Low fluid level
If the fluid level is below the MIN range of the dipstick, add fluid to reach the hash mark level.
Note: If the fluid level is below the MIN level, do not drive the vehicle. If an overfill occurs,
excess fluid should be removed by an authorized dealer. Page Fuel Filter Add fluid to fill the
reservoir if the level is low. Only use a washer fluid that meets Ford specifications. See the
technical specifications chart in the Capacities and Specifications chapter. State or local
regulations on volatile organic compounds may restrict the use of methanol, a common
windshield washer antifreeze additive. Batteries contain sulfuric acid. Avoid contact with skin,
eyes or clothing. Shield your eyes when working near the battery to protect against possible
splashing of acid solution. In case of acid contact with skin or eyes, flush immediately with
water for a minimum of 15 minutes and get prompt medical attention. Page Maintenance 6. Drive
the vehicle to complete the relearning process. Page Checking The Wiper Blades When a
battery replacement is required, the battery should be replaced with a Ford recommended
replacement battery that matches the electrical requirements of the vehicle. After battery
replacement, or in some cases after charging the battery with an external charger, the BMS
requires eight hours of vehicle sleep time key off with doors closed to relearn the new battery
state of charge. Pull the wiper blade and arm away from the glass. Squeeze the locking tabs to
release the blade from the arm and pull the blade away from the arm to remove it. Attach the
new blade to the arm and snap it into place. Release the clamps that secure the air filter housing
cover. Carefully separate the two halves of the air filter housing. Remove the air filter element
from the air filter housing. Page Adjusting The Headlamps Maintenance 5. Install a new air filter
element. Be careful not to crimp the filter element edges between the air filter housing and
cover. This could cause filter damage and allow unfiltered air to enter the engine if not properly
seated. Page Changing A Bulb Maintenance On the wall or screen you will observe a flat zone of
high intensity light located at the top of the right hand portion of the beam pattern. If the top
edge of the high intensity light zone is not at the horizontal reference line, the headlamp will
need to be adjusted. Take your vehicle to a dealer for service if any of the above conditions of
unacceptable moisture are present. Make sure headlamp switch is in the off position, then open
the hood. Reach in behind the headlamp assembly to access the bulb sockets and connectors.
Rotate the bulb socket counterclockwise and remove from the lamp assembly. Remove bulb
socket by rotating it counterclockwise, then pull it out of the lamp assembly. Pull the bulb
straight from the socket. Install the new bulb in reverse order. Replacing high-mount brake lamp
bulbs Your vehicle is equipped with an LED high-mount brake lamp. It is designed to last the life
of the vehicle. If replacement is required, it is recommended that you see your authorized
dealer. Use Motorcraft Bug and Tar Remover. We recommend that you wash and wax the
painted surface once or twice a year. When washing and waxing, park your vehicle in a shaded
area out of direct sunlight. In Canada, use Motorcraft Engine Shampoo. Such products could

contaminate the side airbag system and affect performance of the side airbag in a collision.
Page Cleaning Leather Seats Vehicle Care Clean the instrument panel and cluster lens with a
clean, damp, white, cotton cloth, then use a clean and dry, white, cotton cloth to dry these
areas. Run at fast idle with the climate controls set to defrost until it reaches normal operating
temperature. Department of Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of
Transportation requires Ford Motor Company to give you the following information about tire
grades exactly as the government has written it. For example: For P-metric tires 35 psi 2. The
definitions of these items are listed below. Note that the tire size, load index and speed rating
for your vehicle may be different from this example. Page Wheels and Tires G. The speed rating
denotes the speed at which a tire is designed to be driven for extended periods of time under a
standard condition of load and inflation pressure. The tires on your vehicle may operate at
different conditions for load and inflation pressure. Page Wheels and Tires J. Tire Ply
Composition and Material Used: Indicates the number of plies or the number of layers of
rubber-coated fabric in the tire tread and sidewall. Tire manufacturers also must indicate the ply
materials in the tire and the sidewall, which include steel, nylon, polyester, and others. These
differences are described below. Note: Tire Quality Grades do not apply to this type of tire.
Note: The temporary tire size for your vehicle may be different from this example. Page You are
strongly urged to buy a reliable tire pressure gauge, as automatic service station gauges may
be inaccurate. Ford recommends the use of a digital or dial-type tire pressure gauge rather than
a stick-type tire pressure gauge. Page Wheels and Tires Note: Some spare tires operate at a
higher inflation pressure than the other tires. Store and maintain at 60 psi 4. Page Wheels and
Tires Damage Periodically inspect the tire treads and sidewalls for damage such as bulges in
the tread or sidewalls, cracks in the tread groove and separation in the tread or sidewall. If
damage is observed or suspected, have the tire inspected by a tire professional. Tires can be
damaged during off-road use, so inspection after off-road use is also recommended. Page such
as P-metric versus LT-metric or all-season versus all-terrain as those originally provided by
Ford. Page The tire pressure sensors mounted in the wheels originally installed on your vehicle
are not designed to be used in aftermarket wheels. The use of wheels or tires not recommended
by Ford Motor Company may affect the operation of your tire pressure monitoring system.
Spinning the tires can tear the tire and cause an explosion. A tire can explode in as little as
three to five seconds. Use of any tire or wheel not recommended by Ford can affect the safety
and performance of your vehicle, which could result in an increased risk of loss of vehicle
control, vehicle rollover, personal injury and death. The tire pressure should be checked
periodically at least monthly using a tire gauge. See Inflating Your Tires in this chapter. Failure
to properly maintain your tire pressure could increase the risk of tire failure, loss of control,
vehicle rollover and personal injury. Page Wheels and Tires telltale after replacing one or more
tires or wheels on your vehicle to ensure that the replacement or alternate tires and wheels
allow the TPMS to continue to function properly. It can also warn you in the event the system is
no longer capable of functioning as intended. Page Wheels and Tires Low tire Possible cause
Customer action required pressure warning light Flashing Spare tire in use Repair the damaged
road wheel warning light and tire assembly and reinstall it on the vehicle to restore system
function. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel is damaged, it should be replaced rather than
repaired. Page Wheels and Tires A dissimilar spare tire and wheel assembly is defined as a
spare tire or wheel that is different in brand, size or appearance from the road tires and wheels
and can be one of three types: 1. T-type mini-spare: This spare tire begins with the letter T for
tire size and may have Temporary Use Only molded in the sidewall. Pull far enough off the road
to avoid the danger of being hit when operating the jack or changing the wheel. Page Wheels
and Tires Vehicle jacking 1. Block the diagonally opposite wheel. If your vehicle has wheel
covers, remove them with the lug wrench tip and loosen each wheel lug nut one-half turn
counterclockwise. Do not remove them until the wheel is raised off the ground. Page Wheels
and Tires 6. Replace the flat tire with the spare tire, making sure the valve stem is facing
outward. Reinstall the lug nuts until the wheel is snug against the hub. Do not fully tighten the
lug nuts until the wheel has been lowered. Page Wheels and Tires Stowing the flat tire 1.
Remove the extension bolt from the exterior pocket of the felt bag. Insert the straight end of the
jack retention bracket through the eyelet of the angled bracket and swing the retention bracket
over the jack. With the jack in place, place the end of the retention bracket over the threaded
stud in the trunk floor and secure it with the plastic wing See your Ford authorized dealer for
additional replacement sealant canisters. Your vehicle may be equipped with a temporary
mobility kit located in the spare tire well in the trunk. The tire may not completely seal. Loss of
air pressure may adversely affect tire performance. Page Always store the kit in its original
location. Page Wheels and Tires Sealant compound contains latex. To avoid any allergic
reactions, use the non-latex gloves located in the accessory box on the underside of the

temporary mobility kit housing. Do not remove any foreign object that has pierced the tire. If a
puncture is located in the tire sidewall, stop and call roadside assistance. Page Wheels and
Tires 8. Note: When the sealing compound is first added into the tire, the air pressure gauge
reading on the compressor unit may indicate a higher value; Page Company dealership or tire
dealer. Empty sealant bottles may be disposed of at home. However, liquid residue from the
sealing compound should be disposed by your local Ford Motor Company dealership or tire
dealer, or in accordance with local waste disposal regulations. Page Wheels and Tires Type 1
Removal of the sealant canister from the temporary mobility kit 1. Unwrap the clear tube from
the compressor housing. Press the button located on the temporary mobility kit compressor
housing below the canister while pulling up on the sealant canister. Page Wheels and Tires 2.
Once aligned, seat the sealant canister by lightly pushing down until you hear an audible click.
Wrap the clear tube around the compressor housing. Type 2 Removal of the sealant canister
from the temporary mobility kit 1. Unwrap the power cord. Remove the hose from the storage
channel. Turn the hex connector counterclockwise to loosen. Make sure the connection is
separated. Tighten the hex connector. Note: If you experience any difficulties with the removal
or installation of the sealant canister, consult your Ford Motor Company authorized dealer for
assistance. Use only Ford recommended replacement fasteners. Note: Inspect the wheel pilot
hole and mounting surface prior to installation. Remove any visible corrosion or loose particles.
Firing order 1â€”4â€”2â€”5â€”3â€”6 1â€”4â€”2â€”5â€”3â€”6 Ignition Coil on plug Coil on plug
Coil on plug system Spark plug The customer warranty may be void for any damage to the
engine if such spark plugs are not used. World manufacturer identifier B. Make, vehicle line,
series, body type D. Engine type E. The following table tells you which transmission each code
represents. Ford Motor Company will repair or replace any properly authorized dealer-installed
Ford Genuine Accessory found to be defective in factory-supplied materials or workmanship
during the warranty period, as well as any component damaged by the defective accessories. In
addition, you may also adversely affect the performance of other electrical systems in the
vehicle. It is the only extended service plan backed by Ford Motor Company, and provides
peace of mind protection beyond the New Vehicle Limited Warranty coverage. Whenever you
sell your vehicle, prospective buyers may have a higher degree of confidence that vehicle was
properly maintained with Ford ESP, thereby improving resale value. Page Ford ESP has to offer
while paying over time. You are pre-approved with no credit checks, no hassles! To learn more,
call our Ford ESP specialists at Ford ESP P. Page Audio System Due to technical
incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly
when used in Ford CD players. Note: Do not insert CDs with homemade paper adhesive labels
into the CD player as the label may peel and cause the CD to become jammed. Page Audio
System C. To store a radio station, tune to the station, then press and hold a preset button until
sound returns. Page Audio System M. See the SYNC chapter for more information. AUX: Press
this button to access your auxiliary input jack or switch between devices you plug into the input
jack or USB port. See Auxiliary input jack later in this chapter. Once you skip or lock a channel,
you can only access it by pressing Direct and entering the channel number. Scan Folder Select
to scan all music in the current MP3 folder. CD Compression Select to bring soft and loud
passages together for a more consistent listening level. Clock Settings Set Time Select to set
the time. Page Audio System E. The system stops at the first station it finds in that direction.
Page Audio System B. Page Audio System When HD Radio broadcasts are active, you can
access the following functions: When you select: You can: Hear a brief sampling of all available
stations. Page Audio System HD Radio Reception and Station Troubleshooting Potential
reception issues Reception area If you are listening to a multicast station and you are on the
fringe of the reception area, the station may mute due to weak signal strength. If you are
listening to HD1, the system switches back to the analog broadcast until the digital broadcast is
available again. Page Satellite Radio Information Note: Sirius reserves the unrestricted right to
change, rearrange, add or delete programming including canceling, moving or adding particular
channels, and its prices, at any time, with or without notice to you. Ford Motor Company shall
not be responsible for any such programming changes. Page Audio System Sirius satellite
radio is a subscription-based satellite radio service that broadcasts a variety of music, sports,
news, weather, traffic and entertainment programming. Your factory-installed Sirius satellite
radio system includes hardware and a limited subscription term which begins on the date of
sale or lease of your vehicle. No Signal The signal is lost from The signal is blocked. WARNING:
Store the portable music player in a secure location, such as the center console or the glove
box, when your vehicle is moving. Support The SYNC support team is available to help you with
any questions you cannot answer on your own. Monday-Saturday, ampm EST. Sunday, ampm
EST. In the United States, call: 1â€”â€”â€” Page Master Reset to erase all stored information.
Ford Motor Company and Ford of Canada do not access the system data for any purpose other

than as described This allows you to keep your hands on the wheel and focus on what is in
front of you. Pairing Subsequent Phones Note: To scroll through the menus, press the up and
down arrows on your audio system. These commands are not available until phone information
is completely downloaded using Bluetooth. Press MENU during an active call. Switch a call from
an active hands-free Privacy environment to your cellular phone for a more private
conversation. Your phone must support downloading text messages using Bluetooth to receive
incoming text messages. Note: Only one recipient is allowed per text message. Page 6. Press
OK when the contact appears and press OK again to confirm when the system asks if you
would like to send the message. Your phone settings allow you to access and adjust features
such as your ring tone, text message notification, modify your phone book and also set up
automatic download. Press the phone button. Push the desired contact s on your phone. Use
the arrow buttons to scroll through the menu options. The Bluetooth Devices menu allows you
to add, connect, delete and set a phone as primary as well as turn your Bluetooth feature on and
off. The Advanced menu allows you to access and set prompts, languages, defaults, perform a
master reset, install an application and view system information. Press OK and scroll to toggle
between On and Off. When the desired selection is chosen, press OK. Note: Turning Bluetooth
off disconnects all Bluetooth devices and deactivates all Bluetooth features. Press the phone
button to enter the Phone Menu. Scroll until System Settings appears and press OK. Press OK
to select. Dial emergency services immediately to avoid delayed response time which could
increase the risk of serious injury or death after a crash. If you do not hear Assist within five
seconds of the crash, the system or phone may be damaged or non-functional. Off with
reminder provides a display and voice reminder at phone connection at vehicle start. Off
without reminder provides a display reminder only without a voice reminder at phone
connection. Page Certain versions or updates to Vehicle Health Report may also collect
additional vehicle information. Ford may use the vehicle information it collects for any purpose.
If you do not want to disclose your cellular phone number or vehicle information, do not run the
feature or set up your Vehicle Health Report profile at If you do not want Ford or its service
providers to collect the vehicle travel information or other information identified in the Terms
and Conditions, do not activate or use the service. Press and hold the phone button on the
steering wheel. SYNC Services quick tips Personalizing You can personalize your Services
feature to provide quicker access to your most used or favorite information. Note: iPhone users
need to connect the phone to the USB port in order to start the application. Press the voice
icon. Say the name of the application after the tone. The app should start. You can also plug in
devices to charge them if supported by your device. Once connected, the system indexes any
readable media files. If there are less than indexed albums, they are listed alphabetically in flat
file mode. If there are more, they are organized into alphabetical categories. Press OK to enter
the album menu and select from playing all albums or from any individual indexed album. The
system uses the metadata information of each song to compile a playlist for you. The system
creates a new list of similar songs and begins playing. Scroll until System Settings appears and
select OK. However, should questions arise, see the tables below. Page AppLink. Page SYNC to
find. The corners display any active modes within those menus, such as phone status or the
climate temperature. Note: Some features are not available while your vehicle is moving. Note:
Your system is equipped with a feature that allows you to access and control audio features for
30 minutes after you switch the ignition off and no doors open. They are sensitive to light touch.
If dirt or fingerprints are still visible, apply a small amount of alcohol to the cloth. Do not pour or
spray alcohol onto the display. Do not use detergent or any type of solvent to clean the display.
You can use your steering wheel controls to view and make minor adjustments to active modes
without taking your hands off the wheel. After the tone, speak your command clearly. These
commands can be said at any time. If turned off, the system simply makes a best guess as to
what you requested. The system may still occasionally ask you to confirm settings. USB F. For
example, if you are currently listening to audio on an SD card, you can browse all the artists that
are stored on your USB device. The light on the button illuminates when the feature is on. Your
system has a special receiver that allows it to receive digital broadcasts where available in
addition to the analog broadcasts, it already receives. Touch and hold a memory preset slot
until the sound returns. There is a brief mute while the radio saves the station. Sound returns
when finished. When prompted, say any of the commands in the following chart. Presets Save a
channel by pressing and holding one of the memory preset areas. There is a brief mute while
the radio saves the channel. Page Note: Sirius does not support the Alert feature on all
channels. Ford Motor Company shall not be responsible for Alert feature variation. Electronic
Serial Number ESN is required when you need to activate, modify or track your satellite radio
account. Page Note: Sirius reserves the unrestricted right to change, rearrange, add or delete
programming including canceling, moving or adding particular channels, and its prices, at any

time, with or without notice to you. Radio requires more No action required. You can also
advance and reverse the current track or current folder, if applicable. Repeat Touch this button
to repeat the currently playing track, all tracks on the disc or turn the feature off if already on.
USB Port The ports are located either in the center console or behind a small access door in the
instrument panel. To access and play music from your device, press the lower left corner of the
touchscreen, and then select the USB tab. It is also able to organize your indexed media from
your playing device by metadata tags. WARNING: Store the portable music player in a secure
location, such as the center console or the glove box, when your vehicle is in motion. Press the
lower left corner on the touchscreen. You should hear audio from your portable music player
although it may be low. Adjust the sound on your portable music player until it reaches the level
of the FM station or CD by switching back and forth between the controls. Phone B. Quick Dial
C. Phonebook D. History E. Messaging F. Once you pair your phone, you can access many
options using the touchscreen or voice commands. To pair, enter the PIN displayed on the
touchscreen. Skip the next step. Phonebook Touch this button to access and call any contacts
in your previously downloaded phone book. The system places the entries in alphabetical
categories summarized at the top of the screen. Composing a Text Message Note: This is a
speed-dependent feature. Note: Downloading and sending text messages using Bluetooth are
phone-dependent features. You can also choose to adjust your settings or have the system
always connect, never connect when roaming or query on connect. Manage Phonebook Touch
this button to access features such as automatic phonebook download, re-download your
phonebook, add contacts from your phone as well as delete or upload your phonebook. If your
vehicle is not equipped with Navigation, touch the corner of the touchscreen with the green tab.
Traffic alerts and turn-by-turn directions available in select markets. Message and data rates
may apply. Ford Motor Company reserves the right to change or discontinue this product
service at any time without prior notification or incurring any future obligation. You also receive
driving instructions from audible prompts. Page Sirius Travel Link. Note: Neither Sirius nor Ford
is responsible for any errors or inaccuracies in the Sirius Travel Link services or its use in
vehicles. When you subscribe to Sirius Travel Link, it can help you locate the best Be prepared
to provide your name, phone number and location immediately, because not all systems are
capable of receiving this information electronically. Vehicle Health Report Privacy Notice When
you create a Vehicle Health Report, Ford Motor Company may collect your cellular phone
number to process your report request and diagnostic information about your vehicle. Certain
versions or updates to Vehicle Health Report may also collect more vehicle information. Clock
B. Display C. Sound D. Vehicle E. Settings F. Help Under this menu, you can set your clock,
access and adjust the display, sound and vehicle settings as well as access settings for specific
modes or the help feature. It appears at the top center of the touchscreen, next to the time and
date. The system automatically saves any updates you make to the settings. Display You can
adjust the touchscreen display through the touchscreen or by pressing the voice button on
your steering wheel controls and when Distance Select to display units in kilometers or miles.
Temperature Select to display units in Celsius or Fahrenheit. Advanced mode has less audible
interaction and more tone prompts. This allows you to listen to music during the indexing
process. Have the system display your turn list top to bottom or bottom to top. Turn the Parking
POI notification on and off. Have the system display incident icons. Have the system display
areas where difficult driving conditions may occur. Have the system display areas where snow
and ice on the road may occur. Have the system display any smog alerts. Text Message Select
the type of notification for text Notification messages - alert tone, beep, text to speech, or have
it be silent. Make sure you turn it on for connectivity purposes. Choose a Wireless Network
allows you to use a previously stored wireless network. You must turn on your mobile
broadband device on your personal computer before connecting it to the system. This screen
allows you to set up what is your typical area for your USB mobile broadband connection. If
your vehicle is not equipped with navigation, nothing displays. Depending on your vehicle line
and option package, your climate screen may look different from this screen. Note: You can
switch temperature units between Fahrenheit and Celsius. See Settings in this chapter. Note:
When the system is controlling the fan speed automatically, all the fan speed indicators turn off.
Manual controls: Touch these buttons to switch airflow from the windshield, instrument panel,
or footwell vents on or off. To set a destination, press the green corner of your touchscreen,
then Dest when it appears. See Setting a destination later in this chapter. During route
guidance, you can press the talking bubble icon that appears in the upper right navigation
corner green bar if you want the system to repeat route guidance information. Pressing the
Search By Name button allows you to directly enter the point of interest name into the system
by using the keyboard. This screen displays either a facility photo if available or point of
interest icons, such as: Hotel Coffeehouse For hotels, cityseekr can provide information, such

as star rating, price category, review, check-in and check-out times, hotel service icons and
website address. The 3D landmarks appear in 3D map mode only. Coverage varies, and
improves with updated map releases. Change the appearance of the map display by repeatedly
pressing the arrow button in the upper left corner of the screen. When you press Auto, Auto
Zoom turns on and Auto displays in the bottom left corner of the screen in the map scale.
Waypoints indicates the location of a waypoint on the map. The number inside the circle is
different for each waypoint and represents the position of the waypoint in the route list.
Destination symbol indicates the ending point of a planned route. Nokia is the digital map
provider for the navigation application. Any removal, reproduction, reverse engineering or other
unauthorized use of the software from this system in violation of the license agreement is
strictly prohibited and may subject you to legal action. Page Appendices General operation
Voice Command Control Functions within the Windows Automotive-based system may be
accomplished using only voice commands. Using voice commands while driving allows you to
operate the system without removing your hands from the wheel. Prolonged Views of Screen Do
not access any function requiring a prolonged view of the screen while you are driving. Make
your driving decisions based on your observations of local conditions and existing traffic
regulations. Any such feature is not a substitute for your personal judgment. Any route
suggestions made by this system should never replace any local traffic regulations or your
personal judgment or knowledge of safe driving practices. Telenav may revise this Agreement
and the privacy policy at any time, with or without notice to you. Page Appendices 3. Software
License Subject to your compliance with the terms of this Agreement, Telenav hereby grants to
you a personal, non-exclusive, non-transferable license except as expressly permitted below in
connection with your permanent transfer of the Telenav Software license , without the right to
sublicense, to use the Telenav Software in object code form only in order to access and use the
Telenav Software. Page Appendices of you or others is dependent on the accuracy of
navigation, as the maps or functionality of the Telenav Software are not intended to support
such high risk applications, especially in more remote geographical areas. Page Appendices 6.
Arbitration and Governing Law You agree that any dispute, claim or controversy arising out of
or relating to this Agreement or the Telenav Software shall be settled by independent arbitration
involving a neutral arbitrator and administered by the American Arbitration Association in the
County of Santa Clara, California. Page Appendices 8. Page Appendices The Data is provided
for your personal, internal use only and may not be resold. Page Appendices This Data may
contain inaccurate or incomplete information due to the passage of time, changing
circum-stances, sources used and the nature of collecting comprehensive geographic Data, any
of which may lead to incorrect results. Page Appendices Export Control: You agree not to
export from anywhere any part of the Data or any direct product thereof except in compliance
with, and with all licenses and approvals required under, applicable export laws, rules and
regulations, including but not limited to the laws, rules and regulations administered by the
Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U. Page Scheduled Maintenance Parts installed at your
dealership carry a nationwide month or unlimited miles kilometers parts and labor limited
warranty. If you do not use Ford authorized parts they may not meet our specifications and
depending on the part, it could affect emissions compliance. Page Ford Motor Company has
recommended maintenance intervals for various parts and component systems based upon
engineering testing. Ford Motor Company relies upon this testing to determine the most
appropriate mileage for replacement of oils and fluids to protect your vehicle at the lowest
overall cost to you and recommends against maintenance schedules that deviate from the
scheduled maintenance information. Page It is critical that systems are flushed only with new
fluid that is the same as that required to fill and operate the system, or using a Ford-approved
flushing chemical. Owner Checks and Services Certain basic maintenance checks and
inspections should be performed every month or at six month intervals. Page In order to keep
your vehicle running right, it is important to have the systems on your vehicle checked
regularly. This can help identify potential issues and prevent major problems. Ford Motor
Company recommends the following multi-point inspection be performed at every scheduled
maintenance interval to help make sure your vehicle keeps running great. By using several
important factors in its calculations, the monitor helps reduce the cost of owning your vehicle
and reduce environmental waste at the same time. Page Scheduled Maintenance Normal
scheduled maintenance At every oil change Change engine oil and filter. Perform multi-point
inspection recommended. Inspect automatic transmission fluid level if equipped with dipstick.
Page Scheduled Maintenance Other maintenance items Every miles Replace cabin air filter if
equipped. At miles Change engine coolant. If you occasionally operate your vehicle under any
of these conditions, it is not necessary to perform the additional maintenance. For specific
recommendations, see your dealership service advisor or technician. Page Scheduled

Maintenance Extensive idling or low-speed driving for long distances as in heavy commercial
use such as delivery, taxi, patrol car or livery As required Change engine oil and filter as
indicated by the information display and perform services listed in the Normal Scheduled
Maintenance chart. Ford Motor Company, however, urges you to have all recommended
maintenance services performed at the specified intervals and to record all vehicle service.
Page Cruise control Page Index Display settings Page Index Settings Page Index Transaxle
Ventilating your vehicle Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links
Download this manual. Page 9 Errors and omissions excepted. We recommend that you take
some time to get to know your vehicle by reading this manual. The more that you know about it,
the greater the safety and pleasure you will get from driving it. These are some of the symbols
you may see on your vehicle. Page 12 In order to properly diagnose and service your vehicle,
Ford Motor Company, Ford of Canada, and service and repair facilities may access or share
among them vehicle diagnostic information received through a direct connection to your
vehicle when diagnosing or servicing your vehicle. Page 13 EDR. Ford Motor Company and
Ford of Canada do not access event data recorder Page 14 If you do not want Ford or its
vendors to receive this information, do not activate the service. Ford Motor Company and the
vendors it uses to provide you with this information do not store your vehicle travel information.
If you have financed or leased your vehicle through Ford Credit, thank you for your business.
For your convenience, we offer a number of ways to contact us, as well as help manage your
account. Special Instructions For your added safety, your vehicle is fitted with sophisticated
electronic controls. Ford strongly recommends that you use extreme caution when using any
device or feature that may take your focus off the road. Your primary responsibility is the safe
operation of your vehicle. Ford recommends checking with a NHTSA Certified Child Passenger
Safety Technician and consulting your pediatrician to make sure your child seat is appropriate
for your child, and is compatible with and properly installed in your vehicle. Page 19 Child
Safety Recommendations for Safety Restraints for Children Child size, height, weight, or age
Recommended restraint type Infants Children weighing 40 lb 18 kg or Use a child safety seat or
tod- less generally age four or sometimes called an dlers younger. NEVER place a rear-facing
child seat in front of an active airbag. They can slide around and increase the likelihood of
injury or death in a crash. These objects may become projectiles in a crash or sudden stop,
which may increase the risk of serious injury. Page Booster Seats Child Safety Note: The child
seat must rest tightly against the vehicle seat upon which it is installed. It may be necessary to
lift or remove the head restraint. See the Seats chapter for information on head restraints. Page
24 Child Safety Children and booster seats vary in size and shape. Choose a booster that keeps
the lap belt low and snug across the hips, never up across the stomach, and lets you adjust the
shoulder belt to cross the chest and rest snugly near the center of the shoulder. If you must use
a forward-facing child seat in the front seat, move the seat all the way back. Page 26 Child
Safety Perform the following steps when installing the child seat with combination lap and
shoulder belts: Note: Although the child seat illustrated is a forward-facing child seat, the steps
are the same for installing a rear-facing child seat. Position the child safety seat in a seat with a
combination lap and shoulder belt. Page 27 Child Safety 4. Insert the belt tongue into the proper
buckle the buckle closest to the direction the tongue is coming from for that seating position
until you hear a snap and feel the latch engage. Make sure the tongue is latched securely by
pulling on it. Page 28 There should be no more than 1 inch 2. In a crash, one anchor may not be
strong enough to hold two child safety seat attachments and may break, causing serious injury
or death. Follow the instructions on attaching child safety seats with tether straps. Page 31
Child Safety Using Tether Straps Many forward-facing child safety seats include a tether strap
which extends from the back of the child safety seat and hooks to an anchoring point called the
top tether anchor. Tether straps are available as an accessory for many older safety seats.
Contact the manufacturer of your child seat for information about ordering a tether strap, or to
obtain a longer tether strap if the tether strap on your safety seat does not reach the appropriate
top tether Page 32 5. If your child restraint system is equipped with a tether strap, and the child
restraint manufacturer recommends its use, Ford also recommends its use. When these locks
are set, the rear doors cannot be opened from the inside. The passenger cannot protect the
child from injury in a crash. Failure to follow this could seriously increase the risk of injury or
death. Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle the buckle closest to the direction the
tongue is coming from until you hear a snap and feel it latch. The lap portion of the safety belt
should fit snug and be positioned low across the hips. The shoulder portion of the safety belt
should be positioned across the chest. Page 38 Safety Belts All safety restraints in the vehicle
are combination lap and shoulder belts. The driver safety belt has the first type of locking mode,
and the front outboard passenger and rear seat safety belts have both types of locking modes

described as follows: Vehicle Sensitive Mode This is the normal retractor mode, which allows
free shoulder belt length adjustment to your movements and locking in response to vehicle
Page Safety Belt Height Adjustment Safety Belts How to Disengage the Automatic Locking
Mode Unbuckle the combination lap and shoulder belt and allow it to retract completely to
disengage the automatic locking mode and activate the vehicle sensitive emergency locking
mode. Conditions of Operation If Page 41 Safety Belts If We recommend you leave the
Belt-Minder system activated for yourself and others who may use the vehicle. However, if the
crash was minor and an authorized dealer finds that the belts do not show damage and
continue to operate properly, they do not need to be replaced. The system is able to analyze
different occupant conditions and crash severity before activating the appropriate safety
devices to help better protect a range of occupants in a variety of frontal crash situations.
WARNING: All occupants of your vehicle, including the driver, should always properly wear
their safety belts, even when an airbag supplemental restraint system is provided. Page 46
Supplementary Restraints System The airbags are a supplemental restraint system and are
designed to work with the safety belts to help protect the driver and right front passenger from
certain upper body injuries. Airbags do not inflate slowly; there is a risk of injury from a
deploying airbag. Note: You will hear a loud bang and see a cloud of harmless powdery residue
if an airbag deploys. Placing your arm over a deploying airbag can result in serious arm
fractures or other injuries. Objects placed on or over the airbag inflation area may cause those
objects to be propelled by the airbag into your face and torso causing serious injury. WARNING:
Sitting improperly out of position or with the seat back reclined too far can take off weight from
the seat cushion and affect the decision of the front passenger sensing system, resulting in
serious injury or death in a crash. Page 50 Supplementary Restraints System The front
passenger sensing system uses a passenger airbag status indicator which will illuminate
indicating that the front passenger frontal airbag is either ON enabled or OFF disabled. The
indicator lamp is located in the center stack of the instrument panel. Page 55 Supplementary
Restraints System WARNING: All occupants of your vehicle including the driver should always
wear their safety belts even when an airbag supplemental restraint system and curtain airbag is
provided. Failure to properly wear your safety belt could seriously increase the risk of injury or
death. The Safety Canopy will not interfere with children restrained using a properly installed
child or booster seat because it is designed to inflate downward from the headliner above the
doors along the side window opening. Page Airbag Disposal Supplementary Restraints System
If any of these things happen, even intermittently, have the supplemental restraint system
serviced at an authorized dealer immediately. Unless serviced, the system may not function
properly in the event of a crash. The safety belt pretensioners and the airbag supplemental
restraint system are designed to activate when the vehicle sustains longitudinal or lateral
deceleration sufficient to cause the restraints control module to deploy a safety device or when
a certain likelihood of a rollover event is Note: If you are in range, the remote control will
operate if you press any button unintentionally. Page 60 Keys and Remote Control Intelligent
Access Key If Equipped Your vehicle may be equipped with two intelligent access keys which
operate the power locks and the remote start system. The key must be in the vehicle to activate
the push button start system. The key also contains a removable mechanical key blade that you
can use to unlock the driver door. Twist a thin coin in the slot near the key ring to remove the
battery cover 1. Carefully peel up the rubber gasket 2 from the transmitter if it does not come off
with the battery cover. Page 62 Keys and Remote Control 4. Press the battery down to make
sure it is fully in the housing. Snap the battery cover back onto the transmitter and install the
backup key. Memory Feature If Equipped This feature allows you to recall the driver seat, power
mirrors and adjustable pedals if equipped memory positions. Press and hold either the 1 or 2
button for five seconds. A tone will sound when the memory store is done. Continue to hold
until a second tone is heard. The parking lamps will remain on and your vehicle will run for 5,
10, or 15 minutes, depending on the setting. See the Information Displays chapter to select the
duration of the remote start system. Program all but one of the keys to activate the restricted
modes. If you turn the ignition off and then turn it back on, you will need to use an admin key to
clear any of your MyKey settings. If you choose to install a remote start system, please see your
Ford authorized dealer for a Ford-approved remote start system. Power Door Locks The power
door lock control is located on the driver and front passenger door panels. Page 71 Locks Note:
If any door or the luggage compartment is open, or if the hood is open on vehicles with an
anti-theft alarm or remote start, the horn sounds twice and the lamps will not flash. Opening the
Trunk Press the button twice within three seconds to open the trunk. Make sure to close and
latch the trunk before driving your vehicle. When you lock your vehicle using the driver or
passenger power door lock control with the door open, transmission in P and ignition off , after
you close the door your vehicle will search for an intelligent access key in the passenger

compartment. Page 75 Locks You can operate the keypad with the factory-set 5-digit entry code.
You can also create up to three of your own 5-digit personal entry codes. Page 76 Locks
Anti-Scan Feature The keypad will go into an anti-scan mode if you enter the wrong code seven
times 35 consecutive button presses. This mode disables the keypad for one minute and the
keypad lamp will flash. From Outside Your Vehicle 1. Unlock the trunk with the remote control
or power door lock control. The trunk unlocks when you press the release button if the
intelligent access transmitter is within 3 feet 1 meter of the trunk. Unsupervised children could
lock themselves in the trunk and risk injury. Children should be taught not to play in vehicles.
Use of these systems may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of security protection.
Note: Metallic objects, electronic devices or a second coded key on the same key chain may
cause vehicle starting issues if they are too close to the key when starting the engine. Page 80
Security Store an extra programmed key away from the vehicle in a safe place to help prevent
any inconveniences. See an authorized dealer to purchase additional spare or replacement
keys. Programming a Spare Integrated Keyhead Transmitter Note: A maximum of eight coded
keys can be programmed to your vehicle. Page 81 Security Wait 20 seconds and repeat Steps 1
through 8 if the key was not successfully programmed. Take your vehicle to your authorized
dealer to have the new key programmed if you are still unsuccessful. Wait 20 seconds and then
repeat this procedure from Step 1 to program an additional key. Page Anti-Theft Alarm Security
7. Remove the intelligent access key from the center console pocket and press the unlock
button on the newly programmed intelligent access key to exit programming mode. Verify that
the remote entry functions operate press lock then unlock, making sure you end in unlock and
that your vehicle starts with new intelligent access key. Note: Make sure that you are sitting in
the correct position. See Sitting in the Correct Position in the Seats chapter. Unlock the steering
column. Refer to Sitting in the Correct Position in the Seats chapter. Use the control on the side
of the steering column to adjust the position. Press the steering column control again after
encountering the new stopping position. Continue pressing the control until it reaches the end
of the column position. A new stopping position will be set. The steering column will stop just
short of the end of the column position the next time it is tilted or telescoped. Cluster Display
Control Features If equipped with: MyFord system: This control functions the same as the
center control on the faceplate. Refer to MyFord system in the Audio Systems chapter. The
control is located on the left side of the steering column. Press and hold the appropriate control
to move the pedals. Rotate the end of the control away from you to increase the speed of the
wipers. Rotate toward you to decrease the speed of the wipers. This may scratch the glass,
damage the wiper blades or cause the wiper motor to burn out. Always use the windshield
washer before wiping a dry windshield. Note: Do not operate the washer when the washer
reservoir is empty. Off B. Parking lamps, instrument panel lamps, license plate lamps and tail
lamps C. Note: If the vehicle is equipped with autolamps, it will have the windshield wiper
rainlamp feature. When the windshield wipers are turned to low- or high-speed wiping during
daylight, and the headlamp control is in the autolamp position, the exterior lamps will turn on
after a brief delay and will remain on until the wipers are turned off. Page Daytime Running
Lamps Lighting 4. Turn the ignition on. Turn the ignition off. Turn the lighting control to the
autolamp position. The headlamps and parking lamps will turn on. Turn the lighting control to
the off position when the desired delay time has been reached. Note: Tap the lever up or down
to make the direction indicators flash only three times to indicate a lane change. They may
seriously injure themselves. WARNING: When closing the power windows, you should verify
they are free of obstructions and make sure that children and pets are not in the proximity of the
window openings. Left mirror B. Adjustment control C. Right mirror To adjust your mirrors: 1.
Press the button to select the mirror you want to adjust. An indicator light on the button will
illuminate. Blind spot mirrors have an integrated convex mirror built into the upper outboard
corner of the exterior mirrors. They are designed to assist you by increasing visibility along the
side of your vehicle. Note: Do not clean the housing or glass of any mirror with harsh abrasives,
fuel or other petroleum or ammonia based cleaning products. You can adjust the interior mirror
to your preference. Some mirrors also have a second pivot point. The control is located in the
center console access bin. Press the control to move the sunshade up or down. Note: Do not try
to manually move the sunshade. They may seriously hurt themselves. Tachometer B.
Information display. See Information displays for more information. Speedometer D. Fuel gauge
Fuel gauge Indicates approximately how much fuel is left in the fuel tank when the ignition is
on. Speedometer C. Infotainment display. Turns off when the speed control system is turned off.
A significant decrease in braking performance may occur. It will take you longer to stop the
vehicle. Have the vehicle checked by your authorized dealer as soon as possible. Driving
extended distances with the parking brake engaged can cause brake failure and the risk of
personal injury. Page Instrument Cluster High beams Illuminates when the high-beam

headlamps are on. Low fuel RTT Illuminates when the fuel level in the fuel tank is at or near
empty. Low tire pressure warning Illuminates when your tire pressure is low. If the light remains
on at start up or while driving, the tire pressure should be checked. Turn signal Illuminates
when the left or right turn signal or the hazard warning flasher is turned on. If the indicators stay
on or flash faster, check for a burned out bulb. Ford strongly recommends that drivers use
extreme caution when using any device or feature that may take their focus off the road. Your
primary responsibility is the safe operation of the vehicle. Note: this will also display in other
menus. Total Odometer located in lower line of display. If the engine coolant temperature
exceeds the normal range, stop the vehicle as soon as safely possible, switch off the engine
and let the engine cool. Average Fuel Indicates the average fuel consumption since the function
was last reset. To calibrate the compass: Enter the compass menu and select Calibrate. Follow
the prompts. You can choose to have only the fuel gauge show in this mode. Inst Fuel XX.
System Check All active warnings will display first if applicable. The system check menu may
appear different based upon equipment options and current vehicle status. Contact your
authorized dealer as soon as possible. Traction control off Displayed when the traction control
has been disabled by the driver. Driver can typically clean the sensor to resolve. Blind Spot
System Displayed when a fault with the blind spot Fault information system has occurred. The
system will be disabled. Collision Warn Not Displayed when the collision warning system
Available Sensor radar is blocked because of poor radar Check the oil level. If the warning stays
on or continues to come on with your engine running, contact your authorized dealer as soon
as possible. Shift to Park Displayed when the engine is turned off and shift select lever is in any
position other than P Park. Page Audio System Due to technical incompatibility, certain
recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD
players. Note: Do not insert CDs with homemade paper adhesive labels into the CD player as
the label may peel and cause the CD to become jammed. We strongly recommend that you use
extreme caution when using any device that may take your focus off the road. Page Audio
System C. To store a radio station, tune to the station, then press and hold a preset button until
sound returns. Page Audio System M. AUX: Press this button to access your auxiliary input jack
or switch between devices you plug into the input jack or USB port. See Auxiliary input jack
later in this chapter. Channel Guide Select to view available satellite radio channels.
Automatically adjusts the volume to compensate for speed and wind noise. Occupancy Mode
Select to optimize sound quality for the chosen seating position. Page Audio System E. The
system stops at the first station it finds in that direction. Hard objects may become projectiles in
a crash or sudden stop, which may increase the risk of serious injury. The audio extension
cable must be long enough to allow the portable music player to be safely stored while your
vehicle is moving. Page Note: SIRIUS reserves the unrestricted right to change, rearrange, add
or delete programming including canceling, moving or adding particular channels, and its
prices, at any time, with or without notice to you. Ford Motor Company shall not be responsible
for any such programming changes. Updating Update of channel No action required. Fan speed
control: Controls the volume of air circulated in your vehicle. Turn to select the desired fan
speed or switch off. If you switch the fan off, the windshield may fog up. Page Climate Control F.
Temperature control: Controls the temperature of the air circulated in your vehicle. Turn to
select the desired temperature. When the system is off, outside air cannot enter the vehicle.
Page Climate Control Distributes air through the instrument panel vents, floor vents, and
demister vents. Distributes air through the floor vents. Air conditioning cools the vehicle using
outside air. To improve air conditioning when starting your vehicle, drive with the windows
slightly open for two to three minutes. Defrost: Distributes air through the windshield defroster
vents and demister vents. Page Climate Control E. MyTemp: Allows you to quickly adjust to a
frequently used setting with a single touch. For maximum cooling performance in manual
override control: 1. Set the temperature to LO. Set the fan to the highest blower setting. To aid
in side window defogging and demisting in cold or humid weather: 1. Running the system
without a filter in place could result in degradation or damage to the system. Your vehicle is
equipped with a cabin air filter, which is located just in front of the windshield under the cowl
grille on the passenger side of the vehicle. In moderate weather, the system either heats or
cools based on previous settings. The rear defroster and heated mirrors are not automatically
turned on. Always sit upright against your seat back, with your feet on the floor. Page Head
Restraints Seats Make sure that your driving position is comfortable and that you can maintain
full control of your vehicle. Page Seats Rear seat center head restraint The head restraints
consist of: A. An energy absorbing head restraint B. Two steel stems C. Guide sleeve adjust and
release button D. Page Seats Rear seat non-adjustable outboard head restraints The head
restraints consist of: A. Moving the seats backward and forward WARNING: Before returning
the seat back to its original position, make sure that cargo or any objects are not trapped

WARNING: Before returning the seat back to its original position, make sure that cargo or any
objects are not trapped behind the seat back. Note: On vehicles with memory seats, to prevent
damage to the seat, the power seats are designed to set a stopping position just short of the
end of the seat track. Page Seats 3. Continue pressing the control for about two seconds. You
will feel the seat bounce back slightly. Note: The engine must be running or the vehicle must be
in accessory mode to activate the seats. Page Memory Function Seats We recommend first
selecting the lumbar to the desired setting and then selecting the back or cushion massage
setting. Press the desired memory control to recall a memory position. The seat heater may
cause burns even at low temperatures, especially if used for long periods of time. Page Seats
Ventilated Seats The ventilated seats will only function when the engine is running. To operate
the ventilated seats: Press the ventilated seat symbol to cycle through the various cooling
settings and off. Cooler settings are indicated by more indicator lights. If the engine falls below
RPM while the ventilated seats are on, the feature will turn itself off. Page Seats To install a
filter: 1. First, position the filter in its housing making sure that the far forward end is all the way
up in the housing. Push in on the center of the outside edge of the filter and rotate up into the
housing until it clips into position. Hard objects can injure you in a crash. To access the cup
holders, rotate armrest into use position. To open the storage compartment if equipped , pull up
on the latch. Do not program the system with the vehicle in the garage. This will ensure quicker
training and accurate transmission of the radio-frequency signal. With your vehicle parked
outside of the garage and your key in the ignition, turn the key so that the ignition is in the on
position. Note: You may need a ladder to reach the unit and you may need to remove the cover
or lamp lens on your garage door opener. Improper use of the lighter can cause damage not
covered by your warranty, and can result in fire or serious injury. Note: If used when the engine
is not running, the battery will discharge. Cupholders B. Rear power point, rear heated seats
control Some consoles have panel doors covering the cupholders and switches. This could
cause your vehicle battery to lose charge. Note: In order to switch off the engine while the
vehicle is in motion, shift to position N and use the brakes to bring the vehicle to a safe stop.
Page Starting and Stopping the Engine If you are unable to start your vehicle, do the following:
1. Locate the key backup slot in center console utility compartment. With the buttons facing the
rear of the vehicle and the key ring up, place the key into backup slot. Page Starting and
Stopping the Engine Once the engine has started, it remains running until you press the button,
even if the system does not detect a valid key. If you open and close a door while the engine is
running, the system searches for a valid key. Do not drive your vehicle if you smell exhaust
fumes. Carbon monoxide is present in exhaust fumes. Take precautions to avoid its dangerous
effects. This extension cord must be able to be used outdoors, in cold temperatures, and be
clearly marked Suitable for Use with Outdoor Appliances. The pressure in an overfilled tank may
cause leakage and lead to fuel spray and fire. If you hear a hissing sound near the fuel filler
inlet, do not refuel until the sound stops. If fuel is splashed in the eyes, remove contact lenses if
worn , flush with water for 15 minutes and seek medical attention. Failure to seek proper
medical attention could lead to permanent injury. Page Fuel and Refueling It is best not to
alternate repeatedly between gasoline and E If you do switch fuels, it is recommended that you
add as much fuel as possibleâ€”at least half a tank. Do not add less than five gallons Locate the
white plastic funnel in the spare tire compartment. Slowly insert the funnel into the capless fuel
system. If you hear a hissing sound near the fuel filler door, do not refuel until the sound stops.
Otherwise, fuel may spray out, which could cause serious personal injury. Indicated capacity is
the difference in the amount of fuel in a full tank and a tank when the fuel gauge indicates
empty. Empty reserve is the amount of fuel in the tank after the fuel gauge indicates empty.
Page Information are essential to the life and performance of your vehicle and to its emissions
system. Page Fuel and Refueling An improperly operating or damaged exhaust system may
allow exhaust to enter the vehicle. Have a damaged or improperly operating exhaust system
inspected and repaired immediately. Do not make any unauthorized changes to your vehicle or
engine. By law, vehicle owners and anyone who manufactures, repairs, services, sells, leases,
trades vehicles, or supervises a fleet of vehicles are not permitted to intentionally remove an
emission control device or prevent Page Fuel and Refueling If the service engine soon indicator
remains on, have your vehicle serviced at the first available opportunity. Although some
malfunctions detected by the OBD-II may not have symptoms that are apparent, continued
driving with the service engine soon indicator on can result in increased emissions, lower fuel
economy, reduced engine and transmission smoothness, and can lead to more costly repairs.
Turn the ignition to the off position and remove the key whenever you leave your vehicle. Your
vehicle has been designed to improve fuel economy by reducing fuel usage while coasting or
decelerating. Page Transmission D Drive with overdrive The normal driving position for the best
fuel economy. Transmission operates in gears one through six. The automatic transmission

shift strategy has the ability to detect hilly terrain or mountainous areas and will provide a
limited amount of grade assist features automatically. Page Transmission Paddle Shifters if
equipped The paddle shifters allow you to shift gears quickly, without taking your hands off the
steering wheel. Temporary manual control is provided when pulling the paddles with the
gearshift in the D Drive position. The system will determine when temporary manual control is
no longer desired and reverts back to automatic control. To avoid unwanted vehicle movement,
always fully set the parking brake prior to doing this procedure. Page Transmission 2. Insert the
screwdriver or similar tool into the hole and press the lever forward while pulling the gearshift
lever out of position P and into the position N. Remove the tool and reinstall the insert. Start the
vehicle and release the parking brake. This increases traction, enabling you to drive over terrain
and road conditions that a conventional two-wheel drive vehicles cannot. The AWD system is
active all the time and requires no input from the operator. If the mini-spare tire is installed, the
AWD system may disable automatically and enter front-wheel drive only mode to protect
driveline components. This condition may be indicated by an AWD Off message in the
information display. Turn the ignition to the lock position and remove the key whenever you
leave your vehicle. WARNING: If the parking brake is fully released, but the brake warning lamp
remains illuminated, the brakes may not be working properly. Avoid reducing the tire pressures
but shift to a lower gear and drive steadily through the terrain. Apply the accelerator slowly and
avoid spinning the wheels. Page Ford Motor Company joins the U. Too much power will cause
the tires to slip, spin or lose traction, resulting in loss of vehicle control. Descend a hill in the
same gear you would use to climb up the hill to avoid excessive brake application and brake
overheating. Page Any modifications to a vehicle that raise the center of gravity can make it
more likely the vehicle will rollover as a result of a loss of control. Ford Motor Company
recommends that caution be used with any vehicle equipped with a high load or device such as
ladder or luggage racks. If a metal-to-metal, continuous grinding or continuous squeal sound is
present, the brake linings may be worn out and should be inspected by an authorized dealer. If
your vehicle has continuous vibration or shudder in the steering wheel while braking, you
should take it to an authorized dealer for inspection. The anti-lock brake system lamp
momentarily illuminates when the ignition is turned on. If the light does not illuminate during
start-up, remains on or flashes, the anti-lock brake system may be disabled and may need to be
serviced. If your vehicle begins to slide, the system applies the brakes to individual wheels and,
when needed, reduces engine power at the same time. If the wheels spin when accelerating on
slippery or loose surfaces, the system reduces engine power in order to increase traction. The
electronic stability control portion of the system helps avoid skids and lateral slides and the
traction control system helps avoid drive wheel spin and loss of traction. See the Traction
Control chapter for details on traction control system operation. Sensing is only an aid for some
generally large and fixed objects when moving in reverse on a flat surface at parking speeds.
Traffic control systems, inclement weather, air brakes, and external motors and fans may also
affect the function of the sensing system; Page Parking Aids The system can be turned off
using the information display control. Refer to the Information Display chapter. If a fault is
present in the system, a warning message appears in the information display and does not
allow the driver to switch the faulted system on. The driver is responsible for avoiding hazards
and maintaining a safe distance and speed, even when the system is in use. Use the turn signal
to indicate which side of the vehicle you want the system to search on. Note: If a maneuver is
interrupted before completion, the system turns off. Page Rear-View Camera System Parking
Aids The system does not position the vehicle where I want in the space The vehicle is rolling in
the opposite direction of the transmission i. If the trunk is ajar, the camera will be out of position
and the video image may be incorrect. All guidelines if enabled have been removed when the
trunk is ajar. Page Parking Aids Guidelines and the Centerline Note: Active guidelines and fixed
guidelines are only available when the transmission is in R Reverse. Note: The centerline is only
available if Active or Fixed guidelines are on. Active guidelines B. Centerline C. The visual park
aid alert allows the driver to view the area that is being detected by the reverse sensing system.
Note: Vehicle speed may vary momentarily when driving up or down a steep hill. When you
release the accelerator pedal, you will return to the speed that you previously set. Release the
control when you reach the desired speed. Note: It is your responsibility to stay alert, drive
safely and be in control of the vehicle at all times. The system adjusts your speed to maintain a
proper distance between you and the vehicle in front of you in the same lane. Page Cruise
Control 5. A lead vehicle graphic will illuminate if there is a vehicle detected in front of you.
Note: When adaptive cruise control is active, the set speed displayed in the information display
may vary slightly from the speedometer. Page Cruise Control The vehicle brakes will be
automatically applied to slow the vehicle to maintain a safe distance from the vehicle in front.
The maximum braking which is applied by the system is limited and can be overridden by the

driver applying the brakes. The last set speed will display with a strikethrough. Disengaging the
system will not erase your previous set speed. Page Cruise Control Resuming the Set Speed
Note: Resume should only be used if you are aware of the set speed and intend to return to it.
Press and release RES. The vehicle will return to the previously set speed. The set speed will
display continuously in the information display while the system is active. It may not detect
vehicles at all or detect a vehicle later than expected in some situations. The lead vehicle
graphic will not illuminate if the system does not detect a vehicle in front of you. Aftermarket
trailer brakes will not function properly when ACC is activated because the brakes are
electronically controlled. Failing to do so may result in loss of vehicle control, which could
result in serious injury. Page Cruise Control Cause Action Swirling water, or snow or ice on Do
not use system in these the surface of the road may condition because it may not interfere with
the radar signals. You are in a desert or remote area Wait a short time or switch to with no other
vehicles and no normal cruise control. Page Driving Aids Zone coverage also decreases when
parking at shallow angles. Here, the left sensor is mostly obstructed; zone coverage on that
side is severely limited. Page Driving Aids Reasons for messages being displayed The radar
surface is Clean the fascia area in front of the radar or dirty or obstructed remove the
obstruction. The radar surface is Drive normally in traffic for a few minutes to not dirty or
obstructed allow the radar to detect passing vehicles so it can clear the blocked state. When
problems that may cause the left or right indicator not to illuminate, only the information display
message faults appear. Page Driving Aids If it is, a red warning light illuminates and an audible
warning chime sounds. The brake support system assists the driver in reducing the collision
speed by charging the brakes. If the risk of collision further increases after the warning light
illuminates, the brake support prepares the brake system for rapid braking. Page Driving Aids
Blocked Sensors If a message regarding a blocked sensor appears in the information display,
the radar signals from the sensor have been obstructed. The sensors are located behind a
fascia cover near the driver side of the lower grille. When the sensors are obstructed, a vehicle
ahead cannot be detected and the collision warning system does not function. The brake pedal
must be pressed just like any typical braking situation. Due to the nature of radar technology,
there may be certain instances where vehicles do not provide a collision warning. When an
electronic error is detected, a message will be displayed in the information display. If this
happens, stop the vehicle in a safe place, and turn off the engine. The cargo net secures
lightweight objects in the cargo area. Attach the net to the anchors provided. Do not put more
than 50 pounds 22 kilograms in the net. Page Load Carrying Payload â€” is the combined
weight of cargo and passengers that the vehicle is carrying. When towing, trailer tongue load
weight is also part of cargo weight. These numbers are shown on the Safety Compliance
Certification Label. GCWR Gross Combined Weight Rating â€” is the maximum allowable weight
of the vehicle and the loaded trailer â€” including all cargo and passengers â€” Page Load
Carrying Steps for determining the correct load limit: 1. Determine the combined weight of the
driver and passengers that will be riding in your vehicle. You and one of your friends decide to
pick up cement from the local home improvement store to finish that patio you have been
planning for the past 2 years. WARNING: Towing trailers beyond the maximum recommended
gross trailer weight exceeds the limit of your vehicle and could result in engine damage,
transmission damage, structural damage, loss of vehicle control, vehicle rollover and personal
injury. Note: Make sure to take into consideration trailer frontal area. Do not exceed 12 feet 1.
Page Towing Hitches Do not use a hitch that either clamps onto the bumper or attaches to the
axle. Safety Chains Note: Never attach safety chains to the bumper. Always connect the safety
chains to the hook retainers of your vehicle hitch. Page Wrecker Towing We recommend the use
of a wheel lift and dollies or flatbed equipment to tow your vehicle. Do not tow with a slingbelt.
Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure. Vehicle damage may
occur if towed incorrectly, or by any other means. Page Recreational Towing Towing
Front-wheel drive vehicles must have the front wheels placed on a tow dolly when towing your
vehicle from the rear using wheel lift equipment. This prevents damage to the transmission.
Towing an all-wheel drive vehicle requires that all wheels be off the ground, such as using a
wheel lift and dollies or flatbed equipment. Page Towing Vehicles Equipped with a 3. See the
Climate Control chapter. Follow these guidelines if you have a need for recreational towing,
such as towing your vehicle behind a motorhome or truck. During this time, your vehicle may
exhibit some unique driving characteristics. Avoid driving too fast during the first miles
kilometers. Vary your speed frequently and change up through the gears early. Only use floor
mats that leave the pedal area unobstructed. Only use floor mats that are firmly secured to
retention posts so that they cannot slip out of position and interfere with the pedals or impair
safe operation of your vehicle in other ways. Floor mats should always rest on top of the vehicle
carpeting surface and not another floor mat or other covering. Additional floor mats or any

other covering will reduce the pedal clearance and potentially interfere with pedal operation.
This program is separate from the New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Page Hazard Warning
Flashers U. Ford vehicle customers who require Roadside Assistance, call If you need to
arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable
amount for towing to the nearest dealership within 35 miles 56 kilometers. To obtain
reimbursement information, U. Ford Motor Company recommends that the fuel system be
inspected by an authorized dealer after any collision. In the event of a moderate to severe
collision, this vehicle is equipped with a fuel pump shut-off feature that stops the flow of fuel to
the engine. Page Roadside Emergencies Do not attempt to push-start your automatic
transmission vehicle. Automatic transmissions do not have push-start capability. Attempting to
push-start a vehicle with an automatic transmission may cause transmission damage. When the
battery is disconnected or a new battery is installed, the automatic transmission must relearn
its shift strategy. A spark may cause an explosion of the gases that surround the battery. Note:
Do not attach the negative - cable to fuel lines, engine rocker covers, the intake manifold or
electrical components as grounding points. Page Roadside Emergencies Jump Starting 1. Start
the engine of the booster vehicle and run the engine at a moderately increased speed. Start the
engine of the disabled vehicle. Once the disabled vehicle has been started, run both engines for
an additional three minutes before disconnecting the jumper cables. Page Customer Assistance
A reasonable time must be allowed to perform a repair after taking your vehicle to the
authorized dealer. Repairs will be made using Ford or Motorcraft parts, or remanufactured or
other parts that are authorized by Ford. Ford is also allowed a final repair attempt in some
states. In those cases, where you continue to feel that the efforts by Ford of Canada and the
authorized dealer to resolve a factory-related vehicle service concern have been unsatisfactory,
Ford of Canada participates in an impartial third party mediation or arbitration program
administered by the Canadian Motor Vehicle Arbitration Plan CAMVAP. Page Central America,
the Caribbean, and Israel, contact the nearest authorized dealer. If you are in another foreign
country, contact the nearest authorized dealer. Page Reporting Safety Defects U. Using a fuse
with a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and could start a fire. If electrical
components in the vehicle are not working, a fuse may have blown. WARNING: To reduce risk
of electrical shock, always replace the cover to the power distribution box before reconnecting
the battery or refilling fluid reservoirs. The power distribution box is located in the engine
compartment. Page Fuses Passenger Compartment Fuse Panel The fuse panel is located under
the instrument panel to the left of the steering wheel. You may need to remove a trim panel to
access it. The fuses are coded as follows. Fuse or relay Fuse amp Protected components
number Page Fuses Fuse or relay Fuse amp Protected components number rating Front park
lamps Not used spare Smart window motors, Master window and mirror switch, Rear window
power sunshade module, Lock switch illumination Not used spare Reverse park aid module,
Automatic high beam and lane departure module, Rear heated seat module, Blind spot monitor
module, Rear There is a large network of Ford authorized dealers who are there to help you with
their professional servicing expertise. We believe that their specially trained technicians are
best qualified to service your vehicle properly and expertly. Set the parking brake and shift to
positionP. Engine coolant reservoir B. Windshield washer fluid reservoir C. Brake fluid reservoir
D. Battery E. Power distribution box F. Air filter assembly G. Automatic transmission fluid
dipstick H. Engine oil dipstick I. Brake fluid reservoir C. Battery D. Power distribution box E. Air
filter assembly F. Automatic transmission fluid dipstick out of view G. Engine oil dipstick H.
Engine oil filler cap I. Page Maintenance 2. Engine oil filler cap G. Remove the filler cap. Add
engine oil that meets Ford specifications. See Capacities and Specifications for more
information. Replace the filler cap. Turn it until you feel a strong resistance. Page Engine
Coolant Check Note: For best results, coolant concentration should be tested with a
refractometer such as Rotunda tool ROB available from your dealer. Ford does not recommend
the use of hydrometers or coolant test strips for measuring coolant concentrations. Page
Unscrew the cap slowly. Any pressure will escape as you unscrew the cap. Add prediluted
engine coolant meeting the Ford specification. Whenever coolant has been added, the coolant
level in the coolant reservoir should be checked the next few times you drive the vehicle. The
amount of speed reduction will depend on the vehicle loading, towing, grade, ambient
temperature, and other factors. If the engine reaches a preset over-temperature condition, the
engine will automatically switch to alternating cylinder operation. Operate the vehicle in fail-safe
mode only as long as necessary to bring the vehicle to rest in a safe location and seek
immediate repairs. When in fail-safe mode, the vehicle will have limited power, will not be able
to maintain high-speed operation, and may completely shut down without warning, potentially
losing engine power, power steering assist, and power brake assist, which may increase the
possibility of a crash Note: Automatic transmission fluid expands when warmed. To obtain an

accurate fluid check, drive the vehicle until it is warmed up approximately 20 miles [30 km]. Shut
the engine off. Clean the area around the clamp that connects the air filter assembly to the
rubber hose 1. Page Maintenance 7. Without disconnecting the sensor 4 , pull the air filter
assembly up to disconnect the air filter assembly from the seated grommets located underneath
the air filter assembly. Rotate the air filter assembly 90 degrees counterclockwise and reinstall
into the rubber hose. Page Maintenance High fluid level If the fluid level is above the MAX range
of the dipstick, remove fluid to reach the hashmark level. High fluid levels can be caused by an
overheating condition. If your vehicle has been operated for an extended period at high speeds,
in city traffic during hot weather or pulling a trailer, the vehicle should be turned off until normal
operating temperatures are reached. Page Brake Fluid Check Add fluid to fill the reservoir if the
level is low. Only use a washer fluid that meets Ford specifications. See the technical
specifications chart in the Capacities and Specifications chapter. State or local regulations on
volatile organic compounds may restrict the use of methanol, a common windshield washer
antifreeze additive. Therefore, do not allow flames, sparks or lighted substances to come near
the battery. When working near the battery, always shield your face and protect your eyes.
Always provide proper ventilation. When the battery is disconnected or a new battery is
installed, the engine must relearn its idle and fuel trim strategy for optimum driveability and
performance. Clean the wiper blades with washer fluid or water applied with a soft sponge or
cloth. When changing the air filter element, use only the air filter element listed. Page
Maintenance 3. Release the clamps that secure the air filter housing cover. Carefully separate
the two halves of the air filter housing. Remove the air filter element from the air filter housing.
Wipe the air filter housing and cover clean to remove any dirt or debris and to ensure good
sealing. If your vehicle has been in an accident, the alignment of your headlamps should be
checked by your authorized dealer. Vertical Aim Adjustment 1. Park the vehicle directly in front
of a wall or screen on a level surface, approximately 25 feet 7. Page Changing A Bulb
Maintenance 4. Locate the vertical adjuster on each headlamp. Using a Phillips number 2
screwdriver, turn the adjuster either clockwise or counterclockwise in order to adjust the
vertical aim of the headlamp. Close the hood and turn off the lamps. Grasp the bulb only by its
plastic base and do not touch the glass. The oil from your hand could cause the bulb to break
the next time the headlamps are operated. Note: If the bulb is accidentally touched, it should be
cleaned with rubbing alcohol before being used. Make sure headlamp switch is in the off
position, then open the hood. Reach in behind the headlamp assembly to access the bulb
sockets and connectors. Rotate the bulb socket counterclockwise and remove from the lamp
assembly. Remove bulb socket by rotating it counterclockwise, then pull it out of the lamp
assembly. Pull the bulb straight from the socket. Install the new bulb in reverse order. Replacing
high-mount brake lamp bulbs Your vehicle is equipped with an LED high-mount brake lamp. It is
designed to last the life of the vehicle. If replacement is required, it is recommended that you
see your authorized dealer. Page Cleaning Leather Seats Vehicle Care If a staining liquid like
coffee or juice has been spilled on the instrument panel or on interior trim surfaces, clean as
follows: 1. Wipe up spilled liquid using a clean, white, cotton cloth. Wipe the surface with a
damp, clean, white, cotton cloth. For more thorough cleaning, use a mild soap and water
solution. Aluminum wheels and wheel covers are coated with a clearcoat paint finish. Heavy dirt
and brake dust accumulation may require agitation with a sponge. Re-wax as necessary when
the vehicle is washed. Department of Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of
Transportation requires Ford Motor Company to give you the following information about tire
grades exactly as the government has written it. Excessive speed, underinflation, or excessive
loading, either separately or in combination, can cause heat buildup and possible tire failure.
These differences are described below. Note: The temporary tire size for your vehicle may be
different from this example. Page Always inflate your tires to the Ford recommended inflation
pressure even if it is less than the maximum inflation pressure information found on the tire.
Page Wheels and Tires Note: Some spare tires operate at a higher inflation pressure than the
other tires. Store and maintain at 60 psi 4. Page Wheels and Tires Damage Periodically inspect
the tire treads and sidewalls for damage such as bulges in the tread or sidewalls, cracks in the
tread groove and separation in the tread or sidewall. If damage is observed or suspected, have
the tire inspected by a tire professional. Tires can be damaged during off-road use, so
inspection after off-road use is also recommended. If this information is not found on these
labels, then you should contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible. Use of any tire or
wheel not recommended by Ford can affect the safety and performance of your vehicle, which
could result in an increased risk of loss of vehicle control, vehicle rollover, personal injury and
death. Page The tire pressure sensors mounted in the wheels originally installed on your
vehicle are not designed to be used in aftermarket wheels. The use of wheels or tires not
recommended by Ford Motor Company may affect the operation of your tire pressure

monitoring system. Spinning the tires can tear the tire and cause an explosion. A tire can
explode in as little as three to five seconds. The tire pressure should be checked periodically at
least monthly using a tire gauge. See Inflating Your Tires in this chapter. Failure to properly
maintain your tire pressure could increase the risk of tire failure, loss of control, vehicle rollover
and personal injury. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: 1 This device may not
cause harmful interference, and 2 This device must accept any interference received, including
interference that may cause undesired operation. It can also warn you in the event the system is
no longer capable of functioning as intended. Page Wheels and Tires Low tire Possible cause
Customer action required pressure warning light Flashing Spare tire in use Repair the damaged
road wheel warning light and tire assembly and reinstall it on the vehicle to restore system
function. Page Changing A Road Wheel However, if you must use a sealant, the tire pressure
monitoring system sensor and valve stem on the wheel must be replaced by an authorized Ford
dealer. Page Wheels and Tires A dissimilar spare tire and wheel assembly is defined as a spare
tire or wheel that is different in brand, size or appearance from the road tires and wheels and
can be one of three types: 1. T-type mini-spare: This spare tire begins with the letter T for tire
size and may have Temporary Use Only molded in the sidewall. Pull far enough off the road to
avoid the danger of being hit when operating the jack or changing the wheel. Page Wheels and
Tires Vehicle jacking 1. Block the diagonally opposite wheel. If your vehicle has wheel covers,
remove them with the lug wrench tip and loosen each wheel lug nut one-half turn
counterclockwise. Do not remove them until the wheel is raised off the ground. Page Wheels
and Tires 8. Remove the jack and fully tighten the lug nuts in the order shown. See Wheel Lug
Nut Torque Specifications later in this chapter for the proper lug nut torque specification. Put
the flat tire, jack and lug wrench away. See your Ford authorized dealer for additional
replacement sealant canisters. Your vehicle may be equipped with a temporary mobility kit
located in the spare tire well in the trunk. Page Wheels and Tires A. Air compressor inside B.
Diverter knob C. Air pressure gauge E. Deflation button F. Sealant filling clear tube H. Sealant
tube â€” tire valve connector I. Yellow cap tool J. Page Always store the kit in its original
location. Do not use the transparent hose which is designed for sealant application only. Page
Wheels and Tires 4. Plug the power cable into the volt power point in the vehicle. Remove the
warning sticker found on the canister and place it on the top of the instrument panel or the
center of the dash. Page Wheels and Tires Note: When the sealing compound is first added into
the tire, the air pressure gauge reading on the compressor unit may indicate a higher value; this
is normal and should be no reason for concern. The pressure will drop after about 30 seconds
of operation. Page Company dealership or tire dealer. Empty sealant bottles may be disposed of
at home. However, liquid residue from the sealing compound should be disposed by your local
Ford Motor Company dealership or tire dealer, or in accordance with local waste disposal
regulations. You can check the tire pressure any time within the miles km by performing the
procedure from Second stage: Checking tire pressure listed previously. Page Wheels and Tires
Installation of the sealant canister to the temporary mobility kit 1. Align the sealant canister with
the temporary mobility kit housing. Once aligned, seat the sealant canister by lightly pushing
down until you hear an audible click. Page Technical Specifications Wheels and Tires Note: If
you experience any difficulties with the removal or installation of the sealant canister, consult
your Ford Motor Company authorized dealer for assistance. The use-by date is on the lower
right hand corner of the label located on the sealant canister. Page Capacities And
Specifications Capacities and Specifications Note: Inspect the wheel pilot hole and mounting
surface prior to installation. Remove any visible corrosion or loose particles. Short drivebelt is
on first pulley groove closest to engine except vehicles with electric power assisted steering.
Long drivebelt is on second pulley groove farthest from engine. The customer warranty may be
void for any damage to the engine if such spark plugs are not used. World manufacturer
identifier B. Make, vehicle line, series, body type D. Engine type E. The following table tells you
which transmission each code represents. Ford Custom Accessories are available for your
vehicle through your local Ford or Ford of Canada dealer. Ford Motor Company will repair or
replace any properly dealer-installed Ford Custom Accessories found to be defective in
factory-supplied materials or workmanship during the warranty period, as well as any
component damaged by the defective accessories. Page Ford Motor Company engineering
requirements. Page Ford Extended Service Plan 3. Whenever you sell your vehicle, prospective
buyers may have a higher You are pre-approved with no credit checks, no hassles! If you do not
use Ford authorized parts, they may not meet Ford specifications and, depending on the part, it
could affect emissions compliance. Page Ford Motor Company has recommended maintenance
intervals for various parts and component systems based upon engineering testing. Ford Motor
Company relies upon this testing to determine the most appropriate mileage for replacement of
oils and fluids to protect your vehicle at the lowest overall cost to you and recommends against

maintenance schedules that deviate from the scheduled maintenance information. Page It is
critical that systems are flushed only with new fluid that is the same as that required to fill and
operate the system, or using a Ford-approved flushing chemical. Owner Checks and Services
Certain basic maintenance checks and inspections should be performed every month or at six
month intervals. Page In order to keep your vehicle running right, it is important to have the
systems on your vehicle checked regularly. This can help identify potential issues and prevent
major problems. Ford Motor Company recommends the following multi-point inspection be
performed at every scheduled maintenance interval to help make sure your vehicle keeps
running great. By using several important factors in its calculations, the monitor helps reduce
the cost of owning your vehicle and reduce environmental waste at the same time. Perform
multi-point inspection recommended. Inspect automatic transmission fluid level if equipped
with dipstick. Consult dealer for requirements. Replace engine air filter. At miles Change engine
coolant. If you occasionally operate your vehicle under any of these conditions, it is not
necessary to perform the additional maintenance. For specific recommendations, see your
dealership service advisor or technician. Page Scheduled Maintenance Extensive idling or
low-speed driving for long distances as in heavy commercial use such as delivery, taxi, patrol
car or livery As required Change engine oil and filter as indicated by the information display and
perform services listed in the Normal Scheduled Maintenance chart. Page Ford Motor Company,
however, urges you to have all recommended maintenance services performed at the specified
intervals and to record all vehicle service. Ford strongly recommends that drivers use extreme
caution when using any device that may take their focus off the road. Page Master Reset to
erase all stored information. Ford Motor Company and Ford of Canada do not access the
system data for any purpose other than as described This allows you to keep your hands on the
wheel and focus on what is in front of you. Initiating a Voice Session Push the voice icon; a tone
sounds and Listening appears in the display. Wind noise from open windows and road
vibrations may prevent the system from correctly recognizing spoken commands. Note: Make
sure the vehicle ignition and radio are turned on and the transmission is in position P. Note: To
scroll through the menus, press the up and down arrows on your audio system. Join Calls 1.
Press the phone button. Access the desired contact through SYNC or use voice commands to
place the second call. Once actively in the second call, press MENU. Your phone must support
downloading text messages using Bluetooth to receive incoming text messages. Note: Only one
recipient is allowed per text message. Page 6. Press OK when the contact appears and press
OK again to confirm when the system asks if you would like to send the message. Your phone
settings allow you to access and adjust features such as your ring tone, text message
notification, modify your phone book and also set up automatic download. Push the desired
contact s on your phone. Use the arrow buttons to scroll through the menu options. The
Bluetooth Devices menu allows you to add, connect, delete and set a phone as primary as well
as turn your Bluetooth feature on and off. The Advanced menu allows you to access and set
prompts, languages, defaults, perform a master reset, install an application and view system
information. Press OK and scroll to toggle between On and Off. Note: Turning Bluetooth off
disconnects all Bluetooth devices and deactivates all Bluetooth features. Press OK to select
and then scroll through the languages. Press OK when the desired selection appears in the
display. If a crash deploys an airbag excludes knee airbags and rear inflatable safety belts [if
equipped] or activates the fuel pump shut-off, your SYNC equipped vehicle may be able to
contact emergency services by dialing through a paired and connected Bluetooth-enabled
phone. If a connected phone is damaged or loses connection to SYNC, SYNC searches for, and
tries to connect to, any available previously paired phone and tries to make the call to Vehicle
Health Report supplements, but cannot replace normal maintenance and vehicle inspection.
Vehicle Health Report only monitors certain systems that are electronically monitored by the
vehicle and will not monitor or report the status of any other system, i. Page Certain versions or
updates to Vehicle Health Report may also collect additional vehicle information. Ford may use
the vehicle information it collects for any purpose. If you do not want to disclose your cellular
phone number or vehicle information, do not run the feature or set up your Vehicle Health
Report profile at If you do not want Ford or its service providers to collect the vehicle travel
information or other information identified in the Terms and Conditions, do not activate or use
the service. Press the voice button. You can also turn voice guidance on or off, cancel the route
or update the route. You can also sort and play your music by specific categories, such as
artists, albums, etc. The system reads the metadata tags if populated of the playing track to you.
Voice commands which are only available in folder mode. Voice commands which are not
available until indexing is complete. You can also plug in devices to charge them if supported
by your device. Once connected, the system indexes any readable media files. Once these
selections are turned on, they remain on until turned off. Press SEEK to play the previous or

next track. Note: Some digital media players require both USB and line in ports to stream data
and music separately. Make sure that your device is plugged into the USB port and is turned on.
SYNC lists the genres alphabetically in flat file mode. If there are more than , SYNC
automatically organizes them into alphabetical categories. Press OK to select and then scroll to
select the desired genre and press OK. The system uses the metadata information of each song
to compile a playlist for you. Press OK to select. The system creates a new list of similar songs
and begins playing. Scroll until System Settings appears and select OK. See the web site for
more information. Exit the current menu. However, should questions arise, see the tables below.
Note: Your system is equipped with a feature that allows you to access and control audio
features for 30 minutes after you switch the ignition off and no doors open. They are sensitive
to light touch. Ford Motor Company and Ford of Canada do not access the system data for any
purpose other than as described absent consent, a court order, or where required by law
enforcement, other government authorities, or other third parties acting with lawful authority.
The selection menu expands and different options appear. The system provides feedback
through audible tones, prompts, questions and spoken confirmations depending on the
situation and the chosen level of interaction voice settings. The system defaults to standard
interaction that uses candidate lists and confirmation prompts as these provide the highest
level of guidance and feedback. Interaction Mode: Novice mode provides detailed interaction
and guidance while the advanced mode has less audible interaction and more tone prompts.
This is most often available when using navigation. Buttons outlined in blue indicate selections
that are part of the dual mode feature. These buttons change with the media mode you are in.
Radio memory presets and CD controls. Note: Some features may not be available in your area.
Contact an authorized dealer for more information. You can access these options using the
touchscreen or voice commands. Browsing Device Content When listening to audio on a
device, you can browse through other devices without having to change sources. Memory
Presets Save a station by pressing and holding one of the memory preset areas. There is a brief
mute while the radio saves the station. You can touch TAG to save the information of the song
that is playing. To turn the feature on and use it: 1. When prompted, say any of the commands
in the following chart. Ford Motor Company shall not be responsible for Alert feature variation.
Scroll to see more categories. Touch the station you want to listen to. Touch Skip if you want to
skip this channel. Touch Lock if you do not want anyone to listen to this channel. Touch Title or
Artist to see song and artists on other stations. Radio requires more than No action required.
This two seconds to produce message should disappear audio for the selected shortly. You can
also advance and reverse the current track or current folder, if applicable. Repeat Touch this
button to repeat the currently playing track, all tracks on the disc or turn the feature off if
already on. To access and play music from your device, press the lower left corner of the
touchscreen, and then select the USB tab. This feature allows you to plug in media playing
devices, memory sticks, flash drives or thumb drives, and charge devices if they support this
feature. It also allows you to search by categories, such as genre, artist or album. If you want to
view song information such as Title, Artist, File, Folder, Album, and Genre, touch the on-screen
album art. To access, press the lower left corner on the touchscreen, then select the BT Stereo
tab. Bluetooth Audio Voice Commands If you are listening to a Bluetooth audio device, press
the voice button on the steering wheel control. The jacks are yellow, red and white and are
located either behind a small access door on the instrument panel or in your center console.
The jack only works correctly with devices that have a headphone output with a volume control.
The display indicates when the pairing is successful. SYNC may prompt you with more phone
options. Note: SYNC does not download read text messages from your phone. Can you give me
a call? When this feature is on, text message notifications do not ring inside the cabin either. If
your vehicle is not equipped with Navigation, touch the corner of the touchscreen with the
green tab. Under the Information menu, you can access features, such as: A. If you do not want
Ford or its service providers to collect your vehicle travel information or other information
identified in the Terms and Conditions, do not subscribe or use the service. If your vehicle is
equipped with Navigation, SYNC Services downloads your requested destination to the
navigation system. Vehicle Health Report Privacy Notice When you create a Vehicle Health
Report, Ford Motor Company may collect your cellular phone number to process your report
request and diagnostic information about your vehicle. Certain versions or updates to Vehicle
Health Report may also collect more vehicle information. Clock B. Display C. Sound D. Vehicle
E. Settings F. Help Under this menu, you can set your clock, access and adjust the display,
sound and vehicle settings as well as access settings for specific modes or the help feature.
Advanced mode has less audible interaction and more tone prompts. This allows you to listen
to music during the indexing process. Have the system display your turn list top to bottom or
bottom to top. Turn the Parking POI notification on and off. Turn Bluetooth on and off. Bluetooth

Do Not Disturb Have all calls go directly to your voice mail and You must turn on your mobile
broadband device on your personal computer before connecting it to the system. This screen
allows you to set up what is your typical area for your USB mobile broadband connection. If
your vehicle is not equipped with navigation, nothing displays. Depending on your vehicle line
and option package, your climate screen may look different from the screen shown here. Power:
Touch to switch the system off and on. Outside air cannot enter your vehicle when you switch
off the system. AUTO: Touch to engage automatic operation, then set the temperature using the
temperature control. If you need a replacement SD card, see your authorized dealer. Enter the
necessary information into the highlighted text fields in any order. For address destination
entry, Go! Pressing Go! If you choose Previous Destination, the last 20 destinations you have
selected appear. When you are viewing more information for hotels, cityseekr also tells you if
the hotel has certain services and facilities using icons. When you select: You can: Map
Preferences Turn breadcrumbs on and off. Automatic: Have the system reroute you to avoid
traffic incidents that develop and impact the current route no notification is provided. It toggles
between three different map modes: Heading up, North up, and 3D. Heading up 2D map always
shows the direction of forward travel to be upward on the screen. It stays in the center of the
map display, except when in scroll mode. Scroll cursor allows you to scroll the map; the fixed
icon is in the center of the screen. You need to specify the make and model of your vehicle to
determine if there is an update available. All rights reserved. Page U. Any removal,
reproduction, reverse engineering or other unauthorized use of the software from this system in
violation of the license agreement is strictly prohibited and may subject you to legal action.
Page Appendices Navigation Features Any navigation features included in the system are
intended to provide turn by turn instructions to get you to a desired destination. Please make
certain all persons using this system carefully read and follow instructions and safety
information fully. Distraction Hazard Any navigation features may require manual non-verbal
setup. Your use of the TeleNav Software indicates that you accept these terms and conditions. If
you do not accept these terms and conditions, do not break the seal of the package, launch, or
otherwise use the TeleNav Software. Page Appendices 3. Software License Subject to your
compliance with the terms of this Agreement, TeleNav hereby grants to you a personal,
non-exclusive, non-transferable license except as expressly permitted below in connection with
your permanent transfer of the TeleNav Software license , without the right to sublicense, to use
the TeleNav Software in object code form only in order to access and use the TeleNav Software.
Page Appendices 4. Disclaimers To the fullest extent permissible pursuant to applicable law, in
no event will TeleNav, its licensors and suppliers, or agents or employees of any of the
foregoing, be liable for any decision made or action taken by you or anyone else in reliance on
the information provided by the TeleNav Software. Page Appendices 8. Miscellaneous 8. Page
Appendices 9. Other Vendors Terms and Conditions The TeleNav Software utilizes map and
other data licensed to TeleNav by third party vendors for the benefit of you and other end users.
This Agreement includes end-user terms applicable to these companies included at the end of
this Agreement , and thus your use of the TeleNav Software is also subject to such terms.
Except as otherwise set forth herein, you agree not to otherwise reproduce, copy, modify,
decompile, disassemble or reverse engineer any portion of this Data, and may not transfer or
distribute it in any form, for any purpose, except to the extent permitted NT and its licensors
and their licensors and suppliers make no guarantees, representations or warranties of any
kind, express or implied, arising by law or otherwise, including but not limited to, content,
quality, accuracy, completeness, effectiveness, reliability, fitness for a particular purpose,
usefulness, use or results to be obtained from this Data, or that the Data or server will be
uninterrupted Page Appendices Entire Agreement: These terms and conditions constitute the
entire agreement between NT and its licensors, including their licensors and suppliers and you
pertaining to the subject matter hereof, and supersedes in their entirety any and all written or
oral agreements previously existing between us with respect to such subject matter. Page
Appendices If the Contracting Officer, federal government agency, or any federal official refuses
to use the legend provided herein, the Contracting Officer, federal government agency, or any
federal official must notify NAVTEQ prior to seeking additional or alternative rights in the Data.
Page Appendices You agree that your non-exclusive licenses to use the Gracenote Content,
Gracenote Data, the Gracenote Software, and Gracenote Servers will terminate if you violate
these restrictions. If your licenses terminate, you agree to cease any and all use of the
Gracenote Content, Gracenote Data, the Gracenote Software, and Gracenote Servers. Page
Cruise control Page Index Driving under special conditions Page Index Gauges Page Index
Pairing other phones.. Page Index Push button start system.. Page Index SecuriCode keyless
entry Supported media file types.. Page Index Towing Print page 1 Print document pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from

disk. Upload from URL. Automobile Ford Taurus Owner's Manual pages. Page 2 No part of this
publication may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any
language in any form by any means without our written permission. Errors and omissions
excepted. Part Number: Page 5 Table of Contents Voice Control Page 7 Table of Contents Fuel
Shutoff We recommend that you take some time to get to know your vehicle by reading this
manual. The more that you know about your vehicle, the greater the safety and pleasure you will
get from driving it. Page 11 Introduction Brake system Front airbag Cabin air filter Front fog
lamps Check fuel cap Fuel pump reset Child safety door lock or unlock Fuse compartment
Hazard warning flashers Child seat lower anchor Heated rear window Child seat tether anchor
Heated windshield Cruise control E Interior luggage compartment Page Data Recording Parking
brake Additionally, when your vehicle is in for service or repair, Ford Motor Company, Ford of
Canada, and service and repair Power steering fluid facilities may access or share among them
data for vehicle improvement purposes. Page 13 If you do not want other government
authorities or other Ford or its vendors to receive this third parties acting with lawful
information, do not activate the authority. Other parties may seek to service. Only stringent
requirements for fit, finish, Ford Credit offers a full range of financing structural integrity,
corrosion protection and lease plans to help you acquire your and dent resistance. During
vehicle vehicle. We strongly recommend that you use extreme caution when using any device
that may take your focus off the road. Your primary responsibility is the safe operation of your
vehicle. Correct vehicle usage and the authorized disposal of waste, cleaning and lubrication
materials are significant steps toward this aim. Page Installing Child Restraints Child Safety
Recommendations for Safety Restraints for Children Child Child size, height, weight, or age
Recommended restraint type Use a child safety seat Infants or Children weighing 40 lb 18 kg or
less sometimes called an toddlers generally age four or younger. Page 21 Child Safety 2. After
positioning the child safety seat in the proper seating position, pull down on the shoulder belt
and then grasp the shoulder belt and lap belt together behind the belt tongue. E 5. To put the
retractor in the automatic locking mode, grasp the shoulder portion of the belt and pull
downward until all of the belt is pulled out. Remove remaining slack from the belt. Page 24 Child
Safety Contact the manufacturer of your child seat for information about ordering a tether strap,
or to obtain a longer tether strap if the tether strap on your safety seat does not reach the
appropriate top tether anchor in your vehicle. Once the child safety seat has been installed
using either the seatbelt, the lower anchors of the LATCH system, or Page Booster Seats Child
Safety 5. Tighten the child safety seat tether strap according to the manufacturer's instructions.
If your child restraint system is equipped with a tether strap, and the child restraint
manufacturer recommends its use, we also recommend its use. If a If, with a backless booster
seat, you cannot vehicle seating position has a low seat find a seating position that adequately
back or no head restraint, a backless supports your child's head, a high back booster seat may
place your child's head Page Child Restraint Positioning Child Safety E WARNINGS If the
booster seat slides on the vehicle provided for installation and use in seat upon which it is
being used, placing a conjunction with the instructions and rubberized mesh sold as shelf or
carpet warnings provided by your vehicle liner under the booster seat may improve
manufacturer. Page 29 Child Safety E The childproof locks are located on the rear edge of each
rear door and must be set separately for each door. Left-Hand Side Turn counterclockwise to
lock and clockwise to unlock. Right-Hand Side Turn clockwise to lock and counterclockwise to
unlock. Always drive and ride with your Failure to follow this could seriously seatback upright
and the lap belt increase the risk of injury or death. Page Fastening The Seatbelts Seatbelts The
seatbelt pretensioners at the front seating positions are designed to tighten the seatbelts when
activated. In frontal and near-frontal crashes, the seatbelt pretensioners may be activated alone
or, if the crash is of sufficient severity, together with the front airbags. The pretensioners may
also activate when the Safety Canopy is deployed. The lap belt portion of a This is the normal
retractor mode, which combination lap and shoulder belt should allows free shoulder belt
length be positioned low across the hips below adjustment to your movements and the belly
and worn as tight as comfort will locking in response to vehicle movement. Manufacturer
identification is on a label located either at the end of the webbing or on the retractor behind the
trim. Also, use the safety belt extension only if the safety belt is too short for you when fully
extended. Conditions of operation If The driver's safety belt is not buckled The safety belt
warning light illuminates 1- before the ignition switch is turned to the 2 minutes and the warning
chime sounds Page 35 Seatbelts If You and the front seat passenger buckle The Belt-Minder
feature will not activate. You or the front seat passenger do not The Belt-Minder feature
activates, the buckle your safety belts before your vehicle safety belt warning light illuminates
and a For the seating position you are We recommend that all safety belt switching off, buckle
then unbuckle the assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a safety belt three times at a

moderate crash be replaced. However, if the crash speed, ending in the unbuckled state. Page
Front Passenger Sensing System Supplementary Restraints System This system works with
sensors that are part of the front passenger seat and safety belt to detect the presence of a
properly-seated occupant and determine if the front passenger frontal airbag should be enabled
may inflate or not. E Children must always be properly restrained. Page Side Airbags The airbag
was designed person with disabilities, contact the Ford to inflate between the door panel and
Customer Relationship Center. See occupant to further enhance the protection Getting the
Services You Need page provided occupants in side impact crashes. See Crash airbag
supplemental restraint system and Sensors and Airbag Indicator page curtain airbag is
provided. Do not modify the front end of the vehicle. Unless serviced, the possible. Airbags
must be disposed of by system may not function properly in the qualified personnel. Page 47
Keys and Remote Controls The intelligent access key also contains a removable key blade that
you can use to unlock your vehicle. You can also use the key blade to lock and unlock the glove
compartment. Slide the release on the back of the remote control to release the key blade, then
pull the blade out. Twist a thin coin under the tab hidden E behind the key blade head to remove
Twist a thin coin in the slot of the the battery cover. Do not use the key transmitter near the key
ring to remove blade to remove the cover or you could the battery cover. Page 49 Keys and
Remote Controls The horn sounds and the direction The remote start system does not work if
indicators flash. Page Replacing A Lost Key Or Remote Control Keys and Remote Controls
Memory Feature Note: If you remote start your vehicle with If Equipped an integrated keyhead
transmitter, you must You can use the remote control to recall switch the ignition on before
driving your memory settings for the driver seat, power vehicle. Once you select a speed, it will
be shown in the display, followed by an Use the information display to create a audible tone
when the preselected MyKey: vehicle speed is exceeded. Once you You can clear or change
your MyKey have switched the vehicle off, however, you settings using the information display
will need an admin key to change or clear control on the steering wheel. See Information
Displays page To find information on programmed MyKey s , press the left arrow button to
access the main menu and scroll to: Message Description Settings Program a spare key. See
Passive Anti-Theft System page MyKey distances do not accumulate. Page Locks Locks you
press the unlock button once. The unlocking You can use the power door lock control mode
applies to the remote control, or the remote control to lock and unlock keyless entry keypad and
intelligent your vehicle. E From the Instrument Panel Press the button on the instrument panel.
When you electronically lock your vehicle with any door open, the transmission is in park P and
the ignition is off, the system searches for an intelligent access key inside your vehicle after
you close the last Page 60 Locks Autounlock Switch the ignition off. The horn If Equipped
sounds indicating programming is Autounlock unlocks all the doors when: complete. Battery
Saver If you leave the courtesy lamps, interior lamps or headlamps on, the battery saver shuts
them off 10 minutes after you switch the ignition off. On hot lamps. It is composed of a material
that days, the temperature in the trunk or will glow for hours in darkness following vehicle
interior can rise very quickly. Page Security Note: Your vehicle comes equipped with two
integrated keyhead transmitters or two Note: The system is not compatible with intelligent
access keys. The integrated keyhead transmitter Use of these systems may result in vehicle
functions as a programmed ignition key See See your authorized dealer to have your authorized
dealer to have the spare additional keys programmed to your key programmed if two previously
vehicle. See Sitting in the Correct Do not adjust the steering wheel Position page A new
stopping position sets if the steering column encounters an object when tilting or telescoping.
E Voice recognition. See Cruise Control page See your SYNC information. You can find the
control on the left side of the steering column. Press and hold the appropriate side of the
control to move the pedals. If that does not resolve the issue, Note: Fully defrost the windshield
before install new wiper blades. See Changing you switch the windshield wipers on. Page
Windshield Washers Wipers and Washers Use the rotary control to adjust the Press the end of
the wiper lever to activate sensitivity of the rain sensor. Condensation can be a natural
by-product of this design. When moist air enters the lamp assembly through the vents, there is
a possibility that condensation can occur when the temperature is cold. The headlamps remain
on for a period of time after you switch the ignition off. Note: If you disconnect and connect the
battery, or fully discharge and charge the 2. Page Automatic High Beam Control Lighting The
daytime running lamps turn on when: Note: Modification of the vehicle ride height such as
using much larger tires, may The ignition is switched to the on degrade feature performance. A
camera sensor, centrally mounted 2. The lighting control is in the off behind the windshield of
your vehicle, position, parking lamps position or the continuously monitors conditions to
decide It reverses some distance if there Do not leave children unattended in is an obstacle in
the way. Note: You can enable or disable this feature in the information display, or see an

authorized dealer. See General Information page Page 80 Windows and Mirrors Puddle Lamps If
Equipped The lamps on the bottom part of the mirror housing light when you use your
transmitter to unlock the doors or when you open a door. Note: Do not clean the housing or
glass of any mirror with harsh abrasives, fuel or other petroleum or ammonia-based cleaning
products. You can adjust the interior mirror to your preference. Press and release the open the
moonroof. The moonroof will control to move the sun shade. Information display. Fuel gauge.
Right information display. Fuel Gauge Information Display Note: The fuel gauge may vary
slightly Odometer when your vehicle is moving or on a gradient. Located in the bottom of the
information Switch the ignition on. This is normal and depends indicator light changes color to
upon the slope of pavement at the gas E indicate what mode the system station. Page 86
Instrument Cluster Brake System Engine Coolant Temperature It illuminates when you engage
Illuminates when the engine the parking brake with the coolant temperature is high. E ignition
on. Stop the vehicle as soon as possible, switch off the engine and let cool. If it illuminates
when you are driving, check See Engine Oil Check page AdvanceTrac Off On The driver has
disabled or enabled the traction control. This occurs when you operate the vehicle with the
compact spare tire installed or if the system overheats. The AWD system resumes normal
function and clears this message after driving a short distance with the road tire re- installed or
after you allow the system to cool. Contact an authorized dealer as soon as possible. Blindspot
Not Available The system sensors are blocked. Contact an authorized dealer Sensor Blocked
See as soon as possible. The system is disabled. Switch off the engine. Check the oil level. If
the warning stays on or continues to come on with your engine running, contact an authorized
dealer as soon as possible. See Using Traction Control page Traction Control On Displays the
status of the traction control system. Transmission Message Action Mode Transmission IndicatThe transmission is locked and unable to select gears. Defrost: Select to distribute air through
the windshield air vents. Air distribution to the instrument panel and footwell vents turns off.
You can also use this setting to defrost and clear the windshield of a thin covering of ice.
Recirculated air flows through the instrument panel vents, air conditioning automatically turns
on and the fan automatically adjusts to the highest speed. Air distribution control: Adjust to
turn airflow from the windshield, instrument panel, or footwell vents on or off. You can
distribute air through any combination of these vents. Air conditioning cools your vehicle using
outside air. This control also adjusts the passenger side temperature when you switch off dual
zone mode. Power and Fan Speed Control: Press to switch the system on and off. When the
system is off, it prevents outside air from entering the vehicle. Adjust to select the desired
temperature. Fan speed, air distribution, air conditioning operation, and outside or recirculated
air are automatically adjusted to heat or cool the vehicle to maintain the desired temperature.
You can also switch off dual zone mode by pressing and holding for more than two seconds.
Page Climate Control Defrost: Select to distribute air through the windshield air vents. Heated
rear window: Press to switch the heated rear window on and off. Adjust the temperature control
to the Adjust the temperature control to the midway point of the hot settings. Page Remote Start
Climate Control For additional cabin air filter information, In moderate weather, the system
either or to replace the filter, see an authorized heats or cools based on pre-selected dealer. The
rear defroster, heated mirrors and heated seats do not automatically switch on. Two steel
stems. Guide sleeve adjust and unlock Note: Adjust the seatback to an upright button. Page
Manual Seats Seats Rear seat non-adjustable outboard head restraints E E An energy absorbing
head Adjust the seatback to an upright restraint. Pivot the head restraint forward toward your
head to the desired position. Guide sleeve unlock and remove button. This may result in sudden
cargo or any objects are not trapped seat movement, causing the loss of control behind the
seatback. Page Seats 8-way E Note: On vehicles with memory seats, to 3. Continue pressing the
control for about prevent damage to the seat, the power two seconds. You will feel the seat
seats are designed to set a stopping position bounce back slightly. Lumbar control. Power seat
controls. Press again to If Equipped cancel or press the lumbar control to Note: The massage
system will turn off You can save a memory preset at any time. WARNINGS Before activating
the seat memory, Recalling a Preset Position make sure that the area immediately Press and
release the desired memory surrounding the seat is clear of preset button to recall a saved
memory obstructions and that all occupants are Page Rear Seats Seats 2. Press and hold the
desired preset button for five seconds. A tone sounds after about two seconds. Continue
holding until you hear a second tone. Within three seconds, press the lock button on the remote
control you are linking. Page Climate Controlled Seats Seats The heated seats will only function
when the engine is running. E Press the indicated side of the control for maximum heat. Press
again to turn off. E The indicator light will illuminate when the Press the heated seat symbol to
cycle heated seats have been activated. The climate controlled seat system 2. Push in on the
center of the outside includes air filters. Do not program the system with the vehicle in the

garage. E Do not use the system with any The universal garage door opener replaces garage
door opener that does not the common hand-held garage door For questions or comments,
please contact HomeLink at Programming Your Garage Door Opener Motor E With your vehicle
parked outside of the Note: You may need a ladder to reach the garage, turn your ignition to the
on unit and you may need to remove the cover position, but do not start your vehicle. Page
Universal Garage Door Opener Press and hold the previously programmed Genie button on the
hand-held transmitter for 10 seconds. The indicator light will change from red to red and green.
Press the same button twice to confirm the change. If done correctly the indicator light will turn
green. Page Universal Garage Door Opener 5. Press and hold the previously programmed
button on the visor for 2 seconds. Repeat this step up to 3 times until the garage door moves.
Programming is now complete. Clearing a HomeLink Device To erase programming from the
three HomeLink buttons press and hold the two outer HomeLink buttons until the indicator light
begins to flash. Do not park, idle or drive your vehicle on dry grass or other dry ground cover.
This helps to warm up the engine. If the engine idle speed does not slow down automatically,
have your vehicle checked by an authorized dealer. Note: You can crank the engine for a total of
60 seconds without the engine starting before the starting system temporarily Page Starting and
Stopping the Engine Note: The engine may continue cranking for up to 15 seconds or until it
starts. Note: If you cannot start the engine on the first try, wait for a short period and try again.
Vehicles with Keyless Start Note: Do not touch the accelerator pedal. Page Starting and
Stopping the Engine Within 20 seconds of switching the engine Automatic Engine Shutdown
Override off, press the brake pedal and press the Note: You cannot permanently switch off push
button ignition switch. After 20 the automatic shutdown feature. When you seconds, you can no
longer start your switch it off temporarily, it turns on at the vehicle if it does not detect a valid
passive The system does not have a thermostat. The permanent injury. If fuel is swallowed,
pressure in an overfilled tank may call a physician immediately, even if no cause leakage and
lead to fuel spray The use of fuels with metallic compounds such as methylcyclopentadienyl
manganese tricarbonyl commonly known as MMT , which is a manganese-based fuel additive,
will impair engine Page Refueling Fuel and Refueling 5. Fully close the fuel tank filler door.
Clean the plastic funnel and place it Do not try to pry open or push open back in your vehicle or
properly dispose the capless fuel system with foreign of it. Page Fuel and Refueling E Type 1:
Left hand side - press the fuel tank filler door to open it. E Type 1: Right hand side - press Note:
When you insert the correct size fuel the fuel tank filler door to open pump nozzle a spring
loaded inhibitor will open. See Capacities and Specifications page Page Fuel and Refueling An
improperly operating or damaged 4. Driving through deep waterâ€”the exhaust system may
allow exhaust to electrical system may be wet. Have a damaged or You can correct these
temporary improperly operating exhaust system malfunctions by filling the fuel tank with
inspected and repaired immediately. Always set the parking brake fully Reverse R and make
sure the gearshift is latched in park P. Turn the ignition With the gearshift lever in reverse R ,
your to the off position and remove the key vehicle will move backward. The AWD system
All-wheel drive uses all four wheels to is not functioning correctly and defaulted power the
vehicle. This is caused by operating the vehicle with the compact spare tire installed or if the
system is overheating. Page When driving at slow speeds in deep sand versus all-terrain as
those originally under high outside temperatures, use a low provided by Ford. The
recommended tire gear when possible. Lower gear operation and wheel size may be found on
either the Page All-Wheel Drive If Equipped Sand Mud and Water Most of the time traction
control improves If you must drive through high water, drive tire traction by managing wheel
slip slowly. Ford Motor Company joins the U. Page For this reason, Ford Motor Company
strongly recommends that you do not make modifications such as adding or removing parts
such as lowering If rapidly by measuring the rate at which you a metal-to-metal, continuous
grinding or press the brake pedal. It provides continuous squeal sound is present, the
maximum braking efficiency as long as you brake linings may be worn-out. Failure to set the
parking brake and engage park could result in vehicle roll-away, property damage or bodily
injury. To set the parking brake, press the parking brake pedal down to its fullest extent. See
General If your vehicle begins to slide, the system Information page See maintaining control on
a slippery Using Traction Control page See Principle of Operation page WARNINGS Note: If you
attach certain add-on devices To help avoid personal injury, please such as a trailer or bike
rack, the rear sensing read and understand the limitations system may detect that add-on
device and of the system as contained in this The driver is responsible for avoiding hazards and
maintaining a safe distance and speed, even when the system is in use. Page Parking Aids
Certain vehicle conditions can also If a problem occurs with the system, a deactivate the
system, such as: warning message is displayed, followed by a chime. For slippery or loose
surface. Page Rear View Camera Parking Aids The system does not position your vehicle where

I want in the space The tires may not be installed or maintained correctly not inflated correctly,
improper size, or of different sizes. A repair or alteration has changed detection capabilities. A
parked vehicle has a high attachment salt sprayer, snowplow, moving truck bed, etc. The active
guidelines do not and OFF. Cruise control lets you maintain a set The indicator appears in the
speed without keeping your foot on the instrument cluster. The auto-brake component off. Page
Cruise Control Following a Vehicle WARNINGS When following a vehicle in front of you, your
vehicle will not decelerate automatically to a stop, nor will your vehicle always decelerate
quickly enough to avoid a crash without driver intervention. Always apply the brakes when
necessary. Page Cruise Control The vehicle will apply the brakes to slow the vehicle to maintain
a safe distance from the vehicle in front. The maximum braking which the system can apply is
limited. You can override the system by applying the brakes. If the system predicts that its
maximum braking level will not be sufficient, an audible warning will sound while the When
current driver. Page Cruise Control Hilly Condition Usage Note: An audible alarm will sound and
the system will shut down if it is applying brakes for an extended period of time. This allows the
brakes to cool down. The system will function normally again when the brakes have cooled
down. Page Cruise Control If something hits the front end of your A message displays if
something obstructs vehicle or damage occurs, the the radar signals from the sensor. The
radar-sensing zone may change. This could sensor is located behind a fascia cover cause
missed or false vehicle detections. Always be aware of which mode you have selected and
apply the brakes when necessary. You can manually change from adaptive cruise control to
normal cruise control through the information display. The system is designed to aid the driver.
It is not intended to replace E the driver's attention and judgement. The current assessment of
your alertness The driver is still responsible to drive with indicates that you should rest as soon
as Page Driving Aids The system notifies you to stay in your lane Alert only â€” Provides a
steering wheel through the steering system and the vibration when the system detects an
instrument cluster display when the front unintended lane departure. Page Driving Aids Note:
The alert and aid diagrams illustrate Gray: Indicates that the system is general zone coverage.
They do not provide temporarily unable to provide a warning exact zone parameters. Page
Driving Aids Troubleshooting Why is the feature not available line markings are gray when I can
see the lane markings on the road? Vehicle speed is outside the operational range of the feature
Sun is shining directly into the camera lens Quick intentional lane change Staying too close to
the lane marking Driving at high speeds in curves High cross winds Large road crown Rough
roads, grooves, shoulder drop-offs Heavy uneven loading of the vehicle or improper tire
inflation pressure If the tires have been exchanged including snow tires , or the suspension has
been modified The Blind Spot Information System is Page Cross Traffic Alert Driving Aids If the
system detects a degraded Note: The system switches back on every performance condition, a
message warning time you start your vehicle. Page Driving Aids E In this first example, the left
sensor is only partially obstructed; zone coverage to the right is nearly maximized. Page Driving
Aids Zone coverage also decreases when parking at shallow angles. Here, the left sensor is
mostly obstructed; zone coverage on that side is severely limited. System Lights, Messages and
Audible Alerts E The Cross Traffic Alert illuminates an amber alert indicator in the outside
mirror on the side of your vehicle the approaching vehicle is coming from. Alert off in the
information display. There is no fluid reservoir. No If Equipped maintenance is required. Page
Driving Aids The warning system sensitivity can be adjusted to one of three possible settings
by using the information display control. Note: If collision warnings are perceived as being too
frequent or disturbing then the warning sensitivity can be reduced, though the manufacturer
recommends using the highest sensitivity setting where possible. Page Driving Aids Cause
Action The surface of the radar in the grille is dirty Clean the grille surface in front of the radar
or obstructed in some way or remove the object causing the obstruc- tion The surface of the
radar in the grille is clean Wait a short time. The maximum capacity of your vehicle can payload
for your vehicle can be be limited either by volume found on the Tire Label on the capacity how
much space is B-Pillar or the edge of the driver The label shall Cargo Weight - includes all be
affixed to either the door hinge weight added to the Base Curb pillar, door-latch post, or the
door Weight, including cargo and edge that meets the door-latch optional equipment. The label
shall be affixed is the Vehicle Curb Weight, plus to either the door hinge pillar, cargo, plus
passengers. Locate the statement "The King Pin Weight - refers to the combined weight of
occupants amount of the weight that a trailer and cargo should never exceed pushes down on a
trailer hitch. Is there enough load You will need to reduce the load capacity to carry you, four of
your weight by at least pounds Extra precautions, such as slower speeds and increased
stopping distance, should be taken when driving a heavily loaded vehicle. Your vehicle can haul
more cargo and people than most passenger cars. The maximum trailer Note: Do not exceed the
trailer Page Towing Before Towing a Trailer 2. Set your vehicle parking brake. Place the

automatic transmission in Practice turning, stopping and backing up position P. Place wheel
chocks in front and back When turning, make wider turns so the of the trailer wheels. Page
Transporting The Vehicle N. If you cannot place the dollies or flatbed equipment to tow your
transmission in neutral N , you may vehicle. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford need to override it.
See Transmission Motor Company has not approved a page Page Towing Recreational Towing
This causes damage to your all-wheel drive system. If you are using a vehicle transport Note:
Put your climate control system in trailer, follow the instructions specified by recirculated air
mode to prevent exhaust the equipment provider. If you are towing fumes from entering your
vehicle. Always properly reinstall and secure floor mats that have been removed for cleaning or
replacement. Always make sure that objects cannot fall into the driver foot well while the vehicle
is moving. Objects that are loose can become trapped under the pedals causing a loss of
vehicle control. Page Roadside Emergencies Towing â€” independent service contractors, if not
prohibited by state, To fully assist you should you have a local or municipal law, shall tow Ford
vehicle concern, Ford Motor Company of eligible vehicles to an authorized dealer Canada,
Limited offers a complimentary within 35 mi 56 km of the roadside assistance program. Page
Hazard Warning Flashers Canadian customers who require roadside repair fuel leaks after a
collision may assistance, call Ford Motor Company recommends Vehicles Sold in Canada:
Using that the fuel system be inspected by an Roadside Assistance authorized dealer after any
collision. Page Jump Starting The Vehicle Roadside Emergencies Note: When you try to restart
your vehicle Note: Do not disconnect the battery of the after a fuel shutoff, the vehicle makes
sure disabled vehicle as this could damage the that various systems are safe to restart. Page
Roadside Emergencies Jump Starting Start the engine of the booster vehicle and rev the engine
moderately, or press the accelerator gently to keep your engine speed between and RPM, as
shown in your tachometer. Start the engine of the disabled vehicle. Remove the jumper cable on
the negative - terminal of the booster vehicle battery. Page Customer Assistance Mailing
address perform a repair after taking your vehicle to the authorized dealer. Box authorized by
Ford. Page In California U. Only In some states within the United States, conform the vehicle to
its applicable you must directly notify Ford in writing express warranties if, within the first 18
before pursuing remedies under your months of ownership of a new vehicle or If an agreement
is not reached In those cases where country, contact the appropriate foreign you continue to
feel that the efforts by Ford embassy or consulate. These officials can of Canada and the
authorized dealer to If your vehicle must be serviced while you Page Reporting Safety Defects
U. It has high-current fuses that protect the vehicle's main electrical Power Distribution Box
systems from overloads. Power sunshade. Second row power point. Not used. Relay Heated
rear window relay. Relay Starter motor relay. Relay Left-hand cooling fan number 2 relay. Relay
Fuel pump relay. Electric fan relay 3. Relay Massage control seat relay. Relay Right-hand
cooling fan relay. Relay Blower motor relay. Relay Left-hand cooling fan Number 1 relay.
Left-hand high intensity discharge head- lamp. Alternator A-line. Massage control seats. Fuel
pump relay. Fuel injectors. Relay Powertrain control module relay. Right high-intensity
discharge headlamp. Powertrain control module. Page Fuses Fuse or relay number Fuse amp
rating Protected components Left front and right rear smart window motors. Driver seat switch.
Right front smart window motor. Demand lamps battery saver relay. Audio amplifier. Not used
spare. Left front door zone module. All lock motor relay and coil. Driver lock motor relay and
coil. Horn relay. Steering wheel control module logic Instrument cluster. Steering wheel control
module. Autoâ€”dimming mirror without automatic high beam and lane departure module.
Moonroof module and switch. High beams. Rear park lamps. Restraint control module. Page
Closing The Hood Maintenance Inside the vehicle, pull the hood release handle located under
the left-hand side of the instrument panel. Slightly lift the hood. E 4. Open the hood. The hood
struts automatically support the hood. Closing the Hood Lower the hood and allow it to drop
under its own weight for the last 8â€”12 in 20â€”30 cm. Page Under Hood Overview - 2. See
Engine Coolant Check page Brake fluid reservoir right-hand drive. See Brake Fluid Check page
Engine oil dipstick. See Engine Oil Dipstick page Engine oil filler cap. See Engine Oil Check
page Brake fluid reservoir left-hand drive. Page Under Hood Overview - 3. Brake fluid reservoir.
See Washer Fluid Check page See Changing the 12V Battery page Power distribution box. See
Fuses page Air filter assembly. Page Engine Oil Dipstick - 2. This shield needs to be removed
for service, including oil and filter changes. The shield has four quick-release fasteners to
secure it in place. Remaining Life 2. See If the instrument cluster Capacities and Specifications
page displays one of the following Do not use engine coolant, Do not put engine coolant in the
antifreeze or windshield washer fluid outside windshield washer fluid container. If of its
specified function and vehicle location. Page Maintenance the service engine soon indicator
You have limited engine power when in the will illuminate. Your vehicle will not maintain If the
engine reaches a preset high-speed operation and the engine will over-temperature condition,

the engine operate poorly. Page Automatic Transmission Fluid Check - 2. If the coolant is low,
add coolant, and coolant temperature gauge needle move restart the engine. Page Maintenance
Note: Automatic transmission fluid 6. Install the dipstick making sure you expands when
warmed. To obtain an fully seat it in the filler tube by turning accurate fluid check, drive your
vehicle until it to the locked position. Page Maintenance Pull the air filter assembly up to
disconnect it from the seated grommets located under the air filter assembly. Rotate the air filter
assembly 90 degrees counterclockwise. Make sure the rubber hose is still connected to the air
filter assembly. Drive your vehicle until you warm it up to the normal operating temperature
after approximately 20 mi 30 km. Page Brake Fluid Check Failure to adhere to this warning could
result in the loss of vehicle Only use fluid that meets Ford control, serious personal injury or
death. Only use a washer fluid that meets Keep batteries out of reach of Ford specifications.
See Capacities and children. Batteries contain sulfuric Specifications page Avoid contact with
skin, eyes or clothing. Page Maintenance If you see any corrosion on the battery or Note: For
flexible fuel vehicles, if you are terminals, remove the cables from the operating on E85, you
may experience poor terminals and clean with a wire brush. You starts or an inability to start the
engine and can neutralize the acid with a solution of driveability problems until the fuel trim and
baking soda and water. The headlamps on your vehicle are 3. Turn on the low beam headlamps
to properly aimed at the assembly plant. Locate the vertical adjuster on each If Equipped
headlamp. Use a Phillips 2 screwdriver to turn the adjuster either clockwise or counterclockwise
to adjust the vertical aim of the headlamp. The horizontal edge of the brighter light should touch
the horizontal reference line. Remove the screws that secure the 3. Remove the bulb. Headlamp
bulbs must be marked with an authorized D. Department of Transportation for North America to
affirm lamp performance, light brightness and pattern and safe visibility. To replace instrument
panel lights, see an authorized dealer. Carefully lift the air filter housing cover. Do not start the
engine with the air 5. Materials Name Specification The wax will discolor or the area in and
around these locations. Page Wheels And Tires If Equipped Air compressor inside Note: The
temporary mobility kit canister contains enough sealant compound for one Diverter knob tire
repair only. See your authorized Ford On and off button dealer for additional replacement
sealant canisters. Air pressure gauge The kit is located under the load floor of Sealant bottle
and canister the trunk. Page Note: Do not drive further than mi Make sure that you use the
non-latex km. Drive only to the closest gloves provided to avoid an allergic authorized Ford
dealer or tire repair shop to reaction. To use the black air hose only. Do not use avoid any
allergic reactions, use the the transparent hose which is designed non-latex gloves located in
the accessory for sealant application only. Page Wheels and Tires 9. When the recommended
tire pressure is reached, turn off the kit by pressing the on button. Disconnect the kit from the
tire valve and the power point. Re-install the valve cap on the tire valve, place the tube cap on
the metal connector, and return the kit to the stowage area Immediately and cautiously, drive
the Page hose. You can obtain and the on button. Empty sealant bottles may be disposed of at
home. However, liquid residue from the sealing compound should be disposed by Page 3. Wrap
the clear tube around the the kit compressor housing. Note: If you experience any difficulties
with the removal or installation of the sealant canister, consult your authorized Ford dealer for
assistance. E E Align the sealant canister with the kit housing. Department of Transportation
Tire quality grades: The U. Department of Transportation requires Ford Motor Company to give
you the following information about tire grades exactly as the government has written it.
Sustained high temperature can cause the WARNING material of the tire to degenerate and
reduce tire life, and excessive The traction grade assigned temperature can lead to sudden to
this tire is based on tire failure. In general, the larger the number, the wider the tire. Page
Wheels and Tires Note: You may not find this the tire size code and the last four information on
all tires because it numbers represent the week and is not required by federal law. For example,
the numbers mean the 31st week of Page Wheels and Tires A. LT: Indicates a tire, designated by
the Tire and Rim Association, that is intended for service on light trucks. Load Range and Load
Inflation Limits: Indicates the tire's load-carrying capabilities and its inflation limits. Maximum
Load Dual lb kg at psi kPa cold: Indicates the maximum load and tire pressure when the tire is
used as a dual, Page Every day before you drive, check automatic service station gauges your
tires. If one looks lower than may be inaccurate. Ford the others, use a tire gauge to
recommends the use of a digital check the pressure of all tires and or dial-type tire pressure
gauge adjust if required. Page You damaged or show signs of will find a Tire Label containing
excessive wear should not be used the Ford recommended tire because they are more likely to
inflation pressure by the tire size blow out or fail. Tires degrade over time depending on many
factors Damage such as weather, storage Periodically inspect the tire treads conditions, and
conditions of use and sidewalls for damage such Page Use of any tire or wheel four numbers
represent the week not recommended by Ford can and year the tire was built. For affect the

safety and performance example, the numbers mean of your vehicle, which could result the 31st
week of Page Safety Practices For a mounting pressure more than 20 psi 1. Page Wheels and
Tires Highway Hazards Wheel misalignment in the front or the rear can cause uneven and No
matter how carefully you drive, rapid treadwear of your tires and there is always the possibility
that should be corrected by an you may eventually have a flat tire authorized dealer. Page
Wheels and Tires When Your Temporary Spare Tire is When You Believe Your System is Not
Installed Operating Properly When one of your road tires needs to be The main function of the
tire pressure replaced with the temporary spare, the monitoring system is to warn you when
system will continue to identify an issue to your tires need air. Page Wheels and Tires Low tire
pressure Possible cause Customer action required warning light Solid warning light Tire s
under-inflated Make sure tires are at the proper pres- sure. See Inflating your tires in this
chapter. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel used. The tire pressure monitoring system is
damaged, it should be replaced rather sensor and valve stem on the wheel must than repaired.
Page Wheels and Tires 1. If the vehicle slips off the jack, you or someone else could be
seriously injured. Do not attempt to change a tire on the side of the vehicle close to moving
traffic. Page Wheels and Tires 6. Remove the second wing nut that Replace the flat tire with the
spare secures the jack retention bracket by tire, making sure the valve stem is turning it
counterclockwise, then facing outward. Reinstall the lug nuts remove the jack kit from your
vehicle. Page Wheels and Tires 2. Insert the straight end of the jack retention bracket through
the eyelet of the angled bracket and swing the retention bracket over the jack. With the jack in
place, place the end of the retention bracket over the threaded stud in the trunk floor and secure
it with the plastic wing nut. Use only Ford recommended replacement fasteners. Retighten the
lug nuts to the specified torque within miles kilometers after any wheel disturbance such as tire
rotation, changing a flat tire, wheel removal. The long drivebelt is on the first pulley Drivebelt
Routing groove closest to the engine B. Page Engine Specifications - 3. Page Motorcraft Parts 2. We recommend Motorcraft replacement parts available at your Ford dealer or at fordparts.
Use of other parts may impact vehicle performance, emissions and durability. Page Motorcraft
Parts - 3. The Safety Compliance Certification Label be following table shows the transmission
affixed to a vehicle and prescribe where code along with the transmission the Safety
Compliance Certification Label Page Capacities And Specifications - 2. Only qualified personnel
should service the air conditioning refrigerant system. Opening the air conditioning refrigerant
system can cause personal injury. Use of any fluid other than the recommended fluid may
cause degraded brake performance and not meet the Ford performance standards. Keep brake
fluid clean and dry. Contamination with dirt, water, petroleum products or other materials may
result in brake system damage and possible failure. Page Capacities And Specifications - 3. The
use of any other fluid may cause transmission damage. Press and hold to select the autostore
function. Press to return to the main screen of the active radio band. CD: Press to listen to a CD.
Press the function buttons to scroll through the menu choices. The system stops at the first
station it finds in that direction. Occupancy Mode Select to optimize sound quality for the
chosen seating position. Turn to adjust the volume. Seek, Fast Forward and Reverse: In radio
mode, select a frequency band and press this button. Page Ford Motor Company shall not be of
your vehicle. See an authorized dealer responsible for any such programming for availability.
This two seconds to produce message should disappear audio for the selected shortly. Satellite
antenna fault There is an internal module If this message does not or system failure present.
Your loss of vehicle control, crash and audio extension cable must have male injury. Place
cords and cables In Canada, call Ford Motor as quiet as possible. Wind noise from Company
and Ford of Canada will not open windows and road vibrations may access the system data for
any purpose Preferences Help Hear a list of voice commands available in the current mode. You
can say any of the voice commands that appear within open and close brackets that are
separated by. If turned off, the system simply the system asks when it is not sure of your makes
a best guess as to what you request or when there are multiple possible requested and may ask
you to confirm responses to your request. To check your cell phone's Hands-free calling is one
of the main compatibility, see your cell phone's manual features of SYNC. Page SYNC Pairing
Subsequent Cell Phones Depending on your cell phone's capability and your market, the
system may prompt Note: To scroll through the menus, press you with questions, such as
setting the the up and down arrows on your audio current cell phone as the primary cell system.
Dial Use to enter a phone number digit by digit. When the system confirms the number say one
of the following commands: Dial To confirm the number and initiate the call. Access the desired
contact through SYNC or use voice commands to place the second call. Once actively in the
second call, press MENU. Scroll to Join Calls, and press the OK button. Wait until the following
message appears. Press the OK button again to confirm. When you are satisfied with your entry
press the right arrow key on the bezel. SYNC will jump to the phonebook contact name that

matches your entry. Press OK. In addition to the Phonebook entry name, the phone number
label Work, Cell, Home or Other shows on the This is a cell phone-dependent feature. This is a
cell phone-dependent and speed-dependent feature. This is an optional feature and available in
the United States only. Page 6. Press the OK button again when the system asks if you would
like to send the message. The system sends each text message with the following signature:
This message was sent from my Ford. To download the messages, press the OK button to
select. The display indicates the system is downloading your messages. When downloading is
complete, SYNC returns you to the inbox. Page SYNC Advanced and set prompts, languages,
defaults, perform a master reset, install an The Advanced menu allows you to access
application and view system information. Press OK to select. You only need to press the OK
button once. SYNC will be unre- sponsive for minutes while it is rebooting. Page SYNC Note:
Before setting this feature on, make If a crash deploys an airbag excluding sure that you read
the Assist Privacy knee airbags and rear inflatable safety Notice later in this section for
important belts [if equipped] or activates the fuel information. Page Action and Description
Vehicle Health Report The system will run a vehicle health report of your vehicle's diagnostic
systems and send the results to Ford where it combines with scheduled maintenance
information, open recalls, other field service actions and vehicle inspection items that still need
servicing by an authorized dealer. Page Run Report Press the OK button for SYNC to run a
health report of your vehicle's diagnostic systems and send the results to Ford where it
combines with scheduled maintenance information, open recalls, other field service actions and
vehicle inspection items that still need servicing by an authorized dealer. Page Maps If you do
not want used by this system may be inaccurate Ford or its service providers to collect your
because of errors, changes in roads, traffic vehicle travel information or other conditions or
driving conditions. For example, where options choices appears you say either; options or
choices. Once you select your destination, the system uploads your current vehicle location,
calculates a route based on current traffic conditions and sends it back to your vehicle. You can
then scroll to: The app should start. While an app is running through SYNC, you can press the
voice button and speak commands specific to the app, for example, "Playlist Road Trip". See
button to enter the Media Menu. Whats The system reads the metadata tags of the playing track,
Playing? You can also choose to Explore USB to view the supported digital music files on your
playing device. The time required to complete this depends on the size of the media the system
needs to index. Once selected, the system lists and then plays all artists and tracks
alphabetically. If there are fewer than indexed artists, the system lists them alphabetically in flat
file mode. If there are more than , the system categorizes them alphabetically. You can only view
media content which is compatible with SYNC; other files saved are not visible. Press the OK
button. Follow the directions in your phone's manual to put your phone into discovery mode. A
six-digit PIN appears in the display. However, access a customer representative via an should
questions arise, see the tables online chat during certain hours. Make sure to confirm when
prompted by your phone during the phonebook download. I am having trouble This is a
phone-dependent Go to the website to review connecting my phone to Make sure you are using
the manufacturer's cable. Page SYNC Voice command issues Issue Possible cause s Possible
solution s The system may not be Make sure you are saying the reading the name the same
contacts exactly as they are way you are saying it. For example, if you Contacts in your
phonebook save a contact as Joe may be very short and Page AppLink. My phone is connected,
my Sometime apps do not Tab the home button again, then select the app again to restart it. If
the app has a "Ford Mobile Apps Menu. Page Extended Service Plan Esp 2. Transferable
Coverage 3. If you sell your vehicle before your Ford 4. Page Service Plan. Ford Extended
Service Plan wear items. The coverage is prepaid, so is the only service contract backed by
Ford you never have to worry about affording Motor Company of Canada, Limited. It covers
Page Scheduled Maintenance If you do not use Ford authorized parts they you sell or trade it.
Keep all receipts for may not meet our specifications and completed maintenance with your
vehicle. Page When the oil change message appears in Additives and Chemicals the
information display, it is time for an oil This owner's manual and the Ford change. Make sure
you perform the oil Workshop Manual list the recommended change within two weeks or miles
additives and chemicals for your vehicle. Page Scheduled Maintenance Check every month
Engine oil level. Function of all interior and exterior lights. Tires including spare for wear and
proper pressure. Windshield washer fluid level. Check every six months Battery connections.
Clean if necessary. Body and door drain holes for obstructions. Cooling system fluid level and
coolant strength. Page Normal Scheduled Maintenance Scheduled Maintenance Multi-Point
inspection Accessory drive belt s Hazard warning system operation Battery performance Horn
operation Engine air filter Radiator, cooler, heater and air conditioning hoses Exhaust system
Suspension components for leaks or damage Exterior lamps operation Steering and linkage

Tires including spare for wear and proper Fluid levels ; Page Scheduled Maintenance At every
oil change interval as indicated by the information display Inspect the tires, tire wear and
measure the tread depth. Inspect the wheels and related components for abnormal noise, wear,
looseness or drag. Do not exceed one year or miles kilometers between service intervals. Reset
the Intelligent Oil-Life Monitor after engine oil and filter changes. Page Scheduled Maintenance
Extensive idling or low-speed driving for long distances, as in heavy commercial use Every
miles Change automatic transmission fluid. See axle maintenance items under Exceptions.
Every miles Replace spark plugs. Ford Motor Company, however, only in your vehicle does not
require any urges you to have all recommended normal scheduled maintenance. Those
process. It is your responsibility to Page Should you have any questions concerning are
driving. Page Appendices substitute for your personal judgment. Page Consumer-Related
Disputes will also litigate any dispute in small claims court apply. You may Page Appendices 3.
If you feel that a route suggested hereby grants to you a personal, by the TeleNav Software
instructs you to non-exclusive, non-transferable license Page Appendices ii. Page Appendices
conferred by implication, statute, inducement, estoppel or otherwise, and The headings in this
Agreement are for TeleNav and its suppliers and licensors convenience of reference only, will
not be hereby reserve all of their respective rights deemed to be a part of this Agreement, other
than the licenses explicitly granted and will not be referred to in connection in this Agreement.
Page Appendices If the Contracting Officer, federal Gracenote Data shall also apply to such
government agency, or any federal official content and such content providers shall refuses to
use the legend provided herein, be entitled to all of the benefits and the Contracting Officer,
federal protections set forth herein that are government agency, or any federal official Page
Index Anti-Theft Alarm Page Index Locking and Unlocking Page Index Motorcraft Parts - 2. Page
Index Roadside Assistance Page Index Using Stability Control Print page 1 Print document
pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload
from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual , Manual. Table of
Contents. Instrument Cluster. Warning And Control Lights. Entertainment Systems. Cd
Changer. Climate Controls. Electronic Automatic Temperature Control. Rear Window Defroster.
Turn Signal Control. Bulb Replacement. Driver Controls. Steering Wheel Adjustment. Power
Windows. Speed Control. Message Center. Locks And Security. Owners Guide postfmt. USA
fus. Ford may change the contents without notice and without incurring obligation. Page 4:
Introduction The more you know and understand about your vehicle, the greater the safety and
pleasure you will derive from driving it. Page 5 Do not add friction modifier compounds or
special break-in oils during the first few thousand miles kilometers of operation, since these
additives may prevent piston ring seating. See Engine oil in the Maintenance and Specifications
chapter for more information on oil usage. To access this information, special equipment must
be directly connected to the recording modules. Ford Motor Company and Ford of Canada do
not access event data recorder information without obtaining consent, Page 7 By referring to
the pages in the provided supplement, you can properly identify those features,
recommendations and specifications that are unique to your vehicle. Refer to Fuel filler cap in
the Maintenance and Specifications chapter. A chime will also sound to remind you to fasten
your safety belt. Charging system: Illuminates when the battery is not charging properly. Never
remove the coolant reservoir cap while the engine is running or hot. EJ Eject : Press to eject a
tape. If this happens, reinsert the disc holder back into the magazine while pressing on the
lever. Irregular shaped CDs, CDs with a scratch protection film attached, and CDs with
homemade paper adhesive labels should not be inserted into the CD player. Page Climate
Controls 4. Fan speed adjustment: Controls the volume of air circulated in the vehicle. For more
information, refer to Rear window defroster later in this chapter. Do not place objects on top of
the instrument panel as these objects may become projectiles in a collision or sudden stop.
Recirculation may turn off automatically in all airflow selections. Temperature control: Press to
increase or decrease the temperature in the cabin. The set point temperatures in Celsius will be
displayed in one degree increments. For more information, or to replace the filter, see your Ford
or Lincoln Mercury dealer. Failure to activate your headlamps under these conditions may result
in a collision. Move the control to the full upright position, past detent, to turn on the interior
lamps. On the wall or screen you will observe an area of high intensity light. The top of the high
intensity area should touch the horizontal reference line, if not, the beam will need to be
adjusted. Remove the bolt 1 from the headlamp housing. At the back of the headlamp, pry up
and remove the two retainer pins to release the headlamp assembly from the vehicle and pull
headlamp forward. Remove the bulb retaining ring by rotating it counterclockwise. Remove the
old bulb from the lamp assembly by pulling it straight out of the lamp assembly. Turn the
headlamps on and make sure they work properly. If the headlamp was correctly aligned before
you changed the bulb, you should not need to align it again. Remove two screws and the lower

trim panel from the liftgate. Remove the upper trim panel. Remove the rubber plug from the
lower access hole in the upper portion of the liftgate. Remove the two outboard grommets from
the inside of the decklid. On the inside of the decklid, remove the three nuts that hold the
spoiler on and remove the spoiler. Carefully twist and pull the socket from the lamp housing.
Carefully pull the bulb from the socket and push in the new bulb. Reinstall the socket in the
lamp housing and twist to secure. Carefully push the carpet back in to place and install the
plastic cover inside the trunk with five push pins and two plastic mushroom nuts. Pull the bulb
straight out of the socket and push in the new bulb. Install bulb socket in lamp assembly by
turning clockwise. Carefully install the tail lamp assembly on the body side panel and secure it
with two bolts. Press the wiper control to activate the rear wiper. Press again to turn off the
wiper. The layer of ice has many sharp edges and can damage the micro edge of the wiper
rubber element. To prevent the battery from being discharged, do not use the power point
longer than necessary when the engine is not running. Press completely down on AUTO and
release quickly. Press again to stop. Do not block the sensor on the backside of the inside rear
view mirror since this may impair proper mirror performance. Press the ON control and release
2. Accelerate to the desired speed. This will automatically return the vehicle to the previously
set speed. Each tap will decrease the set speed by 1 mph 1. They may seriously hurt
themselves. It is also recommended that a new battery be placed in the hand-held transmitter of
the device being programmed to HomeLink for quicker training and accurate transmission of
the radio-frequency signal. The name and color of the button may vary by manufacturer. The
indicator light will flash slowly and then rapidly after HomeLink accepts the radio frequency
signal. The indicator light will begin to flash after 20 seconds. For questions or comments,
contact HomeLink at Determine your magnetic zone by referring to the zone map. Displayed
when the fuel filler cap is not properly installed. Check the fuel filler cap for proper installation.
Hard objects can injure you in a collision. Page 67 To remove the floor mat, reverse the
installation procedure. Cargo cover if equipped Wagon Your vehicle may be equipped with a
cargo area shade that covers the luggage compartment of your vehicle. Fold the edges of the
vinyl towards the center, making sure that the edges clear the end cap slots. Use tape or a
rubber band to hold the vinyl to the left side of the tube. Loosen the thumbwheel at both ends of
the cross-bar. Slide the cross-bar to the desired location. Tighten the thumbwheel at both ends
of the cross-bar. Use adjustable tie down loops to secure the load. If the procedure needs to be
repeated, you must wait 30 seconds. Note: All doors must be closed and remain closed
throughout the process. Small children are particularly at risk. If the dome lamp control is in the
off position the illuminated entry feature will not work. Opening the trunk Press once to unlock
the trunk or liftgate wagon. Replacing the battery The remote entry transmitter uses one coin
type three-volt lithium battery CR or equivalent. The dome lamp control if equipped must not be
set to the off position for the illuminated entry system to operate. Press the power door unlock
control twice within 5 seconds. Use of these systems may result in vehicle starting problems
and a loss of security protection. Note: Large metallic objects, electronic devices that are used
to purchase gasoline or similar items, or a second coded key on the same key chain may cause
vehicle starting issues. The key codes need to be erased from your vehicle and new coded keys
will need to be programmed. Keep the ignition in the 4 ON position for at least one second. Lift
handle to move seat forward or backward. Pull lever up to adjust seatback. Press to raise or
lower the rear portion of the seat cushion. Press the control to move the seat forward,
backward, up or down. For height and weight limits, see the label on the seat cushion. When the
seat is down, the back of your wagon has a flat surface for carrying cargo. Pull up on the handle
and push the floor panel into place. The passenger cannot protect the child from injury in a
collision. Make sure the tongue is securely fastened in the buckle. Refer to Safety restraints for
children or Safety seats for children later in this chapter. How to disengage the automatic
locking mode Ford Motor Company recommends that all safety belt assemblies and attaching
hardware should be inspected by a qualified technician after any collision. Safety belt
assemblies not in use during a collision should also be inspected and replaced if either damage
or improper operation is noted. Page 98 The driver and the right front passenger seat belt
system including retractors, buckles and height adjusters must be replaced if the vehicle is
involved in a collision that results in deployment of front airbags or side airbags and safety belt
pretensioners. Failure to adjust the safety belt properly could reduce the effectiveness of the
seat belt and increase the risk of injury in a collision. This allows the tongue to unlatch from the
buckle. While the belt retracts, guide the tongue to its original position to prevent it from
striking you or the vehicle. People who are ejected are 40 times more likely to DIE. Replace if
necessary. All safety belt assemblies, including retractors, buckles, front safety belt buckle
assemblies, buckle support assemblies slide bar-if equipped , shoulder Taurus tau Owners
Guide postfmt USA fus Page Airbags if equipped , shoulder belt guide on seatback if equipped ,

child safety seat LATCH and tether anchors, and attaching hardware, should be inspected after
a collision. Ford Motor Company recommends that all safety belt assemblies in use in vehicles
involved in a collision be replaced. See your Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer. The front
passenger airbag is not designed to offer protection to an occupant in the center front seating
position. If it is necessary to modify an advanced front airbag system to accommodate a person
with disabilities, contact the Ford Customer Taurus tau Owners Guide postfmt Page Do not use
accessory seat covers. The use of accessory seat covers may prevent the deployment of the
side airbags and increase the risk of injury in an accident. All occupants of the vehicle should
always wear their safety belts even when an airbag SRS is provided. Page Child Restraints 12 in
the rear seat of your vehicle. Accident statistics suggest that children are safer when properly
restrained in the rear seating positions than in the front seating position. Booster seats position
a child so that safety belts fit better. They lift the child up so that the lap belt rests low across
the hips and the knees bend comfortably. If you do not install and use the safety seat properly,
the child may be injured in a sudden stop or collision. Ford recommends the use of a child
safety seat having a top tether strap. Page 1. Position the child safety seat in a seat with a
combination lap and shoulder belt. Pull down on the shoulder belt and then grasp the shoulder
belt and lap belt together. Allow the belt to retract. The belt will click as it retracts to indicate it
is in the automatic locking mode. Push down on the child seat while pulling on the loose end of
the lap belt webbing to tighten the belt. Route the child safety seat tether strap over the back of
the seat. For vehicles with adjustable head restraints, route the tether strap under the head
restraint and between the head restraint posts, otherwise route the tether strap over the top of
the seatback. Locate the correct anchor for the selected seating position. Open the tether
anchor cover. On wagons, snap the tether anchor cover off the anchor under the load floor. For
forward-facing child seats, the tether strap must also be attached to the proper tether anchor.
See Attaching safety seats with tether straps in this chapter. Check to see if the anchors hold
the seat in place. If the safety seat is not anchored properly, the risk of a child being injured in a
crash greatly increases. Department of Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of
Transportation requires Ford to give you the following information about tire grades exactly as
the government has written it. Inflate all tires to the inflation pressure recommended by Ford
Motor Company. You are strongly urged to buy a reliable tire pressure gauge, as automatic
service station gauges may be inaccurate. Ford recommends the use of a digital or dial type tire
pressure gauge rather than a stick type tire pressure gauge. Page 6. Visually inspect the tires to
make sure there are no nails or other objects embedded that could poke a hole in the tire and
cause an air leak. Check the sidewalls to make sure there are no gouges, cuts or bulges. Use of
any tire or wheel not recommended by Ford can affect the safety and performance of your
vehicle, which could result in an increased risk of loss of vehicle control, vehicle rollover,
personal injury and death. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel is damaged, it should be replaced
rather than repaired. Do not fully tighten the lug nuts until the wheel has been lowered. Lower
the wheel by turning the jack handle counterclockwise. Use only Ford recommended
replacement fasteners. The next two numbers or letters are the plant code designating where it
was manufactured, the next two are the tire size code and the last four Taurus tau Owners
Guide postfmt USA fus Page The tire suppliers may have additional markings, notes or
warnings such as standard load, radial tubeless, etc. Maximum Load Single lb. Have a qualified
technician at a Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer check the wheel alignment periodically. Page
Unless otherwise specified, rotate the tires approximately every 5, miles 8, km. Note: If your
tires show uneven wear ask a qualified technician at a Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealership to
check for and correct any wheel misalignment, tire imbalance or mechanical problem involved
before tire rotation. Page Overloading or improperly loading your vehicle can contribute to loss
of vehicle control and vehicle rollover. When towing, trailer tongue load or king pin weight is
also part of cargo weight. Separate functional brakes should be used for safe control of towed
vehicles and for trailers where the GCW of the towing vehicle plus the trailer exceed the GVWR
of the towing vehicle. If your vehicle will be towing a trailer, load from your trailer will be
transferred to your vehicle. Consult this manual to determine how this reduces the available
cargo and luggage load capacity of your vehicle. No towing packages are available through
Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealers. Do not tow a trailer until your vehicle has been driven at least
km miles. Page Do not use hitches that clamp onto the vehicle bumper. Use a load carrying
hitch. Servicing after towing If you tow a trailer for long distances, your vehicle will require more
frequent service intervals. Refer to your scheduled maintenance information for more
information. Only use the accelerator when you have difficulty starting the engine. For more
information on starting the vehicle, refer to Starting the engine in this chapter. Before starting
the vehicle: 1. Make sure all occupants buckle their safety belts. For more information on safety
belts and their proper usage, refer to the Seating and Safety Restraints chapter. Engine block

heaters are available as an option and can be obtained from your Ford dealer. Consult the
engine block heater section for proper use of the engine block heater. Page Brakes If the vehicle
has continuous vibration or shudder in the steering wheel while braking, the vehicle should be
inspected by a qualified service technician. Refer to Fuses and relays in the Roadside
Emergencies chapter. If you do not hold the brake pedal down, your vehicle may move
unexpectedly and injure someone. Turn off the ignition whenever you leave your vehicle. Never
leave your vehicle unattended while it is running. If you do not take these precautions, your
vehicle may move unexpectedly and injure someone. Wet brakes do not stop the vehicle as
quickly as dry brakes. If you need to arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor
Company will reimburse a reasonable amount. To obtain reimbursement information, U. Ford or
Mercury vehicles customers call ; Lincoln vehicle customers call 1â€”â€”â€” Turn the ignition
to the ON position. Pause for a few seconds and return the key to the OFF position. Make a
further check for leaks in the fuel system. Remove the panel cover to access the fuses. If the
battery has been disconnected and reconnected, refer to the Battery section of the Maintenance
and Specifications chapter. Turn the heater fan on in both vehicles to protect any electrical
surges. Turn all other accessories off. Ensure that the cables are clear of fan blades, belts,
moving parts of both engines, or any fuel delivery system parts. Remove the jumper cable from
the ground metal surface. After the disabled vehicle has been started and the jumper cables
removed, allow it to idle for several minutes so the engine computer can relearn its idle
conditions. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt
towing procedure. If your vehicle is to be towed from the rear using wheel lift equipment, it is
recommended that the front wheels drive wheels be placed on a dolly to prevent damage to the
transaxle. Page Roadside Emergencies Ford Motor Company produces a towing manual for all
authorized tow truck operators. Have your tow truck operator refer to this manual for proper
hook-up and towing procedures for your vehicle. Away from home If you own a Ford or Mercury
vehicle and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than
the dealership could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford
Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized dealership to help you. Page If you own a
Lincoln vehicle and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more
help than the dealership could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the
Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized dealership to help you. Page Customer
Assistance In some states in the U. Ford is also allowed a final repair attempt in some states. In
the United States, a warranty dispute must be submitted to the The Dispute Settlement Board
may not be available in all states. The decisions of the Board are binding on Ford and, in some
cases, on the dealer but not on consumers who are free to pursue other remedies available to
them under state or federal law. Page Customer Assistance If you did not take advantage of the
Ford Extended Service Plan at the time of purchasing your vehicle, you may still be eligible.
Since this information is subject to change, please ask your dealer for complete details about
Ford Extended Service Plan coverage options, or visit the Ford ESP website at Page Reporting
Safety Defects U. These products are available from your dealer. Keep body and door drain
holes free from packed dirt. These quality products have been specifically engineered to fulfill
your automotive needs; they are custom designed to complement the style and appearance of
your vehicle. Page Maintenance And Specifications Working with the engine off 1. Set the
parking brake and shift to P Park. Turn off the engine and remove the key. Block the wheels. Go
to the front of the vehicle and release the auxiliary latch located in the center between the hood
and the grille. Lift the hood until the lift cylinders hold it open. Brake fluid reservoir 3. Air filter
assembly 4. Battery 5. Engine oil filler cap 6. Engine oil dipstick 7. Power steering fluid reservoir
8. Engine coolant reservoir 9. Engine oil dipstick 6. Engine oil filler cap 7. Engine coolant
reservoir 8. Windshield washer fluid reservoir 9. Washer fluid placed in the cooling system may
harm engine and cooling system components. Turn the engine off and wait a few minutes for
the oil to drain into the oil pan. Set the parking brake and ensure the gearshift is securely
latched in P. Open the hood. Protect yourself from engine heat. Locate and carefully remove the
engine oil indicator dipstick. If the engine oil level is not within the normal range, add only
certified engine oil of the recommended viscosity. Remove the engine oil filler cap and use a
funnel to pour the engine oil into the opening. Ford production and aftermarket Motorcraft oil
filters are designed for added engine protection and long life. If a replacement oil filter is used
that does not meet Ford material and design specifications, start-up engine noises or knock
may be experienced. Page Battery Maintenance and Specifications It is recommended you use
the appropriate Motorcraft oil filter or another brand meeting Ford specifications for your engine
application. BATTERY Your vehicle is equipped with a Motorcraft maintenance-free battery
which normally does not require additional water during its life of service. Add the mixture to
the coolant reservoir, when the engine is cool, until the appropriate fill level is obtained. Page

Recycled engine coolant Ford Motor Company does NOT recommend the use of recycled
engine coolant in vehicles originally equipped with Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant
since a Ford-approved recycling process is not yet available. Inhaling too much fuel vapor of
any kind can lead to eye and respiratory tract irritation. In severe cases, excessive or prolonged
breathing of fuel vapor can cause serious illness and permanent injury. The fuel system may be
under pressure. If the fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you hear a hissing sound, wait until it
stops before completely removing the fuel filler cap. Page Gasolines that meet the World-wide
Fuel Charter should be used when available. Ask your fuel supplier about gasolines that meet
the World-wide Fuel Charter. If the problems persist below this temperature, see your dealer or
a qualified service technician. Running out of fuel Avoid running out of fuel because this
situation may have an adverse affect on powertrain components. Page Examples are: 1. The
vehicle has run out of fuel. The engine may misfire or run poorly. Poor fuel quality or water in
the fuel. The engine must warm up to its normal operating temperature. Once started, do not
turn off the engine until the above driving cycle is complete. While the engine idles, turn the
steering wheel left and right several times. Turn the engine off. If the fluid is low, add fluid in
small amounts, continuously checking the level until it reaches the range between the MIN and
MAX lines. Be sure to put the cap back on the reservoir. Install the dipstick making sure it is
fully
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saturn ion clutch pedal assembly
seated in the filler tube. Replace the PCV valve with one that meets Ford material and design
specifications for your vehicle, such as a Motorcraft or equivalent replacement part. The
customer warranty may be void for any damage to the emissions system if such a PCV valve is
not used. Page Lubricant Specifications Maintenance and Specifications Use of synthetic or
synthetic blend motor oil is not mandatory. Use of any fluid other than the recommended fluid
may cause transmission damage. Model year 7. Assembly plant 8. Production sequence number
Engine number The engine number the last eight numbers of the vehicle identification number
is stamped on the engine block and transaxle. The following table tells you which transmission
or transaxle each code represents. Ford Motor Company will repair or Page This manual is also
suitable for: taurus. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have
an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

